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—University System Regent Frank 'C. Erwin, 
. March16, 1972 
(See Story, Page 2.) 
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By SUSAN WINTERRINGER 
Texan Staff Writer 
University Student Government and The 
rDaily Texan were dealt severe financial 
(blows by the University System Board of 
^Regents Friday. 
fi Student Government and The Texan will 
hot receive guaranteed funding under 1974-
j?75 student services fees, but will be placett 
ion preregistration forms as optional 
check-off items. 
The student services fee reorganization 
was a result of a University System law 
office interpretation of a Texas Education 
Act amendment which gives financial 
relief to part-time and graduate students. 
The controversial amendment is under 
review for an interpretation in Atty. Gen. 
John Hill's office, at the request of the 
state auditor's office: 
• The fee services reorganization will 
lower the student services fee from $3.50 
"iSv 
to $2.50 per student per semester hour;w 
This gives financial relief to students 
taking less than 12 hours. 
Student services funded by the 
mandatory fee will include the students' 
attorney, health center, intramural 
program and shuttle bus. The Texan and 
Student Government have been previously 
funded through the mandatory fee. With 
:the new fee structure, they will be put on a 
optional check-off basis along with men's 
intercollegiate athletics, women's 
intercollegiate athletics, cultural 
entertainment, the Cactus yearbook, 
parking and lockers. 
There will no longer be a "blanket Jax" 
which combined 'men's intercollegiate 
athletics and cultural entertainment into 
m 





By DAVID HENDRICKS 
Texan Staff Writer 
. A rally to'show support for the 
, impeachment of President Richard Nixon -
Friday abruptly changed targets and 
became a demonstration against the 
^ University System Board of Regents. 
Approximately 300 students gathered at 
noon on the main mall for the 
• impeachment rally sponsored by the 
People's Assembly to Impeach Nixon 
, (PAIN). At 12:15 p.m., an announcement 
was made Concerning the regents' action 
: on Student Government and The Daily 
Texan. 
Michael Eakin, editor of the Texan, told 
...the crowd the regents had: changed the 
funding base of Student Government and 
The Texan trom mandatory student' 
service fees to an optional check-off tax. 
• Calling thcgaction "hypocritical," Eakin 
added that the regents had put "the 
quietus on elected student 
representatives," 
When asked what could be done, Eakin 
replied that the crowd couldrgo up and tell 
the regents themselves what they thought 
of the action. 
With that, an estimated 200 people made 
their way up one flight of stain in the 
Main Building where the regents were 
meeting. The crowd clapped hands and 
chanted, "The regents must go." 
. During the 25-minute demonstration, the 
crowd voiced other chants of "Long Live 
Student Government" and "Long Live The 
- Daily Texan." s" 
To break ujr the demonstration, 
University Patrolman Vaughn Camacho 
told the crowd. "I know exactly how you 
feel. I was a student three years ago, when 
we were mad about the war and the fact 
that chicanos and blacks weren't getting a 
fair shake here." 
At 12:50 p.m., the impeachment rally 
continued with a speech by State Rep. Ron 
Waters of Houston, who urged students to 
go to Houston Tuesday for a "peaceful 
demonstration" at Nixon's address to the 
national broadcasters convention at Jones 
Hall. 
'We d& not fund 
Jexas Public Research Interest Group (TexPIRG) first approached the 
University System Board of Regents for funding assistance at the regents' 
March 16, 1972, meeting in Austin. 
TexPIRG's request was turned down by the regents 5-4, under the theory 
that the University could not act as a collecting agency for the group. 
University System Regent Frank C. Erwin, in voting against TexPIRG-'s 
request, said the regents' education code prevents the board from collecting 
funds for outside agencies, and he added, "We do not fund anything that we 
don't control." / -
At a Feb. 1, 1974, regents meeting, TexPIRG made another request for 
University assistance in gaining funding b/allowing students to contribute 
$2 voluntarily to the organization during preregistration. That motion failed 
7-2, with Erwin and Regent Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson the only two members 
favoring adoption of the proposal. ~ ' 
k 
an optional package. Students will now' 
choose which services they wish, to 
support. 
Under the plan, which will.go into effect 
in the fall semester, the University will 
absorb the 160,000 costs of student 
identification cards and a $50,000 expected 
increase in the shuttle bus service costs. 
, Sometime before preregistration, April 
29, each group governing one of the 
optional activities will recommend to the C 
University administration the amount of 
its optional fee. 
In a presentation during the regents 
Meeting, Student Government President < 
Sandy JCress called the present system 
"completely within the law." 
He urged the regents to leave the 
student services fee as it is noty, and 
presented an alternative "voluntary fee 
retrieval system", plan. Under this plan, 
part-time students would be able to fjll out 
a form to receive a partial return on their 
fees, a return based on the number of 
hours, taken and which activities they 
chose to support. 
"There is no reason why this matter 
could not have been brought to our 
attention before now so that students 
: 
Fourth Straight Title j V : 
Texan Captures SWJC Sweepstakes 
• six second 
Is. i 
linWaco at 
By BETSY HALL 
~—Texan Staff Writer ~ 
For the fourth straight year, The Daily 
Texan has won the sweepstakes of the 
Southwestern Journalism Congress 
(SWJC), taking six first plac ' 
place and six third place aw| 
The awards were announce 
the SWJC Friday. 
The Texan compiled a total of 36 points 
for its 18 awards. Second place University 
of Houston garnered 20 points, while North 
Texas State University and the University 
of Arkansas tied for third place with 16 
points each. There are 16 schools in the 
SWJC. 
Texan editor-elect Buck Harvey 
captured two first place awards, for best 
sports column and best general story; His 
column was about the problems of being a 
sportswriter, and the sports story was a 
recapitulation of Texas' football season 
opening loss against Miami. Harvey was 
the Texan sports editor during fall, 1973-
I I  I I U U L  t v  
The two-year old Pearl magazine, the 
Texan's monthly supplement, was named 
the best general readership campus 
magazine for the second year in a row. 
Associate Editor Darryl Farrow received 
first place for best magazine article by a 
student and current Pearl Editor Sally 
Jenkins garnered second place in that 
category. 
Texan assistant managing editor Betsy 
all won first place in the best special 
ition or feature supplement division for 
he Texan's New Students' Edition 
mblished Aug. 10, 1973. 
T&can photographers took their share of 
the awards also, as Paul Calapa landed a 
first place for best feature photograph and 
a second for best magazine photograph. 
Photographer Phil Huber garnered two 
second place positions, for best feature 
photograph and best sports photograph. 
Current Texan photo editor Jay Miller 
won two third place awards, for best 
general photograph and best picture page. 
Another University student. Dean Ornish, 
grabbed third place for best magazine 
photograph. 
In the news categories, 1972-73 Texan 
editor David Powell and spring, 1973 
managing editor Tom Kleinworth were 
awarded second place for best single 
issue, chosen from a group of three 
consecutive issues published Jan. 23 to 25, 
,1973. : | 
Powell also won a third place for best 
general news story for his account of 
former President Lyndon B. 
funeral. 
Former Texan staffer John Bender also 
captured a third place for best spot news 
story",'for his account of the AWOL'arrest 
of a former University narcotics agent in 
July. »• ' 
Other awards went to Jerry Aulds, who 
won second place in the best general 
column division, and Texan assistant to 
the editor Ken McHam, who won a third 
plate for best editorial. . .. 
could be consulted prior • to 
recommendations that so vitally affect 
us," Kress said Friday. 
Kress outlined several possibilities for 
Student Government and The Texan to get 
help with funding. He said that he will 
lobby for an increase in the student 
services fee and seek legislative 
protection directly for The Texan and 
Student Government. 
HE SAID that "everything depends on 
the attorney general's ruling" which he 
believes will be in.favor "of us." 
A spokesperson from Hill's office said 
Friday there is "no telling how long" it 
will be before the controversial Education.. 
Code amendment ruling will be ready. | J
Michael Moore, president of the Texas 
Student Publications (TSP) Board, said 
Friday that the Board will have to come 
up with some new plans for Texan funding 
but that he is definitely in favor of 
continuing mass circulation. ; ^ ^ 
He suggested that one consideration 
would be a compromise plan whereby TSP 
could offer services to students on an 
optional basis. These services might 
include reduced rates in advertising in The 
Texan, a free Student Directory. This 
way, more students might be in favor of 
voluntarily funding The Texan. 
"We are going to try to live with the 
regents' decision," Loyd Edmonds,, 
general manager of TSP, said. 
The alternative for subscription rates 
for direct delivery of The Texan is "time-
consuming, cun 
Edmonds said. 
"IT IS a fact that we have some reserve 
funds, some excess earnings from last 
year that we could dip into, and we could 
tighten our belts," Edmonds said. 
The Texan depended on $136,650 from 
mandatory student services fees, about 29 
percent of its operating budget. Student 
Government received $20,000 out of its 
approximate $27,000 budget from the 
mandatory fee for 1973-1974. 
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, By SANDY KRESS 
Last Friday the regents arbitrarily struck a blow at the 
independence of The Daily Texan, the Student Government and 
the Senior Cabinet by cutting off their sources of guaranteed 
funding. , . 
Whether this was done by the full board simply to gut student 
agencies that have lately become vibrant and challenging or 
whether this was accomplished at the whim of one board member 
with the sham legal advice of his "boys in the law office" is a 
matter still unresolved. 
BUT TH|S" MUCH IS CLEAR: First, LeMaistre, Spurr and 
their legal lackeys raised the issue. They claimed the reason fdr 
this sudden action which prevented any prior consultation with 
students was that the System was uninformed of a certain law 
(Section 54.503(b) of the Education Code) and its effect.on the 
legitimacy of the current Student Services Fee structure. 
Now, anyone who has watched the Legislature in action knows 
that the University, especially in the form of lobbyist ©an Petty, 
hawks EVERY education bill that is introduced. Obviously then, 
the System knew of the law as the bill was introduced a full year 
ago, and the lawyers certainly came to know 5it better when 
Frank Erwin hung his hat on the VERY SAME BILL to increase 
the Building Use Fee last summer. 
Essentially if there was any legal difficulty with the current 
fee, the System had reason tp know it long before we paid our fees 
for the spring semester and, without doubt, before the last few 
weeks. . 
An Editorial 
Second, the System and the administration, though allegedly 
"in favor of mandatory-funding," decided to junk guaranteed 
funds for certaiji programs because of the/financial difficulties 
forced by this law's supposed mandate to loWer fees for part-time 
students. HdweVer, the law itself ONLY requires that there be _ _ 
relief through proportionality in the fee structure, not that there opinion through demonstrations of our views and a massive 
.3 5pe^c_§tnicture. lobbying effort. Second, we must call on our friends in the 
Bo> since the current system is proportional and thus meets the Legislature to provide a reniedy in the next session. And, finally, 
Given these circumstances, I am led to conclude that, despite 
facial arguments, this motion was merely a calculated stab by 
Mr. Frank Erwin at two institutions that have attacked him often 
and effectively this year, especially with the HEW investigation 
and the sustained questioning of his misplaced priorities, 
Presumably by this action, he intends to render us a service 
association that can get by only with SPECIAL OFFERS to its 
members, like o^ering Longhorn toilet paper at one-half price to 
those who contribute a.fee. In this manner, we will no longer be a 
Student Government of all the students, but instead an Ex-
Students' Association junior that can at best make material life 
for its student members a bit more comfortable. 
Student Government has become strong this year: We have 
become a critical force in the community, lobbying effectively at 
the city, state and national level. We have made< substantial 
efforts to reform the University, especially in the areas of 
academic reform, minority recruitment and student" 
participation in key decision making areas. 
And, finally, through the hard work of over 400 students who 
participated for the first time in the committee structure, 
Student Government was able to provide new and vast student 
services, like a Tenants' Council, a Consumer Referral Service, a 
Women's Referral Service, a Travel Tours program, and a 
projectedlongdistancetelephoneservi,ce. 
Student Government is in jeopardy if we cannot be assured of 
funds for staff, supplies, phones and so forth. But, more 
important, even if we can obtain our funds through fees or 
assistance from the administration, how strong will we be, how 
independent can %e be? Will the negt Student Government 
president feel free enough, for instance, to call in a federal 
agency when rhetoric and lip service fail to solve major 
problems? " 
We must fight this decision with EVERY legal means 
available. First, we must pressure the regents to reconsider this 
decision, primarily by seeking a favorable attorney general's 
law's requirements, the regents' basis for action is entirely 
shallow. * . . 
But, third, even in the remote possibility that the attorney 
general were somehow to find a problem with the current fee, 
there is no reason now to presuppose his findings. The University 
could easily ̂ change the fee for next spring and, if, necessary, pay 
a refund to "those who overpaid in the fall. 
Fourth,'if a new system were to be devised, there are many 
that are more fair and more sensitive to student interests than 
the one adopted Friday. 
, Student Government .proposed viable alternatives including a 
Voluntary Fee Retrieval System'and a combination of minimal 
user fees for certain activities enjoyed by only a few students. 
But after only one question and no discussion of these matters by 
the board, the chancellor's method was adopted unanimously. 
we must ensure that progressive regents be appointed next 
January, and that Erwin be permanently and finally retired so 
that he can no longer tyrannize a University that truly was once 
an institution of the first class. I 
Student power is a complex thing; it is also something for which' 
quality in the University and quality in our lives require us to 
fight. Hopefully, we have learned by now that reform cannot be 
achieved by back-room negotiations with powerless underlings. 
We will only have an effect by attaining the power — the 
economic power, the political power and the social power — to 
mol$ our own lives. 
Shaping this power necessitates a strong Student Government. 
I will oppose this arbitrary move until it is reversed. ' : 
I ask you to join me. r-
Sandy Kress is Student Government president. 
A 
By MICHAEL EAKIN 
The ^vents of Friday, March 15, mark a day of mixed blessings 
for the future of student initiative and the free press at this 
University. 
On. the evening of that Friday, The Daily Texan received the 
Southwest Journalism Congress' sweepstakes trophy as the top 
college newspaper from the Southwest. Shortly before noon of 
thatsame day the University System Board of Kegen&Md voted 
to deny the financial base that has helped ensure The Texan's 
excellence — and delivered a perhaps terminal blow to Student 
Government as well. One wonders if The Texan is not excellent 
enough — or if the regents have simply tired of criticism. 
• •- An Editorial 
Students demonstrate (top) after the University System,. 
i ®oar*' °* Regent* Friday altered the funding bails for Stu-
ff'' - dent Government and The Daily Texan. Security Officer 
i8ii!i'.VougKii Camacho guards the dear. Inside, during the me*. #• •>. * «•» , 1 
pllWv7 
—T«mw Mt Hwt— by Jmf MMm 
meeting; Dr. Michael Mo r̂e, A(bottom, left), president of 
Texas Student Publications, defend* The Texan positions, 
and President Sandy Kress and Viie-President Cappy 
McGarr (bottom Student 
t 
& -* "A' £ 
i. 
Government 
/ An examination of Regent Frank Erwin's game plan seems io 
indicate Friday's stunning events have been in the cards all 
along. Erwin's antipathy to a free Daily Texan has been a well-
known fact since *1971, At that time, Texan reporters and 
University law students uncovered the $1 million Bauer House 
which came as a severe embarrasstaent to Erwin, whose 
functionary MikeQuinn had systematicall^misled the press on 
the matter. Erwin later told students he would "get" The Texan. 
The regent's anger soon surfaced with the refusal of the board to 
renew the charter agreement of Texa's Student Publication^—an 
agreement which had sufficed for a period of 50 years. The . 
regents — primarily Erwin — lambasted The Texan for its 
"irresponsible" journalism — reporting which, by implication, 
dared to probe the sanctified playhouses of the Board of Regents. 
Though compromised in many ways, the Trust Agreement 
retained the bailie ingredients of a free Daily Texan. It retained 
the elected editor, a student majority of the TSP Board and 
editorial freedom.. A change of any of the Trust Agreement's- -
provisions required approval by the TSP Board, as well as the 
regents. » 
E)espite its strengths, the Trust Ag^eemeht overlooked one 
vital area of concern — control of Texan funds through regent: 
control over the student services fee. Without equal regent-TSP 
powers over the fee, TSP would in the end by crippled if the 
regents decided to cut support for a free campus press. The vote 
Friday showed the regents have decided to do just that. 
We have seen these past two years' systematic attempts to 
deprive free men and women the world over of their inherent... 
freedoms. .The regents' latest threat to the freedom of press and 
association must be answered by. decisive student, faculty and':* 
citizen support of a funded and free Student Government and; 
Daily Texan. If that support is not forthcoming, the regents will 4 
continue their czairish control over the University — but without 
the unintimidated freedom of speech essential to a democratic,' ̂  
society. •• •• •' 
m. 
4 
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By SCOTT TAGLIARINO 
Texan Staff Writer 
f "Ms. Daily further stated that she told Fleming that she had 
been called about his candidacy and that Fleming was not -w" . % ••••*"" ,**W ••• • ' ..v-~ V:? ,*»vv«« ^"Mvu tiv b u 0 \auu u vj «I«U UMV Cli J^l 'WaSllVV
Campa ign charges alleging coercion with the admiiristifetion surprised. 
ad administrative interference in the election process along When contacted lateSunday, the Kinsolving resident involved 
ith fthfPA VnillAF U^lklflftAHB itTAM filftfl (tfUli Ak* llhfl ha AAmmAtki ik* 
.  . . .  — —  w  w M l  « H V  V « V V « « V « I  | / I W V « M  W U I I g  
with three other minor violations were filed with the Election 
Commission late Sunday against Student 
President-elect Frank Flensing. 
bad no comment concerning the accusations. 
The second complaint charged Fleming and/or his agents 
with "conspiring to affect the outcome of the presidential 
election by putting pressure on nontenured faculty members''^ 
to change his grades target the^uirsd 2.25GPA necessary toA 
'run:^r-;presidiBn^'-s^ftf||feg^s|^»'7 ^ 
Although thecomplaint did not mention the specific grade or"| 
course in question, the basic charges involve a letter thftt was? 
allegedly seen by Will Featherston, a University student^! 
stating that Fleming's grade had been changed from aa-
—1« i Ml*. 
Regent Frank Erwin relaxes a moment during Friday's meeting. 
By JOHN MORRIS 
Texas Staff Writer 
While the University 
System Board -of Regents was 
restructuring the 
controversial student services' 
fee Friday, it also apprpved 
rate increases for University 
housing. 
Regents later awarded 
several construction and 
remodeling contracts for 
various University buildings 
and approved an expenditure 
of $300,000 for replacement 
turf in Memorial Stadium. 
board voted to raise residence' 
hall room rates by 2 percent, 
and board rates, 3.8 percent. 
• Vice-President for Student 
Affairs Dr. Ronald Brown 
said the increases might have 
been greater, but housing' 
officials decided to reduce 
some housekeeping services 
instead. . i 
Other housing units also will 
receive rate increases next 
fall. 
_.— —,— 
The complaint, which was signed by Ratidy Burgess/Mary 
Walsh, Neile Wolf, Mary Birdsong and Leslie Simpson, all 
University students, asserted that in acting illegally, Fleming 
"subverted the laboratory conditions necessary for a fair 
election to the damage of all students interested in democracy 
in Student Government elections'* and asked for Fleming's 
disqualification. v ; ; unm ui i r t nt  n a o n a r n 
The coercion charge centered around a written statement by incomplete to a B under "pressure from the administration." 
Cactus editor Liz Daily, a former Kinsolving resident assistant, , The complaint did not state how Featherston had sefen such a 
stating that she was contacted on Feb. 3 and offered an letter, and as of late Sunday, Featherston could not be reached 
enticement by an administrative resident in Kinsolving. for comment. ' • 
Ms. Daily stated the resident offered her a deal in which the The complaint further cited Fleming with two violations of' 
resident said that if Ms. Daily worked for Fleming and got him sec. 7.35 of the election code and one violation of sec. 7.25. 
elected, the resident could "guarantee or assure Liz's When asked about the accusations, Fleming said, "There is' 
acceptance into the Lyndon Baines'Johnsoh School of Public no truth to the charges made against me. I see this a£ an 
Affairs." Ms. Daily, a journalism tftajor, had applied to the LBJ attempt to slander me and make it as hard as possible on me in 
School on Jan. 28. my year as president 
Rate Increase 
Those rates will equalize 
the difference in utility usage 
paid by residents in diffefent 
com pi exes, University 
officials said. ; j ' 
. A 4;5 percent increase will 
be effected for students living 
in co-ops, "to cover food and 
administrative costs, 
officials said. University 
apartment rates will go up $2 
monthly, and University 
trailer park residents will pay 
an additional $1. 
Although rate increases also 
were approved for summer 
Married students at 
Gateway and Colorado 
„ Apartments will pay 2 percent .,w.~
Acting as a result 4^study^ni^ ̂  and " orientation sessions, guest 
by University administrators Brackenridge and Deep Eddy meals, short-term contracts 
of 1973-74 cost ..increases in residents wili get a 4 percent and conferences, "every 
housing and food service, the hike. v- * - . effort has been made to keen 
G ues t Speaker Con tracts 
Under Committee 
net increases minimal in spite 
of increases in utility and food 
costs and modest salary and 
, . wage increases to 
w housing officials said 
As examples, rates for 
women's residence halls will 
range from $968 to $1,130, up 
from the present range of $938 
to $1,096. Jester Center rates 
will go from $1,314 to $1,352. 
Last year, residence hall 
and board rates were raised 8 
percent over the previous 
year. 
Regents also approved a 
new method of funding 
student services, formerly 
paid for out of a mandatory 
student services fee.f -
Dr. 
Department of Advertising in 
the School of Communication 
and make advertising 
students eligible for election 
to the board. 
Also added to the eligibility 
list were "those students with 
less than 60 hours who are 
registered in the School of 
Communication," as such 
students need not declare a 
major until they have 
completed 60 hours course 
work. 
An expenditure of $300,000 
was approved by the regents 
for replacement of the 
AstroTurf playing surface in 
Memorial Stadium. 
Half of that money will be 
provided by the University 
and half by the Department oi 
Intercollegiate Athletics. The 
turf, installed in 1969 by the 
Monsanto Company, has 
"worn down" from use by 
football teams and bands. ; 
Monsanto will pay an 
additional $180,000 under a 
warranty agreement, on the 
new playing surface. 
Other actidn taken by the 
regents included: ' <l ^ * 
• Raising to full price the 
cost of out-of-town 
nonconference football tickets 
W| -AST '• 
alia raising the "price of 
Oklahoma game tickets to 
• Naming Prof. 
Rase as the first W.A. 
Cunningham Professor of 
Engineering. The 
• Mirival 6! ati.4mlHion 
., con tract to enlarge and 
remodel the Art Building, as" 
' jfort of the College of Fine: ^ 
. Arts and Performing Arts '' 
Center, take care of . 
„ increased enrollment,! '^ 
professorship honors a former v Regent Frank Cs Erwln said. 
three-time chairman ot the 1,^* Approval of a $4.2 million ..» 
chemical engineering Contract to enlarge and -
department, ^ith 30^yenrs'( remodel the Drama Building,. ̂  
as part of the same complex.^ 
• Postponed action on a . " 
recommendation to co>v;;>: 
sponsor an International. • ,  " 
Alumni Conference on Worlid^ 
Energy with the University'^ 
Ex-Stifdents' Association. 
tenure, v 
• Approval of a doctoral 
program in Slavic languages 
and literatures, with two 
fields of concentration, 
Russian literature .and Slavic 
linguistics. ', " „ 
The University System 
Board of Regents moved 
Friday to control contracts 
with guest speakers as a 
result of Associate Justice 
"William O. Douglas' attempt 
to prevent taped coverage of a 
speech at the University last 
week. . 
! The regents appointed a 
committee to draft guidelines 
for campus organizations 
which bring in outside, 
speakers. 
'  The Texas Union and 
Douglas .entered into a; 
contract to bar tape recorders 
from Douglas' speech at the 
Union March 5. 
\ A temporary restraining 
order was issued* for the 
Douglas speech by State Distv 
Judge Charles;D. Matthews at 
the request df; local television 
station channel 24. 
Regent Edjijplark presented 
a proposal at the regents' 
meeting declaring that the 
^ contract between Douglas and 
the •• Uftion . - was 
unconstitutional and also 
violated ihe^ Texas Open 
Meetings Act, 
been a major advocate of 
strong interpretation of the 
First Amendment," Clark 
said . ) 
"Students must understand 
that the University is a state 
institution; ... that cannot act 
to deprive the public of the 
right to information which the 
First Amendment guarantees 
to protect," Clark said.; |• 
Clark will chair the 
committee, and University 
System Chancellor 
University President 
Stephen Spurr's plan makes 
four service's priority items.' 
Under the new system, 
men's. and women's 
intercollegiate athletics, The 
Daily Texan, Student 
Government, cultural 
entertainment, Cactus 
yearbook, parking and lockers 
may be selected at 
preregistration on an optional 
check-off basis. 
This action came after the 
regents approved two changes 
in the Texas Student 
Publications (TSP) 
Declaration of Trust. 
Several extensive changes 
had been recommended by the 
TSP Board of Operating 
Trustees, but regents 
FuncU OKd gjflw mM -M Grass Cost Hits $100,000 Yearly Averagers 
"" """*** • | five years, the company will pay a'pro-ra._ , 
• labor and for the new practice field Astro , •. 
I t hnvo tn nnf tna naur AotrnTii«*f tn 4hta •••u 
7 t a i inanc u Charles truste  
.'ft is particularly strange LeMaistre and University approved only two, on advice 
that Mr. Justice Douglas President Stephen Spurr were * 'of Spurr - and Chancellor 
would attempt to bridle named to the committee to Charles LeMaistre. 
anyone's . exercise of First make guidelines dealing with The amendments recognize 
Amendment rights. He has guest speakers.| for the first time the 
By JOHN YEMMA 
Texan Staff Writer 
With the new allocation of $300,000 for AstroTurf in 
Memorial Stadium and the Freshman Practice Field, the 
University will, in effect/have spent more than $100,000 
per football season for plastic grass. 
• The University System Board of Regents Friday 
approved the expenditure of $150,000 from the 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics and $150,000 from 
the Available University Fund for new grass to replace 
the five-year-old artificial turf at both fields. 
Five years ago, the University spent $525,000 for 
artificial rugs from the Monsanto. Co. That figure 
included digging, grading, an asphalt base and the Tartan-
surfaced track surrounding the stadium field. The 
Monsanto Co. installed the artificial grass on the 
Freshman Practice Field without cost for experimental 
fmrposess- ' :%;• -• • 
Continued use of the fields, both during and after 
football season caused the grass to wear down, Assistant 
to the Chancellor Mike QuTnn said. 
Monsanto guaranteed the grass for 10 years. Since'it 
if! 
wore out in  r ta
$180,000 for " " -  - - .  
Turf.-; 
We didn t  have to put the new AstroTurf in this year, 
Intercollegiate Athletics Business Manager A1 Lundstedt 
said Sunday. "But it is a petroleum product, and we 
figured now would be a good time to purchase it." tip 
Lundstedt said he is not sure the new AstroTurf will last 
more than five years. 
Monsanto area manager Walter Evanko of Houston 
said, "They (the'University) simply wanted a better 
product. They're just upgrading their AstroTurf. That 
AstroTurf that was in Memorial Stadium was our first 
generation product; it has improved since then." 
Evanko said another reason the new turf is to be 
installed is so a "seepage problem" in the current rug can 
be eliminated. 
;• Installation of the new grass on the practice field is 
scheduled to begin in^ one week. Installation of the new ' • 
grass ft Memorial Stadium is scheduled to begin around * ' 
July 1. 
.. Lundstedt said the installation in Memorial Stadium > 
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^ Friday's action by the • Board* of Regents to optionalize Student 
^Government and Daily Texan fees culiminates a three-year history of 







|regental changes in the funding and structure of those organizations 
/- Now, as three years ago, the regents' motives are blatantly political.^ 
f THE BOARD OF REGENTS, never content to stay out of student' 
" ivpolitics, began its funding assault on Student Government in the summer 
.of 1970. Jeff Jones and Jim Arnold had been elected president and vice-
*'president of Student Government (then called the Students' Association! 
- following a year of student protest against regental decisions. The regents 
had closed the Chuck Wagcmvto nonstudents and torn apart Waller Crfiek.. 
for an expansion of Memorial Stadium. 
At the first regents meeting of the summer in 1970, Frank Erwin 
• proposed splitting the Students' Association fee from the blanket tax. The 
Daily Texan of June 2, 1970, reported the action as follows: 
In a meeting of the board's Academic and Development Affairs 
• Committee, Erwin attempted to amend the student activity fee 
1 (blanket tax) for 1970-71, making optional the $2 fee which goes to 
• the Students* Association. However, after Students' Association 
Vice-President Jim Arnold argued against the move* Erwin 
withdrew hitf amendment. 
"/ wanted to put the Students' Association on fair notice," said 
Erwin, "that if they continue to spend this money on these wild-eyed 
schemes they have been in the past, one year from now I will be 
serious about my amendment." He did not elaborate on what he 
considered "wild-eyed schemes." 
Erwin and the other regents had their own wild-eyed schemes about 
Student Government funding. A ruling by the state auditor that all state-
collected funds are state money enabled the regents to demand that 
Student Government submit its budget to tile administration for approval. 
- Student Government previously had autonomous control of blanket tax 
funds. T •- -
... In the summer of 1971, Erwin played out the drama he had announced 
one year before: by regental action, the Student Government budget was 
all but eliminated; only salaries and office supplies were funded. ; 
THE DAILY TEXAN was the next victim. Its response to these 
decisions was critical— a posture the regents have never found 
comfortable. • 
But The Texan's real political mistake came in. publicizing and 
criticizing the construction of the Bauer House in the spring of 1971 This 
——HlaliWUll lUI UlC UniVciotiij' vilauvVliUi Wao lUlIUCU Uj flvW,wU 111 Male 
appropriations. Its final cost was close to $1 million. The regents 
contended that an "anonymous donor" had contributed $600,000 for the 
house. Rather than betray the trust of that phantom individual, the 
regents "returned" the alleged donation. 
The Legal Research Project, an organization of law students, claimed 
16 regental violations of state law in the construction of the Bauer House. 
REGENTS FRANK ERWIN and Jenkins Garrett were reported saying 
they would "get The Texan." By ironic coincidence, the 50-year charter of 
Texas Student Publications was to expire on July 6,1971. A clause in the 
charter required regental approval of any amendment, thus any 
™^^recha t rih ; t-wm 
So Garrett'began to make noises about the proper relationship pf the 
11 i " journalism department and The Texan. Was there too much distance 
f.^now? He believed so. „ *£5 
' j A struggle began fo? wffifrol of Texas Student. Publications/Through 
* division among students and other members of the Board and legal 
Jumbling by TSP's attorneys, TSP lost a move to eliminate the regental 
approval clause from its charter. 
Finally, Texas Student Publications, Inc., signed a trust agreement 
with thelMiversity of Texas. Tfte-assets of the corporation were turned 
over to the University and the board of directors was reorganized 
. according .to the University's plan. One year later,The Texan wasfuncfed 
by a mandatory student fee ' K 
TWO MONTHS AGO, Erwin again warned The Texan he would punish it 
by altering its funding. Last Friday, it happened. We can't apologize to the 
regents for recording events as we see them; nor can we predict what 
effect voluntary funding will have on The Texan's distribution system and 
circulation. « - y -• 
But we can always quote Thomas Jeffefson: The basis of opr 
government being the opinion of the people, the very first object should be 
to keep that right; and were it left to me to decide whether we should have 
a government without newspapers, or newspapers without a government, 
I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter. 
— K.M. 
Student Support 
this year from students and their elected 
representatives, the administration and the Board of Regents are fighting 
back. Claiming a legal basis, the regents ruled Friday to aDolish 
mandatory funding for /The Texan, Student Government and the Senior 
Cabinet. 
THE LEGAL BASIS for this act is weak. The mandatory student 
services fee as it stands now is proportional per number of course hours. 
Thatis all that is required of the fee by law. An alternative tho Voluntary 
Fee Retrieval System, was proposed Friday by Student Government 
President Sandy Kress. This system would have met even the regents' 
interpretation of the law while guaranteeing The Texan and Student 
Government financial stability. It was not even given serious 
consideration. Regent Frank Erwin ignored this option! and pushed his 
original through with no oposition. 
Because of the rejection of alternatives and because there was no legal 
reason to cripple the most prominent organizations of student power, we 
can only conclude this is an attempt to muzzle the students into 
submission. Students have had the nerve to consistently speak out against 






An involuntary death. Frankly speaking. 
J—: — i ; ; . - : 11 ; • 
\ . • , • 
improvement of the West Mall, the increase of the building use fee, the 
Lutcher Center, University expenditures and racial discrimination. But 
students wfent too far. We had the audacity to go outside the University 
family to the federal HEW to force reconsideration of .administrative 
priorities. Something had to be done to silence these uppity students. 
Friday something was done. 
THE MOST EFFECTIVE action students can take nofcf is demonstrate 
support pf their own institutions. Students can have power, but only if they 
assert it. Student Government and The Daily Texan will sponsor a rally at 
noon Wednesday on the Main Mall. Preserve your right to question and 
criticize ensuing the survival of Student Government and. The Daily 
Texan. Your student government and your newspaper are at stake. 
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Student Government and The Daily 
Texan, constantly probing* into regent 
actions this past year, apparently touched 
a few sensitive areas, causing a problem 
for the regents. To alleviate this problem, 
the regents pulled the foundations out 
fromr under these two student 
organizations by eliminating their 
funding. The ones who will suffer are the 
students. 
This loss of funding was accomplished 
by shifting Student Government and The 
firing line 
Regents and free press 
To the editor: 
The long predicted event has finally 
transpired: Frank Erwin and his fellow 
power trippers — yes, including Lady 
Bird, too — have once again moved to 
cripple student voices on campus. It is 
amazing, the people of Texas and the 
Legislature have tolerated the regents' 
nightmares for so long; it is even more 
damning that students allow it with little 
more than a whimper. 
I for one am sick and tired of the 
regents' incessant moves to destroy the 
University's free press and independent 
student government. If Americanism 
means anything at all it means the power 
of free men and women (even students) to 
organize and speak for their own ends. The 
latest financial fee crisis is simply another 
bald attempt at stifling the power and 
voice of students — a power that 
ostensibly i threatens the regents to 
extreme paranoia. If we are to have a free 
University we must have freedom of 
association and freedom to determine our 
own directions as students. I call upon The 
Texan and Student Government to work 
for a referendum on the services fee 
before the week is out. If my reading of 
the student will is on target it is the Board 
of Regents and not The Texan and Student 
Government that students would place on 
an optional basis.. All power to the free 
student press! 
' Scott Denlco 
Frank—Frank 
*ro the editor: 
- After overcoming my initial shock from 
reading Thurttftay's Texan headlines, I ggi 
down to contemplate the results of a year 
with Frank "Erwin" Fleming. Now. when 
we need student leadership the most, the 
; students' only representative group on 
campus is literally destroyed. 
As I -envisioned the reappointment of 
Frank Erwin. I found it unbelievable that: 
the same student body that elected Buck 
Harvey could turn right around and elect' 
the regents' favorite for Student 
Government — simply because they were 
sucked in by the incredibly corrupt 
campaign of the "unaligned candidate" 
engaged "in an all-out attempt to stop the 
'Mayor Daley style Machine."" Should I 
laugh or cry? 
But what's done is done, and the regents 
have won the final victory. So I say to our 
intelligent voters: next time the regents 
pave a highway through another mall; or 
attempt to gain control of The Texan 
through an appointed editor; or decide to 
eliminate altogether the now optional fee 
for Student Government (what's left of it) 
and The Texan; sit back and enjoy the 
ride, for it's your doing and yours alone. 
Mike Wiesner 
Surely 
To the editor: 
Quoting Sandy Kress in Thursday's 
Daily Texan, "We don't want to be a 
student government of only some 
students." 
Well, I don't know how to break the news 
to you if-you haven't realized it by now, 
but you already are a student government 
of only some students — just as your 
friend Michael Eakin, would-be 
conscience" of- the University, prints a 
viewspaper (not to be confused with 
newspaper) for "only-some" of the 
students. 
Just how many students do you 
represent anyway? Did you receive a 
mandate of 40.000 votes? Did you receive 
30,000 votes? 20,000? 1O>OOO? 5,OO0? Andlf 
you did receive as many as 5,000 votes, 
was it in a runoff? If so,/ then many of 
them must have choseh you as their* 
second choice, or perhaps just the lesSer 
of two evils. The 'only way you now 
"represent" the entire student body is in 
spending the required fees of the entire 
student body. 
But you and Michael must already know 
all this, Sandy. Why else would you be so 
opposed to changing Daily Texan and 
Student Government funding to a-positive 
checkoff system? Surely you're not afraid 
that the students you've served so well 
would quit financing you just because it 
was no longer mandatory! 
Bruce Echols 
Health center? 
To the editor: 
Both my girlfriend and I are 20 and thus 
legal adults. We have been going with one 
another for a couple-of months and are 
sleeping together. We doh't know what the 
future holds, but we don't want it to 
. include a child. Thus,we decided,,that she 
would go to the health center and get the 
pill. 
After telling the gynecologist of her 
wishes he informed her that she was "too 
young to -be in that kind of trouble" and 
dismissed her. If there -were a moral or 
religious reason why he could not 
prescribe the pill we could'understand. 
However the inaneness of his decision is 
all too apparent. _ _ _ 
Firstrwe are having sex and his decision 
will not forced us to wait until we've 
reached some mystical age of maturity. 
As far as that goes our biological 
maturation was complete years ago, and 
the psychological decisions concerning our 
sex lives are ours not his. Furthermore by 
declaring that she is too young to be on the 
pill he has decided that she is not too 
young to be m<the "other kind of trouble." 
We can assure the good doctor that neither 
one of us nor the both of us together are 
"old" enough for the alternative: a child. 
His. decision was inane, invalid and 
insensitive. 
A# irate Couple 
Daily Texan from a mandatory fee to an 
optional fee basis. 
-While becoming increasingly less 
receptive to student leaders and student 
interests, the Board of Regents, especially 
certain members, have become 
overburdened with personal vendettas. 
The regents have confused dissent with 
loyalty. At a time when student interest is 
at its highest lever in the last five years, 
the regents have dealt these vital areas of 
student participation a crippling and 
possibly fatal setback. 
Priorities 
It seems the regents' selection of 
priorities is in direct conflict with the goal 
of an educational institution, which should 
be first and foremost to educate. Spending 
$300,000 to install new AstroTurf in 
Memorial Stadium, not to forget 
renovating the West Mall, indicates the 
regents want a good looking campus, not a 
- place for minds to develop through 
education. f 
The $335,000 that the Administration 
believes should be allocated in the 
mandatory fee for intramurals, or the $6 
million for a new swimming pool indicates 
regent priorities swing toward physical 
d ev e lo p m en t  r a t he r  t han  men ta l  
development. 
Ke e p ing  t he  hea l t h  c en t e r ,  
intercollegiate athletics and .intramurals 
in the mandatory fee while dropping The 
Texan and Student Government is difficult 
to rationalize considering the numerous 
national and state honors The Texan has 
earned for the University. 
Integrity? 
The integrity and faith of the Board of 
Regents must be questioned, especially 
when two regents during a meeting with 
student leaders declared they would fight 
to keep the mandatory fee for The Texan 
and Student Government. 
It is also interesting to note that the 
System lawyer who worked out the 
mandatory fee change, W.O. Shultz, is the 
same lawyer to has been advising Jack 
Gullahorn with the Young Americans for 
Freedom lawsuit against The Texan. 
The Daily Texan and Texas Student 
Publications (TSP) will survive despite 
the hopes of certain regents. The present 
problem is only one more in a continuing 
confrontation between TSP and the Board 
of Regents concerning The Texan.— 
• Notice?, * 
When the TSP budget for 1974-75 was 
being formulated, the administration 
> continually guaranteed TSP 'that the 
mandatory fee would not be dropped from 
, The Texan's sources of income. When the 
/change was instigated, the administration 
failed to inform TSP. Only when a'Texan-
reporter picked up a copy of the. regents' 
agenda did TSf become aware of the 
situation. ; _ ' ' „ 
A complete new budget will have to be 
submitted to the administration, replacing 
the previous one. President Spurr believed 
advertising revenue" could replace the 
deficit caused by losing the mandatory 
fee, but this, assumption overlooks two 
facts. 
Advertising income has been relatively 
high because of 1) The Texan's high 
circulation in the University community 
and 2) the Texan's low advertising rates, 
a pp rox i m a t e l y  60  pe r cen t  o f  t h e  
American-Statesman's rates. 
Loss of the fee will probably cause 
advertising rates to rise. If The Texan 
goes  t o  a  subsc r i p t i on  ba s i s ,  t h e  
circulation will possibly drop thus making 
The Texan less, attractive for area 
advertisers. A subscription basis will §lso 
mean the paper will cost students more 
- than the 1.5 cents per issue that The Texan 
jfresently' costs. 
Student services offered by TSP will 
undoubtedly be changed, again hurting 
students. Student directory prices will 
probably be raised. Pearl will have to be 
revamped into a money-maker or fold as 
did The Ranger a few years ago. Another 
consequence would be the raising of 
Cactus prices to help cover any unforeseen 
economic changes. The Peregrinus law 
yearbook scheduled for production by TSP 
next year will have to be reconsidered. , 
The unreliability of the economy and the 
spiraling inflation have to be considered in 
predicting production costs. The fact that 
The Texan has had only one year of offset 
production on which to gauge next year's 
costs will cause additional problems in 
setting prices on deciding possible 
distribution methods for TSP publications, 
especially The Texan. 
No more freebies 
Of course, money could be saved by not 
giving complimentary copies of The Texan 
t o  l eg i s l a t o r s '  and  Un ive r s i t y  
administrators. The tradition of supplying 
the Board of Regents with 200 
complimentary copies of the Cactus, at a 
cost of approximately $1,800, apparently 
will have to be dropped.' 
The Daily Texan is as similar to the 
ac tua l  work ing  cond i t i on^  o f  a  
professional newspaper as any college 
paper can possibly be: In this way it is, and 
will continue to be, an educational tool of 
the School of Communication. This is what 
separates The, Texan from the Rag or 
Right-On. As an Ail-American eollegiate 
selection for the "past three years, . The 
Texan can be a useful reference to getting 
a post-graduation job anywhere in the 
country. This will cohtinuep$iility will 
not drop despite this latest infringement 
by the Board of Regents. 
The Daily Texan has weathered many 
storms with the,Board of Regents from 
the Willie Morris controversy in the mid-
I50s to the Bauer House scandal, to the 
battle to form a new trust agreement in 
1971. We will overcome this latest attack, 
also. i 
. Grace, Bender, Morris and Graham are 
student members of the Texas Student 
Publications Board. 
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By MICHAEL SMITH 4 
U Our organization came about via 
''the realization that we would be 
• -jmost effective in our environmental 
% endeavors through focusing ; on ; 
^I' Austih. We felt that we would not be 
'!' very effective on the national level 
and only a slightly mote effective on 
'the state level with direct efforts 
made for national and state 
legislation. So, knowing that Austin 
was our place to work, we jumped 
right in. 
S t f i W e  h a v e  b e c o m e  a w a r e  t h a t  t h e r e  
"'"ire numerous communities 
throughout the nation that are 
^ becoming models of environmental 
protection. Through this indirect 
. relationship these organizations are 
having more influence than most 
national organizations. We hope to 
, make Austin a model community for 
others to follow. Also as we achieve 
greater success in shaping Austin's 
environment we will learn how best j 
to attempt to influence the state; 
Legislature, which could be made 
aware of Austin's improving 
environment. 
iiiii 
.. SAVE has a stnmg nucleus of 
members "who are committed to 
saving Austin's environment. We 
havefceen able to organize people to 
help it) pur past and present 
campaigns, but now we need people 
to join our organization for stronger 
^efforts. The longer it- tykes us to 
complete our task, the larger our 
task becomes. 
extremely regressive, allowing been effective in workijqg toward 
large users to pay about one-fifth to changes in the present structure of 
one-third of what a homeowner the Austin transit system. Transit is 
pays. This of course does not give a common goal of mostof the Austin 
the- large user any incentive to Tomorrow meetings, but there is 
conserve, the result being a larger need for much< more work-in thi$ 
demand than is necessary. This faj-ea, - ' , ̂ . . 
raises price of'fuel and creates a ??*<• Recycling trashj^lEcology 
higher electric 
omeowner. 
bill for the 
Our concept of membership is W * Ut'lity rebates: the city is 
this: a person comes to a SAVE 
meeting and decides which issue she 
or he would like to participate in: At 
the present time we have six task 
forces for a person to work in — 
most of the members participate in 
two or three of the projects. At our 
meetings there are reports from 
each committee and discussion of 
new topics. They usually last from 
one and a half to two hours. 
s : : -Presently we are working in "Six 
} projects: 
v!| • Electricity rate structure: we 
are circulating a referendum 
petition for uniform electrical rates. 
At 
refunding 9Q_ percent of all utility, 
construction — which includes 
water, , sewage and street 
construction -- cost to developers in 
Austin. Austin is th6 only city of its 
size in the state that pays this 
subsidy (Fort Worth pays 20 percent 
without interest, and is the only 
other city to pay anything). We are 
working with a group of citizens in 
an effort to repeal this rebate 
system. There will be a public 
hearing on March 28 at the City 
Council meeting.- If the utility' 
rebate is not repealed, SAVE will 
initiate a referendum petition 
campaign. 
Action has long been Involved-iiv an 
effort to get the city to adopt a 
recycling program, We hope to work 
with them toward this goal, 
• Returnable bottles; The use oF 
nonreturnable bottles is disastrous 
<Mi(mm>wwii>imiimmrtwiiiiiwiiiini>i»wi 
p.m. We encourage any person who 
is concerned about the issuei 
presented in this article or any other, 
issues which effect Austin to come 
to our meetings and help in doing . 
something about the problems, the 
time for action is now; the longer 
we wait the m6re of a mess ttjerejs 
f6r us 
, Starting Monday 
table on the West Mall from 9 a.m. 1 
until 6 p.m. with petitions lor the / 
electrical rates alteration and" 
nuclear power plant moratorium. 
to this country's, resource supply,, g |Also, there Will be a container 
present the rate structure is ' • Mass transportation: SAVE has 
iMHnNMimiiiiuiiiiHHiUHiiiininnnnmi)iHiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiPiiiiiiiniHiininHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiN« 
The same is true for all other 
nonreturnable containers, whether 
they are recyclable or not. 
• Austin's rapid growth: We hav£ 
defined this as the major catalyst of 
Austin's environmental problems. f 
Presently Austin is the 13th fastest 
growing city in the nation. A city 
that grows at that rate needs good 
environmental planning. 
'SAVE meets every Monday night 
at the Instead Co-op, 1919 Robbins 
Place, on the corner of 22nd Street „ 
and Robbins. The meetings start at 8 
By JAMES J. KILPATRICK 
® 1974, The Washington Star 
Syndicate, Inc. 
A wandering 
newspaperman, flying the 
other day out of Charlotte, 
N .C., scrounged through his 
saddlebags^ f6r something to 
read, and came up with "The < 
United States Budget-
Brief." The newsman landed 
at Greenville, 30 minutes 
later, in a mood of glum 
depression. 
In Heaven's name, I asked 
myself, when will we get out 
of the swamps of Watergate? 
When will we get back to the 
high gfound of other matters? 
The Budget in Brief is a 
compact little document, 
running to only 60 pages, but it 
touches upon every 'major 
area of our public affairs. The 
President's budget fpr fiscal 
1975 went to Congress late in 
January.,  I t  vanished 
overnight in snow flurries of 
pie charts, and instantly was 
replaced by — what else? 
Watergate. No one has talked 
much about the budget since 
then. 
This is what we ought to be 
talking about. We ought to be 
debating the grim facts of the 
budget itself. -It recommends 
outlays of $304.4 billion 
against anticipated receipts of 
$295 bill ion. This means 
another deficit of at least $9.4 
bill ion. If some of the 
President 's tax 
DOONESBURY 
ROLAND, I CANT 
BELIEVE THAT MOST 
, C0UE6E STUDENTS NO. 
J HAVE BECOMeSO IDIMfX 
DECADENT! AK£ Hmio. 
w/sv& iouvER- i 
MED THIS TREND 
ACROSS THE OOUNTRi?, 
Nixon-what 
there for any monies you can give to 
the environmental cause. Our cost 
of printing the petitions is so fqr 
around $100. They were printed on 
credit so we need to cover that cost 
and also gather money for the 
campaign. • ; " 
If you're concerned about the fate 
of Austin, please come to SAVE's 
meeting tonight. We need your, 
participation. 
,Michael Smith is a member of 
Save Austin's ,^ Valuable 
fUKNUMi IIIIHIIIIHHIHIIIIIHIimilllllliniHI 
3 i "* igag 
recommendations are not 
accepted, the deficit could go 
to $12.4 billion. 
In other times, better times, 
commentators, critics and 
congressmen would be 
discussing these figures. We< 
would be brooding about 
cumulative deficits since 1965 
than $100 billion. We 
would be expressing dismay 
at an increase in federal 
outlays from $231.9 billion in 
fiscal *72 to the $304.4 billion 
proposed only three years 
later for fiscal .'75. The 
President's defenders would 
be trying to put the figures in 
perspective with 
National Product. These 
would be our natural and 
proper concerns. 
What are we discu&ing 
instead? It  is what the 
President said to John Dean, 
or what John Dean said to the 
President, on March 21, 1973, 
and how does the President's 
second version of that 
conversation conflict with his 
first version, and was . Bob 
Haldeman lying? 
The Budget in Brief makes -
a persuasive argument in 
support of defense spending in 
the next fiscal year of $85.8 
billion. As a percent of the 
Gross National Product, this 
is the smallest since 1950. 
Much, of the increase over 
fiscal '74 is required to meet 
boosts in military pay. 
Relatively little — possibly 
too little — is provided for the 
new hardware and research 
required to contain 
burgeoning expansion in 
Soviet arms. 
Who is debating these issues 
of national security? We are 
debating tapes, documents, 
subpoenas, tax returns and 
what could Wilbur Mills have 
had in mind when he predicted 
a bombshell that might blast 
the President oul of office% 
One chapter in The Budget 
in Brief is devoted to Nixon's 
"New Federalism." The 
President's recommendations 
go to the fundamentals of our 
mt. 
policy and welfare programs. 
Outlays for food stamp's, 
estimated at $3.9 billion for 
1975, will be double the level 
of 1972. It is an astounding 
increase. We ought to be 
talking about this increase. 
We a re talking about 
impeaichable offenses instead; 
And there is no end in sight. 
Washington is so possessed 
with Watergate, and with the 
pathological examination of 
each new tissue specimen that, 
comes along, that we have 
lit t le t ime for thoughtful 
reflection on anything else. < 
! . .•  A ; wandering 
The • newspaperman, weary to-
budget deals with agriculturedeath of Watergate, draws a 
housing, communit^ J %ng breath in Greenville. The 




A Gallery Talk by U.T. Professor 
Bill Francis 
"THE CITY IN ART" 
-comparing various artists' concepts-
Tuesday, March 19 at 10:00 a.m; 
at the Museum 







v- THE STUDENTS I 
TALKED TO 6AVE 
ME "THEIR WORD OF 











Graduate students as well as un-( 
dergraduates can now submit papers] 
for the UT Student Conference on' 
Latin America. Any paper on U.S.-i 
Latin American relations (social, 
political, or economic) are acceptable. 
Take your papers to: 
Janis Greer 
Institute of Latin American Studies 




1 Girl's name 
"4 Spheroid 
8 Pack away 
12 Nothing , , 









18 By oneself 
20 Sharp 
21 Conjunction 
22 Footlike part. 
23 Greek letter 
27 Parcel of f v 
land 
29 Cushion 




32 Occupied a 
" chair • 
.33 Crony (col-. 
Ioq.) Sfi 
34 Pronoun 
35 Fleshy , " 
- 37 Policeman 
(slangj '..I. 
- 38 Oceatr-Jili 
38 Pilaster ~ 
40 Obese J 
41 Symbol for 
tantalum 
„ . 42 Bellow 
'44 Lavished, 
fondness on 
-Vi 47 Guardian 
>51 Period of 
. t i m e  
52 Stir up -
", /i S3 Pith helmet 
. v'̂ 54 Goddess of 
, healing 
" '-'#5 55 Ivy school 
56 Break sud-
'•'/rU denly 
. if 57 Openwork 
•&?mm . M 
l•/; (Wt" 
1 PHaster 
2 Face of watch 




' 6 Was destitute 
of 
7 Chooses 
8 Breed of dog 
9 Scottish cap 
10 Native metal. 
11 Existed 
17 Compass ' • 
point 
19 Negative 30 
22 Stroke 32 
24 Preposition 
26 Domesticate 33 
26 Appellation of 36 
„ Athena 37 
27 South Ameri­
can capital,- < 38 
28 Foreboding^ L 40 
29 Remunerate 41 
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
afc]Q SBDBB 0GB' 
EBB araeBE aaa 
BDHB IHSFJK 
tanEBE aanssmas 
raBHB ranE@B sea 





Si@@ HHESQ 00Q 
Come share in our 
1(k* -v summer fun; 











43 Faroe Islands, 
whirlwind |l§$ 
Fall in drops<$Jtj 
Great Lake 
Arrow . 
Lift with lever-' 
Drown kiwi 
Lubricate i&g 


















Pre-lease now for as little ? 
^as $61.25 per month, furnished, 
H ALL BILLS PAID! 
Come share a perfect summer. Four students 
can save by sharing one of our luxurious, 
furnished 2^bedroom, 2 bath apartments... 
and enjoy all these summer fun features: 
e Clubhouse with wet bar and sauna 
e Free Idsmakirs' ;• llBs 
Plenty of closet and stora^m 
Ample parking facilities 
Thi . "IS— .;, 
SCwOS 444-4485 e 1221 Algarita 
From IH-35i take Oltorf exit to i| 
. Algarita, turn right one block iff ' 
development of Jagger Associate! 
$8 million hotel. A new art 
museum opened here last 
week. The state legislature, in 
session at Columbia, is 
debating a reapportionment 
bill. The camellias are in 
blossom. God knows the fate 
of Richard Nixon is big news, 
but we ought to ask ourselves 
more often, what else is new? 




5CH00L ISNT IMPORTANT, 
MAKCI£...t'M JU5T 60NNA $(T 
WEf?E WITH MY OL' FRlENP 
SNOOPY FORTHERESfOfmuFe' 
K6 NEVER HAP ANY EDUCATION, 
















Career Choice Mformation Center 
Ex-Students' Association" 
Alumni •-Center |̂,v ;̂>^v ̂  
Placement Offices 
FOR 1974 GRADUATES 
> J7" w). 
04.,̂ .. A. 
Why not capitalize 'on your previous military service to earn an Army Reserve 
commission while going"to\school?1 '. 
It taKes two years for veterans, and you get paid while doing it 
your Gl Bill!! , . e /- -1-
Stop by Army ROTC, Steindam Hall, for more information — NOW. 
r?M. 
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. . .  .  H E R B  H O L L A N D  
|V| Texan Staff Writer 
HOUSTON — Hie Texas track team put on 
*'"8 show for the crowd Saturday, winning 10 of 
: 16 events and outclassing the rest of the field ;. 
in the Rice Invitational Track "and Field' 
-Meet. ^ 
,*j In the six events the Horns didn't win, they'll 
scored points in five of them, the 440-yard I 
'sprint relay being the exception. ^«| 
' . In all, Texas won the meet with 86 pointspsf 
doubling second-place Rice's total of 43$ig 
Houston and Lamar finished third and fourtlj^'i 
with 27 and 18 points, respectively. ^ | 
M Texas took first, second and third in the | 
javelin and long jump. $ f 
MARTY PETERMANN won the javelin^ 
with a throw of 206-6 feet. Freshman Walter"^ 
Kniginyzky took second and decathlons 
specialist Greg Hackney placed third. 
It was Petermann's first throw' ; 
over 200 feet of the season, "Now, I can get 
my psyche up and throw a 230-footer next : 
week," he said. Hackney has the other 200r\ : 
foot throw for Texas this season, winning in 
Denton with 212. 
John Berry took the long jump with a leap 
of 23-2% feet. Gedirge Dennis placed second, 
outdistancing third-place Nate Robinson. 
Longhorn athletes took first, third and 
fourth in the shotput and three-mile) run. 
Dana. LeDuc won the shot with a meet _tv 
record throw of 62-10V« easily beating Rice's <• 
Ken Stadel, who finished second at 58-4%. "f 
Don Ausmus, last week's winner at Denton.... 
finished third at 53-2. 
In the three-mile run, Paul Craig also set a 
record, running the 12-lap race in 
13:48.5. 
:> TEXAS iFiNi^S^jane-two inthe 120-yard ^ 
high hurdles, RoBiSsaii winning the event in a 
lackluster 14.4, followed by Rabdy Lightfoot, ^,| 
who finished the race in 14.5 seconds. ' ,f 
LeDuc and McGoldrick reversed theiifJViT 
shotput finish in the discus events § 
meet 
McGoldrick finishing fir&ahd 
'' Stadel was expected to be the class of the 
field in the discus but McGoldrick, whose 190-
foot throw of a week ago possibly is the best 
in the nation this year, threw the discus 186-1 
to outdistance Stadel easily at 179-9. ;• 
Tim Patton broke his own meet record in 
the mile to win the event in 4:07.1 after taking 
an early lead and holding it throughout the 
. race. John Craig finished fourth in 4:11.3. 
BILL GOLDAPP took first in the 880-yani 
run, winning it in 1:52.4. Goldapp was in 
Detroit last weekend, competing in the NCAA 
Nati onal Indoor Championships. 
Most of these runners are making a 
transformation from running on Boards to 
cinders," Goldapp said. "It's pretty hard to 
doC especially when you've got to run 11 laps 
to the mile indoors and outside its only four 
laps." 
, - The mile relay team, won in 3:13.8. The. 
Horns took the lead on Ctess' 47.8 first leg and 
, lengthened it on Brooks' 48.1. • 
It was an all-around good day for the Horns 
... except for one event, the 440-yard sprint 
relay. Texas failed to complete the race for 
the second consecutive week, disqualified the -
week before for an illegal baton pass. 
TEXAS MIGHT have won thait event, but 
Don Sturgal had trouble holding on to the 
baton in the anchor leg. He threw the baton 
down in disgust and didn't complete the race. 
"I guess I'm not^ready to run yet," Sturgal 
said..* ' \ s 
"Don didn't look good," Texas track Coach 
Cleburne Price said. "But last year, we. 
started entering him in sprints after running: 
' him in quartermiles all the time. This year, 
• we started him off in sprints. . * 
"We ran terrible and handed off terrible," 
Price said, referring to the relays. "We're, 
not doing the same thing in practice. We're 
handing off one way in practice and another 
Way in competition. But that's something 
that will work out in time."," 
^ V; 




Texas gymnast Ken Con* performs on split rings as team? 
mate Steve Nelson watches. The gymnasts were competing' 
In the Texas State Championship meet in which Texas 
finished third behind Odessa Junior College and North Tex­
as Stats University. ; 
By BILLTROrr 
i Texan Staff Writer 
LUBBOCK - it took sunny 
skies and a little resurgence 
from some of its slumping 
hitters for the Texas baseball 
team to rebound with tU 
doubleheader sweep over 
Texas Tech Saturday after the 
Longhorns had blown the 
opening game of the series 
Friday. 
It hadn't taken much for 
Tech to beat Texas Friday, 5* 
3. / 
"We beat ourselves,'/ said 
Coach Cliff Gustafson. "I 
don't like to use the wind as an 
alibi because we beat 
ourselves with"H|k> -many 
mistakes." 
The Lubbock weather was 
an important factor as strong 
winds, sometimes gusting up 
to 40 m.p.h., caused problems 
in the outfield where two 
flyballs were misjudged, both 
allowing runs to score. 
The weather was so bad that 
both Gustafson and Tech. 
Coach Kal Segrist agreed to 
postpone Saturday's games 
until Sunday unless things got 
better. ' 
SATURDAY WAS sunny 
and clear and Gustafson 
UCLA Still NCAA Favorite 
By The Associated Press 
"Nobody in the national 
finals compares to UCLA." • 
They'll all get a chance to 
see if San Francisco Coach 
Bob Gaillard is right.' 
The ultra-successful Bruins 
rocketed into the 
championship roUnd of the 
NCAA basketball playoffs by 
beating Gaillard's Dons 83-60 
Saturday in the West regional 
finals. 
UCLA earned a berth 
opposite North Carolina State, 
which won the East regionals, 
with a resounding 100-72 






If you think Kodak 
* 
rj^L 
When a chest x-ray shows that you have a potential 
killer like TB or caliper* it's not a pretty picture. But it's an 
important picture because it can help the doctor detect arid 
catch the killer in tijne. ... 1 
When doctors are out to catch these potential killers, 
they want the sharpest, clearest x-ray films they can get And 
that's why people at Kodak-spend so. many hours creating 
new and better x-ray film equipment Already, the results in-
4Vf> j. ^ 
1 A \ 
elude convenience for the patient, economy for the hospital, 
an even more useful tool for the radiologist—arid, most impor­
tant, reduced radiation exposure. 
a Researching and creating better x-ray films is good 
for our business, which is why we went into them in the first 
place. But it does our society good, too—which isn't a i>ad 
feeling. After ally our business depends on our society—so we 
care what happens to it ' ^ m ^ 
m 
111: 
More than a business. 
Pijge 6 Monday* March 18, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN §mmk mmm. 
assm 
Marquette and Kansas 
complete the Big Four picture 
at Greensboro, N.C. Colorful 
Marquette defeated Michigan 
72-70 in the Mideast finals and 
unheralded Kansas stopped 
Oral Roberts 93-90 in overtime 
in the Midwest. 
How well the Bruins fare 
against North Carolina estate 
David may lunge on 
Thompson's condition. The 
Wolf pack' s sta r forward 
suffered a head injury 
midway in the first half of 
Saturdax^^ffiSSTMld received 
15 sticj 
Davqfpelsman's t&o free 
throwra|fcwith ^'jlcdnds 
remainifflfc^ayo Mnrqiit»Mp a 
tense victo^wer-Michigan, 
the Big Ten Conference's 
representative. 
admitted he thought it broggjtft : 
out the best in his team. jT: 
After Jim Gideon won tiis 
seventh game of the season 
without a loss in the opening 
game, 5-0, Texas' hitters 
broke loose with .12 hits .ai&. 
beat Tech 16-1, 
The series leaves Texas In 
second place in the Southwest 
Conference with a 7-2 SWC 
record behind 6-0 Texas A&M, 
and 23-2 for the season. 
TEXAS TOOK a 1-0 lead in 
the third inning of the first 
game, without the benefit of a 
hit off Tech's 6-6 Jon 
Davidson, but the Raiders 
came back in the bottom half 
of the inning as the Texas 
: fielding collapsed. 
Tech's Larry Drown bunted 
his way on and scored when 
Longhorn rightfielder Tom 
Ball overran Jim Horton's fly 
ball, letting it fall for a triple. 
Third baseman Robin Kilmer, 
who came into the series the 
Southwest Conference's 
leading * hitter, attempted a 
squeeze bunt and Texas' 
pitcher Richard Wortham 
tried to catch Horton at the 
plate but threw the ball away. 
There were more outfield 
antics by the Longhorns in the, 
fourth when Wortham gave up 
a walk and an infield hit after 
getting the first jtwo outs. 
Shortstop Pat Mattson's fly. 
ball was misjudged by David 
Reeves in center and two runs 
scored as Mattson werft to 
third base on a throwing error 
by Reeves. 
WORTHAM (4-1), who was 
losing the first game of his ' 
career at Texas, didn't pitch 
that badly, striking out nine' 
and allowing seven hits, but 
didn't have much help from 
his teammates who got only 
four hits off Davidson. 
"We obviously weren't 
playing well," Gustafson said. 
"You can't win by throwing 
away bunts and misjudging 
flyballs." _ 
A team meeting after 
Friday's fiasco seemed to put 
things together for we 
Longhorns. 
- After Terry Pyka and Mark 
Griffin opened the second 
gamfc by striking oat, Keith 
Moreland reached first on an 
error and Rick Barley hit 
Randy Prince's next pitch for 
a home run giving Texas a 2-0 
lead. 
TEXAS SCORED in the 
next inning when Reeves 
banted for a hit and scored on 
Blair Stouffer's single.: 
Pyka started the -second 
game with a double and 
scored when Reeves drew a 
bases-loaded walk off Tech 
starter Steve Brock. 
Texas' starting pitcher 
Burley gave up a run in the 
bottom of the first inning 
when he walked Mattson and 
moved him to second with a 
wild pitchy Kilmer^ singled 
him in. - ^ 
AFTER LOADING the 
bases and failing to score in 
the third, Texas scored twice 
in the fourth on an error, a 
triple by Stouffer and a 
kicrifice fly by Pyka. 
The Longhorms loaded the 
bases with walks again in the 
fifth and didn't score, but five 
hits, - including homers by 
Bradley and Reeves, in the 
sixth inning produced seven 
runs. \ '• 
"The hitting looked a little 
better in-the last game," 
Gustafson said. "Some of our 
hitters had dropped off and 
were really struggling, but 









T: Pyk», If 
Moreland, 3b • 
Griffin, dh , , , 
BrsdlSy, c-rf •: 
Burley, 1b-p 











Gideon (W, 7-0) 
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pur Offiqer Selection Officers are lookirtglor a 
Box 38901 
jjj| Los Angeles', California'90038 
| Name 
H Address. 
Please send me Information oh" 
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders 
Class., (Please Print) • % 
-Age. 






.Social Security #. 
If you ate a senior, check here for information onOff leer Candidates Clasap, . 










maybe 3 out of 100—who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of 
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quan-
tico, Virginia. 
Our program is Platoon, Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law 
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college. 
But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time. 
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it 
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a metal, 
$0^4 ̂ 20% tl £ -L t" „ '« -
ffi H Bi M M m ••• mmm mm 





By ED DALH 
Texan Staff Writer . ,.̂  
After a one-day rain delay0 
the Texas tennis team's' 
chances for a , Southwest 
Conference championship 
were considerably stifled 
. Friday when it lost to 
Southern Methodist 
/ University, 5-2. 
jk But the Longhorrts managed 
^4o rebound and defeat 
nonconfeirence opponent 
„. Louisiana State University. 
Saturday at Penick Courts, 8-
. H~ 
i;;C The SWC championship is 
^;;«ot determined by won-lost 
s records, but by the sums of 
the individual matches. The 
Horns still can be in 
contention if SMU loses to the 
returned well and playe 
and I was determined to beat '.beat Nunez 6-2, 7-5. 
^ defeated.Texas' Graham 
I Keller was singled out bjt Whaling, 6-3, 6-3 and SMU's 
Texas Coach Dave Snyder for David Bohrnstedt defeated 
his play against SMU. "H0 Brad Nabers, 7-5, 6-2, 
SMU's Hardie am 
teamed to defeat Nelson and aggressively," Snyder said. 
.. Aggression is sorhething ^ Whaling, 6-2, 6-3 in tfte pthor,? 
that was lacking in the other doubles match. '% 
Horns; but apparently not in "Our game plan was to chip 
SMU. "They just played mbre ,; and get on top of the net, and 
aggressively than we did,* 
Snyder said. "But I guess the 
outcome could be expected 
after our last match (won by 
.SMU 7-2 at Corpus Christ! 
Feb. 29)." 
It was suggested that the 
rain delay had something to 
do' with the psyche that the 
Longhorns had been 
developing for the matoh.-
^University of Houston, and "We timed our practices Tor 
exas beats Houston. 
The singles matches against 
MU were played Friday 
.-•morning at an indoor court 
Ifwith SMU winning all but the 
o. 3 match which saw 
^'-Stewart Keller defeat Adi 
Kareem of the "Crop' 
Milwaukee's Kareem Abdul-Jabbar takes control of ball from Chicago's Dennis Aw-
trey in the first half of game in Chicago Stadium. The Bucks won. 107-82. 
• lAfti . , M.rAZ. .  '<*<; •  V <" i  mm • .  
Kourim, 8-1, 7-5. •;; 
The doubles matched' were 
flayed Friday afternoon at 
Penick Courts, and again 
Keller was responsible for the 
lone Texas victory. He 
teamed with doubles partner 
Gonz&lo Nunez to defeat the 
o. 2 team of Kourjp andJoe 
es, 5-7, 7-8, ,MMpi 
I was very 
gmatch, a lot more .than 
\-average/' Keller said/"! had 
- lost to Kourim twice before 
Thursday, we'd warmed up, 
then it rained and .we had to 
put everything on hold for half 
a day. I think it hurt us," 
Texas Captain JDan Nelson 
said. "But it isn|t an excuse 
I'm sure they would have 
?. 5,rather played yesterday, too.'' 
" Nelson lost his No. 1 singles 
match to last year's 
Southwest Conference singles: 
champion George Hardie, 6-4, 
6-4. "I generally play well 
^against him but I can't-get the; 
last points. Today I played 
him even and didn't put any 
' pressure on him," Nelson 
said. "I just couldn't put it 
together." 
In the other singles 
matches, - SMU's Tim Vann 
By CHRIS BARBEE 
Texan Staff Writer 
The season came to an end 
for the Texas women's 
basketball team in Gregory 
Gym. Saturday after losing its 
second game in the double 
elimination Texas Association 
for Intercollegiate Athletics 
of the Women's District IV-
basketball tournament. 
Texas, which won two and 
lost two, finished third behind 
District IV champion Baylor, 
which defeated tournament 
. runner-up Southwest Texas 
State University Saturday 
night, 79-47. Baylor and SWT 
will advance, to the state 
tournament at Tarleton State 
University in Stephenville, 
March 29 and 30. 
The Horns lost to St. Mary's 
University of San Antonio, 43-
36, Friday afternoon. "We 
were terrible., We should have 
beaten those people by 20 
points," Texas Coach Rodney 
Page said. 
The first quarter was slow 
as both teaihs were having 
problems scoring and holding 
i on to the ball. Texas held a 
slim 18-14 lead at halftime, 
but during the second half St. 
Mary's came out With a hot 
hand"as they scored 15 points 
to Texas" 7. 
St. Mary's led at the end of 
the third quarter, 29-25, and 
broadened their lead in the 
final period as they made 14 
points, with eight of them 
coming on free throws'. >. 
Falling into the losers' 
bracket, Texas beat Texas > 
Lutheran College 'of Seguihfi 
Friday night. The Horns;: 
jumped out to an early 3-1 lead 
and never looked back in the 
49-36 victory. 
The victory over ' TLC 
advanced Texas to a Saturday ^ 
morning playoff with Trinity " 
University,.,..which ^had 
defeated St. Mary*s Friday 
night, 44-36. Fired up after., 
their big win over TLC. the • 
Texas women beat Trinity, 56-
4 3 .  : : '  
Texas played its fourth' 
game of the tournament 
against Southwest/ Texas -
State. In three previous 
encounters with SWT, Texas 
had not come within 20 points 
of the Xochis. Tex^s lost this 
tame also 43-36. 
Texas took an early 4-1 lead, 
but it was short-lived as SWT 
came back to take the lead,?; 
which changed hands several 
times during -the game. SWT 
took a first quarter lead, 1643, 
and then managed to put the 
Horns ^giwp,, in the, second 
Sports Shorts 
Wit/$ Losses 
for a 34^8 period, 18-15, 
halftime lead. 
J Toward the end of the third 
' quarter, the Texas zone press 
, began to pay off as the Horns: 
tiied the Xochis with 39 points,-
But turnovers and missed 
shots, started plaguing the 
UT Golfers Fifth 
| STILLWATER, Okla (Spl.) — Texas golfers placed fifth in the 
36 hole Cowboy Invitational here Saturday. Oklahoma State won 
the tournament, which was played on its home course, with a 
598 total. 
• ST. LOUIS (AP) — Senior Dan Anderson and sophomore Bob 
Trowbridge combined for nine points in overtime to send-15th-
ranked Southern California past Bradley 76-74 Sunday in the 
.Collegiate Commissioners Association basketball semi-finalsj' 
Horns as SWT held a 43-40' 
third quarter advantage and 
then outscored the Horns in 
the fourth quarter, 13-11. 
Ms. Egger was high scorerrr 8-$ g-1. 
'for 'Texas':with • 16 points. 
"The girls did their best',-3 
they did what they ar.e^ 
capable of," Page said. 
"Considering everything," 
•I'm proud of the way we 
bounced'back after losing to" 
St. Mary's. Next year we 
should have most of the team 
back, and the experience they 
gained this year will certainly ~ 
pay off," he said. 
, we didn't do it," Nelson said. 
"We could have broken them 
and we didn't do it." 
Although Texas lost most of 
Friday's close matches, they 
managed to win five out of six 
three-set matches against 
LSU. Nunez, Texas' No. 3 
player, had to struggle to beat 
J.T. Simms, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, and 
the Horns', No. 2 player,. 
Keller, won a tie breaker in 
the second set after losing his 
first set to LSU's Gary 
Albertine. Keller, who was 
moved to the second position: 
by Snyder because of his play 
against SMU, theif won the 
third set % 
All of the doubles matches 
were close. Mitch Creekmore 
; and Simms teamed to defeat-: 
Nelson and Whaling in the top 
doubles match, 6-4, 1-6, 6-3, h; 
However, Jim Bayless and 
Bill Fisher won the No. 2 
doubles against Albertine and 
Billy McGeehee, 5-7, 7-5, 6-4 
and Dan Byfield and Nabers 
combined to down LSU's 
Johnny Foster and Bobby; 
Hagerman, 6-4,1-6, 7-6, in the 
No. 3 doubles. 
"Iffi 
victory against the Tigers 
when he defeated Creekmore, 
6-2, 6-1, in the No. 1 singles 
match. Bayless won in the 
fifth position over Foster, 7-5, 
6-1, and Byfield defeated. 
McGeehee in No. 6 singles 2-6; 
Another New Fox Photo Store to Serve You 
2200 Guadalupe St 
(Across from the University) 
m m f f hone 476-6448 ' 
$tore Hours: , 
Mon.-Fri. 8 am-8 pm • $«. 9li-5:30 pm 
'M 
•k • • 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla (AP) — Hubert Green broke out of a 
tie with four birdies in a- row, established a commanding lead 
and cruised home with, a comfortable three-stroke victory 
Sunday in the Greater Jacksonville Open Golf Tournament.: 
. • • • • ^ ••• 
The Texas Women's tennis team will play Southwest Texas 











WINNER OF THE 1»73 -
NATIONAL WIIDWATIR 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
food River Main* 
THE CANADIEN. CHIDE MODEL WAS 
DESIGNED AS A WORKING CANOE BIG 
AND BROAD SHOULDERED TO HIDE 
THE WAVES OF A BIG LAKE OR 
ROARING RAPIDS. YET NIMBLE 
ENOUGH TO TWIST THROUGH AN 
IRRIGATED ROCK GARDEN. THIS IS 
THE CANOE YOU'D BET YOUR |LIFg 
at wildM-Mss/whit*water 
S440 Burnrl Roi'd 4S24«47 
Shoe Shop 
We make and 
repair boots 







* Many $1750 
Beautiful Colors I 
• LEATHER SALE* 
Vorioui kindt,. colori - 75' pfr ft. 1 • ^ 
Co pi to} Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
5 
Generators : Starters 
Mufflers - Brake Shoes ft •• _ 
Water and Fuel Pumps 
•i Open Mon. - Sat. 8-6 it 
International Car PaHs 
GILBERT'S AUTOMOTIVE INC|:̂  ... 
29th and Ouadalup* 
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC PARTS 
474-6451 
M 
"CB" SMITH VOLKSWAGEN 
* « « • • • • • • • • • •  ,  
« • • • • • • • « •« • • • • •  ,  
TOYOTA^^ ^ - V-




2 dr. lit std, air m/fm redfo 
VW SEDAN 
sNL radBe vtllow 
VWSUPERBIIC 








gsed weifk sr sdwel car 
VW SEDAN 
aAJ uaI|MI| Inh WWflwW • • i 
FORD fAlCON 
A cyl std.iw€het seets .*•«»«•*•*•••• 
SAAISONNETTII 
reel eke, 20,111 Miln 
VW SEDAN ... 







PUT NAVY WINGS IN YOUR FUTURE. 
A O C  —  A V I A T I O N  O F  F  I C E  R  
CANDIDATE. SENIORS ^ DO IT NOW!! 
UNDERGRADS - GUARANTEE YOUR' 
SEAT IN NAVAL AVIATION TRAINING 
AND BANK LONGEVITY DURING YOUR 
R E M A I  N  I N G  C O L L E G  E  Y E A R S  
T H R O U G H  A V R O C  -  A V I A T I O N  
RESERVE OFFICER CANDIDATE. NO 
DRILLS OR MEETINGS 
VISIT WITH YOUR NAVY -
OFFICER INFORMATION. 
- £.= ..TEAM 




Nudtor Propuliion Officar Candidate 
A SPECIAL CHALLENGE FOR SPECIAL 
M E N .  T H E  O N C E  I N  A  L I F E T I M E  
OPPORTUNITY FOR ENGINEERS, PHYSICS 
AND MATH MAJORS (MINORS TOO), LEARN 
HOW TO MASTER A NUCLEAR REACTOR IN 
SUBMARINES OR SURFACE SHIPS. 19 WEEK 
OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL, 1 YEAR 
N U C L E A R  P O W E R  S C H O O L ,  3  Y E A R S  
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
VISIT WITH YOUR 
NAVY OFFICER INFO TEAM 
NOW! 
DO IT NOW! 







mm QUALITY SERVICE 
A L U H O R I Z E D  O O W N  T O W N  
OLKSWAGEN DEALER 476-918A 
CORNFR '.iTH & LAMAR 1 
1 ® 
J 
Offer Good, Through 
March 23 
For Instant Load Cameras 
126 KODACOLOR FILM 
12 EXPOSURE 
'#16 
20 exposurt $1.26 
KODACOTOR - KOOACHROME 
C 133 -20 «p. $1.26 K135/126,. : 









model 10 camera 
The Smallest Pocket 
of Them All Af The 
Smallest Price of All 
e Drop-ih cartridge loading with 110-size 
v|fSlM.-;.-
ihfiependable nraglCube capability 
e. "U«ed magicube" signal 
e Color-corrected fen* • 
fw -
SALE PRICED ' 





ANY SIZE ROLL OR CARTRIDGE 
OF KODACOLOR FILM 
DEVELOPED AND PRINTED SC;* 
-i Offer Good Through March 23 _ S- P 
PHOTO ALBUM 
99) mmi mm-mm 
4; 
win Hold 29 Paget""*-' 
PHOTO CUBE * 
I* '/ 
7 RMSMS Why YOS'II Like 
Fm Pbote 
1. FAST SERVICE ./i-l-day service on most color 
film- -
2. WHITE GLOVE QUALITY PROCESSING... your • 
@ |̂.:£ssurance of the finest film developing. Only 
:the finest Eastman Kodak chemicals and papers : 
are used. 
3. MAXI-VUE Borderless Silk-Rnish COLOR SNAP-
/. v SHOTS.. . with a larger picture area that give 
4r. every picture an exciting n$w prafp ĵijn ;̂ k»k 
?; ihat appeals to everyone. • 
4. FOX PHOTO FRIENDLY SMILES .'. '. the' symobl 
• S: FREE ALBUM PAGE;! :TSWt| 
you leave for processing.» . 
6. FREE PHOTO POCKET... a handsome, antique -
white vinyl case that protects'your pictures. 
7. NAME BRAND. . . the Red Fox on your prints •. 
-means that we are proud of the work we do . ̂  
i and we are willing to stand behind it. 
d i v i s i o n  o f -  F o x s ' A N L f >  p h o t o  p r o d u c t s ,  i n c  
"p-
m 
THE CfAILY p:XAN 
'"J--- • 1 'SB 
4̂  
» I wuwuji^"' m Ipn«u-It|p(ii^j^»i-M-' m PBmW5S51MI .1; <?» •.. (̂ , " :'-• •» ;J" :F'/ 
Seals&Oons soundtrack racorwnfis 
Irom the film 
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2021 GUADALUPE FREE PARKIN 
N THE COVERED 
DOBIE GARAGE 
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Laasaaadie* and gen­
tlemen ... step right up to 
the nation's largest traveling 
"thr^e-ringcircttS'Vp^toe 
tradition Big Top^. ̂  -. ; ,1 •; 
Circus Vaigas, scheduled 
Monday through .Wednesday 
at Highland Mali, will feature 
lions, tigers, bears with 
"brains," performing 
H elephants, a tight-rope walker 
and chimpanzees, said 
engagement director Don 
Madeiras. "«•** , 
Free tickets will be given to 
children (11 and under) at 
Joske's fourth floor ticket 
office through the matinee 
performance on Wednesday. 
Adult and junior tickets may 
be purchased as well. 
The giant "big top" 
measures 315 feet by 165 feet, 
billowing to a height of 48 feet. 
The tent holds more thaiib'4,000 
v i ewe r s a 11 ' wi t h 
"excellent"views,; said 
Mbdeiros. 
"This will be a return to the 
traditional circus, under the 
—Sfc«tch by Mary Y«mmci top," said Madteiros. "There 
won't be any side shows or 
freak shows, either; it will 
simply be a circus," he addled. 
Performance times are as 
follows: ' " 
Monday: 8 p.m. '' 
Tuesday: 4:30 and 8 jp.m. 
Wednesday: 4 and 7 p.mf 
'{/Tickets also can be 
j>\irchased at Sears in 
Hancock Center, Gibson's on 
Ben White Boulevard!, and atf 
Circus Vargas office, 6217 N. 
Lamar Blvd., at prices 
ranging from 12.50 to $4.50/ 
Reservations can be made 
by calling Circus 
office at 451-7961. 
Nixon'slegccy' 
Faulk Spea ks on 
By MKE ULLMANN 
Texan Staff Writer 
"Impeachment is as much a natural 
part of our Constitution as the setting 
up of the thr.efr branches .of 
government," declared^ author John 
Henry Faulk, speaking at the law 
school Friday. 
He added that people makea mistake 
when they think impeachment is 
^something holy. • 
* Sk "If you want to get the basis of the 
Impeachment charges against 
Nixon...you study the charges listed 
against King George (in the 
Faulk spoke on *'The 
Watergate," tracing the problems oi 
Watergate back to the great- "red 
scare" and the McCarthy hearings of 
two decades ago, 
At that time, Faulk, an Austin native 
who once was on the faculty, of the 
University English department, ran a^ 
radio show for CBS until he was • 
blacklisted for alleged communist 
inean.. .thl ldamn -think 
Constitution) wouldn't' work without 
ft," he commented. .P < ; 
Faulk summed up W&Jergateina few-' 
Words toward the end of his speech. , 
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^ I JUST A FEW PLACES LEFTt/<J^ 
SPRING BREAK IN 
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY:' 
MERIT TRAVEL THE PROGRAM INCLUDES: 
• Round trip Jit Airfare San Antonio - Acapoko 
• Six Nights Accomodations ' t , . 
• OfMM far RaaclTPtoily " 
• Possos to famous Acapulco Night Clubs 
• Transfers to and from Hotel 
MARCH 30 - APRIL 5 
$] 39OO 
CONTACT: 
, , STUDENT GOVT. TOURS 
i UN. 319 471-3721 







Your ON CAMPUS Student Store 
Weekdays 8:00 'til 6:00 
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#**%<• 
CONVENIENT FOR SHUTTLE BUS RIDI 
miy'r. —; 
& 
& 'Jr . 
Call 478-3471 
Before you make plans to go to 
[ Europe, don't forget your Travelers' 
Check. That is the type of Travelers' , 
Check tijat Merit Travel can provide 
for yon a thorough checklist of 
everything you need to know before 
embarking for Europe^Since our staff 
has been to Europe almost as many 
times as Henry Kissinger, they know 
all the ins-and-outs of European \ , 
travel and will help you plan your 
trip. So before you travel to Europe 
* this year, first check With Merit Travel. 
, Here's how to get there. 
.Charter Flight 
VIA CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS . ->% • !>; •"'".M1 
May 30-July 11. Dallas to Brussels— 
Paris to Dallas 
G r'oup Fl 19 htsrfc^ 
VIA AMERICAN AND ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). . 
May 25-July 25 (62 days). 
May 28-July 11 (45 days). ^ -
May 31-August21 (83 days). • • 
DallastoLuxem- aa*| *% f\g\ 
bourg to Dallas vO/OaUU 
VIA DELTA ANO ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May25>July25(62days). * ' . 
May29-Augustl5(75days). 
Houston to Luxem- aaqa "T7 " 
bourg to Houston vOo4 • / / 
We can also help you with 
Student Rail Passes-Eurailpasses 
Eurailguide- Complete Selection of Maps 
AutoRental andPurchases • VW Adventures 
Lists of Hostels • Foreign Study Programs 
Travel Insurance 
Please inquire about our KLM 747 Group 
Charter flight exclusively for Uni«; 
>?* versity of Texas students, faculty, s| 
& and staff and their immediate fanii- ® 
lies. Price based cm a pro rata share > "f** Space. 
i'p of the total charter cost( 183 seats). *- Mark Trou«l ^ 
;• The flight is aboard Capital Inter^ MeritTraVel ^ >v sw 
.., national Airways, an American . 
, - Certified Supplemental Air Carrier | 
whose demonstrated dependability " 
has enabled it to . 
be a U.S. Govern- OOQ QH To get to Europe, simply 
, p^nj^pond'actor, TWfc«',*'y street 
v" ^ to conjunction with U.T. Student Government T<wr^ 
''W-rM 2200Guadalup9 . 
P.O.-Box7040' 
% ZZ'Z'L §§|| Austin, Texas 781̂ 12' 
- / 1 
A 1: % 'J 
;?S' 
Irtra VahM Impart Only l3>Vt 
AUCOtOH BOOK Of INttCn. By WCTwMdle. 101 
full color photos. The f «»cln«t InQ world of insects 
In photos, Accompanied by a text of expert 
accounts of eacti Insects habits and life history.-
bm Vdw Import Only $!.«• 
AUCOIO* BOOK Of S1ASNIUS. By J. M. Clayton. 
•100 full color photos. Packed with fascinating 
lore and illustrations capturing color nuances of 
beautifully delicate teashells around the world. 
8W(X 11W 
. bfra Volu* Imparl Only $3.91 
All COtOR BOOK OF WINK. By DavldMilllgan. 100 
.full_cQlsr ,pliotos^Retl jind„whitft. Bordeaux, 
champagnes, wines from Germany and wines 
from California - characteristics, better, 
vintages, behind the scenes at the vineyards-It's 
all here, with luscious photographs to make the 
blood race. ; ; . „ IkIki Volu* Impart Only 
KBRMIT SHAI«rS AU TIME QMAT IMOfMS. IIIUS. 
throughout. Classic on-the-air howlers and 
boners that turned these faces red /-; Johnny 
Carson, John Lindsay, Aillai Stevenson, a 
Zambian radio announcer, the LOhe Ranger, arid 
500 others. By this author of the million-seller 
book and records. 
Only $1.00 
AMMCAN KHK ART. By E.S. Sabine. 61 illus., 11 In 
color. Ideas, designs, and step-by-step 
techniques tor decorating ^ ' ' • 
very, very simple one. Are wfe still 
' capable of governing ourselves as we 
_ have for the past 200 years? If we're' 
leanings. not, by God, well soon know about it,." 
Faulk won a resulting suit, but said® because they (the government) argsUlL , 
whe got something more important thai® keeping secret lists " he said.f -Vfe 
mey out of the experience. * ; > "Nixon's chief iegacy to' wKTmS 
I got to study the direction our kfraid, hasn't been realized by the: 
nation as i&: whole. It's sitting on that-
damn Supreme Court right now;>f he^ 
Said. ~ 
money 
Declaration of Independence.) They •ipl; society was going and I made rheUof 
fdidn t charge him with a single crime an interesting discovery, I realized^ 
*- but with a pattern of behavior." K§ what the first 10 Amendments really^ 
HEMPHILL'S* 
SPRING 
% î{H V«-»* •f> 
these fitles pius many 
more in the store. 
• An A* Caler Sfery a! Medem IMaht. By D. 
Mondly. Over ISO fabulous full color lilus. 
Stupendous volume of those magnificent flying 
(Tiach)nes tracing the staggering developments 
in the modern history ..of. flight, Incl. military 
aircraft, small pl&hes, supersonic lets, more. 
x \7Vt. 
hostesses, and other dependents of the ^-^analysls by the stars • now to increase olambur;-^> ' 5 L 16th C^nture peasanjs and 
independable. Duck Espanoli* Hamburger împr vi-^nonVlltv:'.** «•* 
|CV<—"~ ^~ "• — -• • 
i*t»» V«lua Impart OnlyM.M 
AU COiO* BOOK OF HiN*V VIII. By J . Walden. Over 
100 lull color Illus. Story ol England's most 
renowned monarch.' All the court Intrigues, 
dalliances, plus fascinating details of the six 
wives, breughl.ie file in eBi8f-»»ay>. iw x liw.-
Spoon Breads. Almond Praline %>uffle, more. 
Pub at S7.9S. • j-
v,-;. Only Sl.fB 
AN OUT1INI Of WORID ARCHITBCTUIK By AA. 
Raeburn. 185 Illus., incl. 85 full color photos. 
Survey of architecture around the world, from 
pyramid to towerlno skyieraper, the contrasts In 
stales highlighted In magnificent phofosi 9W x 
'' • . .., •. i»r»n Volva Imparl Owlr'M.W 
mUNTWOJWO D«nmNomcn»RconKND otLBy. 
. ... . _ Without 
"cafcglationSi math or charts. Orig. pub. at SS.95 
BIRDS, BIROS, BIROS, BIROS. ISOptwtpssl 24 
' and 
pages In lull colofi New, enthralling study of bird : 
life of every continent, packed with description! 
of birds, their nesting and leading habits* 
Itlnr • • • •••••• •• 
E. JLfrltzgerald. 'Over 12S illus., 20 In full color. 
Step-by-st^p guidance in sketching,, painting, 
perspective, composition, colors, etc. Illustrated 
with many fine examples. «'/< x 10Mi. Orlg. pub. 
.ats».9S, •; 
New, ComplaN M. Only $4.95 I 
TASTV COOKING FOR OOOD HIAITH. By A. 
Marshall. 32 pages of full color. Fresh,.simple I 
guide to sensible, healthy eating. Incl. animal 
and vegetable protein recipes/health foods for 
children, vegetable only dishes," plus special ' 
• section on slimming. > -
~ ; : —Ixlra Vnlu» lmpiwt Only >2.91 
TASTY COOKINO K>R TWO. By S. Russell. Dine. 
romantically by candlelight, raid the kitchen for 
after-party shacking, whip up* a cosy breakfast 
lust for you two - over 100,quick recipes, simple 
to elegant^ tor busy couples. 
CxIki Valua Impart Only *2.91 
fRMl DRIVHW OAVS. Tekt by Dee Brown. 229: 
contemporary photographs In. this exciting ; 
picture history of the cattle ranches of the Waist • > 
the pioneers, drivers, rustlers and other outlaws, ; 
cowboys, gamblers, settlers; boom towns, 
lawmen, etc. SVi x 11. Orlg. pub. at S7.50 
New, Camplete id. Only $4.91' 
THI ym».WtMWORU> OF TtXAS COOKINO. By M G 
Clark. 340 mouth-watering recipes for all klndt1 
of dishes from the basic Texas steaks and chllles f household articles ^
with the gay, colorful patterns of tyaditlonaLX îuh 5?' ̂  meringues, more. Orlg 
American folk art, InCI. reverse painting on glass - PUD- »' »».!" «« 
fascinati g chapters on rare birds, mystery of,' 
migration, bird watching, and keeping birds at 
Htm, By P. UfiSf lel?1^]mS'S 
it 'drawings, plus 8 full-page cOlof photos of rare 
• t and beautiful chess pieces. An unusual 
combination, a book ot Instruction from beginner 
to advanced .techniques of play with Interesting 
i.. y Information about the chesspleces. 7x IOV<.s5.9S 
value. . -
 ̂ f Only $2 9A 
COIOR TRIASURY OF AOUARHJM HSH. By E. Uodl. 
0ver 230 fish- ail In brilliant Hull color. The 
jgorgeous world of tropical >fl*h from the-
s bloodthirsty piranha tp the technicolor neon 
tetra, with full information on habits, care, a. 
f balanrtd aquarium", etc. ^ r-gt 
Ixtro Volua Impart Only $1.99 
:i omor triasurv of CRVSTAIS. By V73e Micliele; 
e238 drawings and photos, 125 In splendid full , 
color. All the beauty and symmetry of; 
v crystalline rocks and mlnearls from precious? 
. gems to common but beautiful elements • their 
^structure, evolution and chemistry. j 
•«»»• Volua Impart Only $1.91 COUM TRRAWRY OF <MM$ ANO JRWRU.I ntro. by H. 
? J. Schnubel. 135 magnitlcent lull color IllusiV: 
From natural uncut gemstones to the most 
exquisite jewels and Intricate object d'art. 9 x 12. 
__ l«ha Wal«i Impart Only $l.9t COMIX.. A HISTORY OF COMIC ROOK* INAM«RfcA By 
Les Daniels: 1400 illus., 199 In full color. The 
; comics book that has everything. -Complete 
earthy Flemish master, Incl. hit biography 
expert appraisal. Orlg. pub. at $8,9S " 
_ Naw, Camplata H. 
OUF*. By J. Lassdtgne. 55 Hand-tipped 
In full color. The delightful world of color and 
charm of Outy's palntrnr" - ^ • 
f re t  
Only $9.93 
plates, all 
l i tings, revealed In excellent 
' productions-and vivid blographrcaT and 
Critical <»mmentary. Orlg. Pub. at $8.95. 
'V' ir • n ..... • Only $8.93 
lAUTRRC. by J, LasshlgM 4» 
hanja-tlnpRd- l̂atM,. The BtuJaf i clirity of 
Lautrec's vision of PaMsiah night-life displayed-
In a stunning volume on his art and life. Orlg. 
Pub. at tt.95 
. " Naw.-Pamplata M. Only $3.95 . 
MATISSt. By J. Laisalgne. 57 nand-tlpped plates. 
all In fullcolor. Brilliantly colorful works by the 
creator of FaUvIsm, pne of the most innovative 
artists of modern times, plus biography and 
: Illuminating criticism; Orlg, Pub, at $8,951 
• „ .•'V'v.-V' Oniyi$S.9S 
MIRO. By J. Lassalgne. 50 stunning hand-tipped 
Simi"-full color plates. £) 
ssirrsal, wijn fcfrtoiL-switfnyya frU&ytiiZ • 
reproductions and crltical,enalysls; Orld. Pub. at 
•„„„ _ *8.95.NewrComplete Ed. oir»iy $3.95 
ROUAULT. By C. Venturl. 58f|nefu|l color-hand-
. . c 
as Well as on tin and wood. 
Orlg. pub. at$8.95 
Naw, Cwnplwa id. Only $2.98 
HORSCS OF TH8 WORtO. Ed. by N. Lugll. 170 full 
stories ^opvthe original E,C, comics, The Fox 
Crime Does Not Pay, Sub-
more, rurtnlng the complete 
ARCHITRCT5 ON ARCHITKTUR1. 
Only $$.»$ 
Naw Olractiant In 
color Illus. Complete pictorial 
horse and Its evolution, Incl. all breeds 
history of the 
' massive 
America. By Paul Heyer. Over 650 photographs, 
plans, drawings 8. elevations. Building index by 
geoflraphlaU^ Jocatloft' and architect. Over '400 
pages of this large format, handsome volumi 
isenting the Id* 
ufr 
draft horses to thoroughbreds and little pony 
fangs, palomino, much breeds 
more 9 x 
Intos, mush fil ti 
pre i eas and convlctlons-of 
Wright, Groplus, Le Corbu 
Ne tra, Edw. D. Stone, Philip J 




- - , /
destined to become a classic In.Its field. 9V* x 
12'/«. Orlg. pub. at $19.95 
" Naw, Camplata Id. Only $S.9S 
.ART OF THI AMIRKAS, Andaitt and Hispanic. By P. 
Kelemen. 33tLphotos. Definitive-study for the-
general reader as well as student. Incl. newly 
discovered archaeological sites, less famfliar 
colonial works, paintings, buildings, 
monuments, sculpture and artifacts of .Indian 
and European origin. Orig. pub. at $10.00 '  ̂
, Naw, Camplata ad. Only $3.95 
MSIC BOOK OF SIWINO. 32 Full color plates. A 
superb new popular craft book with easy-to-
follow Instructions - loaded with over 50 complete 
patterns-and step-by-step Instructions. 
Intra Volua Import Only $2.91 
BOOK OF CIRIMONIAl MAOIC By Arthur E^ Walfd. 
Profusely illus. with signs, symbols/talismans, 
engravings. Classic work on history and rituals 
of transcendental and black^ magic. Incl. rites 
and mysteries of Goetlc Theurgy, sorcery and 
infernal necromancy. Orlg. PUb. at $10.00 
Naw, Camplata Hi Only $2.98 
CANOU MAKING ANO MCORATIONS. A Stap-U-Stap 
Oulda. By V. Janltch. 136 Illus., many full color. 
Candles for Christmas, candles for birthdays, 
candles for formal dinners or everyday dining. 
Entire Candle gamut plus explicit directions. 7v* 
x 10. - • • " • 
Iitro Volua Import Only $1.98 
THI DAY BBOM COOKBOOK. 32 Full color plates. 
. Cook It today - serve It tomorrow. This fantastic 
new cookbook with apprdx, 100 recipes allows 
you to save time ana money yet still serve 
glorious new meals. 
•xtra Volua Import Only $2.91 
DISCARTIS- DICTIONARY.' By J. Morris. 
Illuminating volume of writings/ definitions, 
technical and special terms of the world's great 
classical philosopher. Pub. at $1Q;00. 
Only $1.91 
d'»Oald»nln 
^ tMI woMftOF eJ the^atist arc! 
photos.' .A fascinating study of Invertebrate " "" 
fossils - what they teach us about evolution^ 
geology, and about life In- general. Incl. 
classifications, collecting, preservation/ more. 9 
X 12- -
Raducad to Only $4.9) 
THI WORID OF MUSHROOMS. By U. Tosco 304 
drawings and field photos, all In full color. The 
surprising shapes and astonishing hues Of fungi, 
microscopic to giant species, with common and 
Latin names, details on reproduction, 
recognition of deadly specimens; cultivation of. 
the edible, hunting down the treasured truffle, ; 
etc. 9 x 12. -
•:i " Ixtra Valu* Impart Only $4.93 
THI WORtO OF RWTIUS AND AMFHIBIANS. By Dr.M. 
Burton. Spectacularly IIIUS. throughout. Little 
known, misunderstood world of snakes, lizards, 
frogs, toads, chameleons, etc. Brought to full 
•v. light in this book of exquisite nature photographs • 
and Informative text. 
Ixtra Volua Import Only $4,95 
AU COIOR BOOK OF DOUS. By Kay Desmonde. 100 
full color photos. Every Imaginable type of doll 
from the world-over is represented In this 
exquisitely illustrated and comprehensive. 
volume on one of the oldest toys in history - a 
" rtiust for every collector. 
Extra Volua Impart Only $2.91 
and the-CroWj 
Mariner, many 
Ramut from 'Donald buck to R. Crumb's Mr, atural. 8W x 11. Orlg. pub. at $7.95. 
Naw, Camplata Id. Only $3.95 
THI WTURI ;OF ARCHITICTURI. By Frank Lloyd 
Wright. Definitive voiuimS • • 
ajipreclatlon, and u 
AU COLOR BOOK OF BUTTIRFUK. By R. Goodden 
101 full color photos, maps, & plates. Incredibly 
beautiful photos and Informative text. .All--
species are shown In their natural surroundings 
with advice for. .collecting, watching and. 
breeding. ^ • <>: 
• liitra Volua Impart Only $2.98 
AU COIOR BOOK OF CATS. By E. Towe & C 
Metcalf. 100 Illus. all in gorgeous full color 
•Lovely collection of cats • Siamese, Persian, 
. tabby, etc.- Inpictures and entrancing text, Incl. 
famous cats In history, cats on stage and In 
•films, etc. 81/* x 11W. 
bin Volua Import Only $2.98 
All COUM BOOK OF BOYrTIAN MYTHOtOOY. By R 
Patrick. 102 photos all in magnificent full color.: 
SO YIARS OF MOVK FOSTIRS. HaRywOa t oldan Ira. 
Intro, by David Robinson, 272 Illus., 112 In.full 
-color. Beautifully reproduced, nostalgic 
-collection of original movie posters mirroring 
the heart and soUl of the Hollywood that was, 
incl. GarbO In Ninotchka, Cagney and Harlow In 
The Public Enemy, much more. Each poster 
" suitable for framing. i2:x 17W. Spiralbound. 
' Only $9.95 1 
tm OUAT MOVII SHORTS. Thm Wandatful l-A-2-
Raalan af ttia 30f and 40*. By L. Maltin. Over 200 
photos. Our Gahg'Comedles, W.C. Fields' That 
Fatal Glass of Beer, Laurel & Hardy and Leon 
-Errol, Robert Benchley's lectures and Crime 
Does Not Pay, sports shorts and travelogues - a 
complete reference work on the days when going 
to the movies meant a feature, a cartoon, a 
newsreel and a short. Indexed. 8'/^x 11. Pub. at : 
$9.95. 
- The incredible gods, temples and pyramids of 
ancient Egypt brought vividly to life In this 
extraordinary collection. 8'/« x lT/4. 
Intra Vahn Impart Only $2.98 
- AU COIOR BOOK OF OMSK MYTHOtOOY. By R 
Patrick. Packed with photos all in splendid full 
cdlor. The gods and goddesses of Olympus, the 
heroes of the Iliad and the Odyssey, etc., 
recreated by the great artists of Ancient Greece; 
. and shown in this beautiful volume of myths and: 
art. 8</< x 1V/4. -
Ixtra Volua Import Only $2.9* 
AU COIOR BOOK OF HORSCS. By E. Johnson. 100 
. splendid photos all In full color. Magnificent 
'pictorial history of the animal that has been 
man's friend in work, war and sport from the 
beginning of history to today. 8lb x ll'A. 
Extra Volua Impart Only $2.9B 
Only $4.9S 
ORIMM'S FAWY TAiis. From the famed Crane 
Edition. Lavishly Illustrated with the original, 
elegant drawings and plates. 19 classics include 
The Sleeping Beauty, RapUffiei; Hansel and 
Gretel,-- Tom Thumb, Snow White, j Rumpelstlltskin. impressively bound In 
simulated leather and stamped In simulated 
gold. • I • - . 
Ixtra SpacM Volua Only $1.00 
HOME BAKID BRIAO AND CAKlS. By. M. Norwak. 
Lavishly illus., incl. 8 foil color photos with step-
by-step line drawings. Tested -Old Country 
recipes for luscious homemade breads and cakes 
Inct. scones"; doughnuts, fruitcakes, 
spongecakes, gingerbreads, more. - ^ 
Ixtra Vakia Impart Only $1.98 
INDOOR F1ANT$. By Lovell Benjamin.] 15V 
beautiful full color photos. Gorgeous complete 
. . .  -  H i s s e s  
and 
heating, foliage and flowering plants, bulbs, 
palms, terns, bonsai, cacti and bottle gardens. 
Spectacular photos show you what you can 
achieve. •• 
Ixtra Volua Impart Only $4.93 
AN AMittiCAN ARCHITICTURI. By Frank Lloyd 
Wright. Ed. by E. Kaufman... 250 Illus. The 
principles or organic architecture of this master 
/ t builder In text and. pictures ranging from 
;  informal sketches to handsome photos. 9V4 x 
12V4. Orig. pub. at $17.50. 
Naw, Camplata (d. Only $4 95 
ANDY WARHOL By Andy Warhol. Over 700 Illus 
Huge book of fascinating photos of Warhol*^ 
' posters, art exhibits, - happenings, ' stills from 
underground movies and candid shots of super­
star celebrities, transvestltes, models, assorted • 
freaks, etc. Pub. at $7.50 
' Only $4 9S 
THI ANNOTATID AllCI. Alice's Advanturai In 
Wandationd A Through lha laaklna Olan. By Lewis 
Carroll. Illus. by John Tenniel. lntro. t notest>y 
Imparts a new 
aridlng of architecture; 
- - ofthlscenturyexplains 
his alms and contributions. Fully Illustrated 
throughout with examples of his finest work. 8V< 
x 10'/4. Pub. at $10.00. 
Naw, Complata Bel. Only $3 9$ 
. HOWDOBIT WORK. By R. M. Koff. Over 3« fllus, 
Fascinating guide to the how and why of the air 
conditioner, automobile,-TV, zlpper> etc,, with 
valuable repair tips. Orlg. Pub: at $3.95. 
. Na w, Camplata Cd. Only $1.91 
HOMI WIN! MAKINO WITHOUTWUIUIII. By HE. 
Bravery. 200 recipes Incl. all you need to know 
- about making wine, cider, ate beer and mead 
from fruit, flowers and vegetables with simple 
hlnls on. growing your own ingredients. Orlg. 
' pub. at $2.95 ; ^ ^ 
Naw, Complata Id. Only $1.49 
TW JOY OF EATING NATURAL FOOOS. Tba Complata 
Organic Caakbaak. New approach to good eating 
for health-conscious Americans Inch more than ' 
- 2,000 recipes for garden-fresh vegetables,'! 
• luscious home-baked breads, raw food menus, 
etc. Pub. at $6.50. 
KNITTING DICTIONARY. 900 Illus., 67 In full̂ cVlo * 
Contains 900 stitches, patterns, knitting and 
crocheting techniques all alphabetically 
arranged with a clear picture arid explanatory 
text. Softbound. 
IAROUSSIINCYOOKOIA OF MOMRN WOOK^fnl!, 
1500 To The Fratant Oay. Ed. by M. Ounan. 562 
illus., 32 In vivid full color. Stunning panorama of 
50p years from the age of discovery to nuclear 
war dnd the turbulent 1960's, Incl. political and 
social development, art and culture, presented 
by noted historians, handsomely illus. with 
reproductions* maps and photos. PUb. at.S25.00 
Only $9.95 
MARK TWAIN HIMSRF. In Wards and Flctum. By 
Milton Meltzer. A huge pictorial biography with 
more than 600 photographs and drawings 
coverlng hls entire career as printer, pilot, 
soldier, miner, reporter, editor, humorist and 
publisher. Orig. pub. at $10.00 % 
New, Camplata Id. Only. $1.9S 
MARK TWAIN'S UBRARY OF HUMOR; Ed. by Samuel 
Langhorne Clemens, W,D. Howell, and C.H 
Clarx. "193 illus. A marvelous volume of 144 
hilarious -short stories by the wrlters who built 
american literature. Twain's own A Day's Wot k. 
Uncle Remus' Tar Baby, Ambrose Bler<e, 
Artemus Ward, many- more. Orlg, Pub, at $18.95 
Naw, Camplata Id. Only $3.95 
MASTMS OF MOOMN ARCHITICTURI. By John 
Peter. The great works and Ideas of 70 master 
architects of the world including Louis Sullivan,' 
Prank Lloyd Wright, - Le Corbusler, Neutra, 
Groplus, Saarlnen, Mies Van Der Rohe, others 
Over 225 v|vld reproductions capture the beauty 
of the orlglnal.structures. 94« x 13. Orlg. Pub. at 
$15.00. , 
Naw Camplata Cd. Only $5.93 
FOFUUR CHINES! COOORS. By A M, Burt. 32-
photos in exquisite full color. The subtle splendor 
of Prawn Sweet and Sour, Soy. Eggs, Leek Soup, 
< Almond Cream with Chow Chow, etc.,. in 
Tnarvelous reclpes tailored for occidental 
kitchens. 
'  ' - " j S K - ' j l - 8 x *ra,Val»»a Impart Only $2.91::.. 
TOFUtAR FRINCH COOKCRS. By M. Berry. 32 photos 
m lush full color. The finest :F*dnch cuisine for 
everyone to cook. Ratatoullle, Eggs Morriay/ 
• Lamb Bayonne, Crem* Caramel, etc. ; 
. Ixtra VoUa Impart Only $2.98 
FOFMAR ITAUAN COOtORV. By M. Howells. 32 
gorgeous photos In full color. Over 100 mouth­
watering, easy-to-follow recipes fdr the best 
_ Italian olshds. Lasagneal Forno, Zuppa Pavese, 
the extraordinary dessert Zabagllone, etc. 
Ixtra Vakia Impart Only $2.91 
SCUtFTUK INSm ANO OUT. By Malvlna Hoffmen 
tipped plates. The techniques and artistry of 
stained glass transmuted into powerful 
paintings,, collected With complete critical and 
biographical data. Orig. Pub. at $8.95. -
THBAURUSi OF BOOK tWBTSJE^y HlramTtaydn 
& Edmund Fuller. 2000 digests of the world's 
permanent writings from the ancient classics to 
current literature,. Each country or period or 
subjecf edlted under the direction of a specialist. 
Orlg. Pub. at $5.00. 
Naw, Camplata M. Only $2.91 
TRAVIUtl'l BOOK OF COiOR FHOTOORAFHY. By V. 
Philips & O. Thomas. Magnificent book • every 
giant page in rich, full color The 400 color photos 
show>the scenic treasures of 15 countries 
Including U.S.A., Greece, France, Scandinavia, 
Great Britain. Packed with natural wonders, 
ships, fountains, bridges, people at. work , and 
play, etc.- Valuable Information and suggestions 
împrove jour own travel photos. lOW x 13%. 
WTRANDRUSSHLWIIOOM OF THI WlJrWf̂ MO 
Illus,, 250 of thim In full color: A unlque 
illustrated history of western philosophy in its' 







winner describes the full progression from the 
uded-CI 
ho, 
Kent, Marx, Klerkegard, to Sartre, Jaspers, 
pre-$ocratlcs, through jui 
, thinking the.Dark.Ages, 
hristlan religious 
Oante, Bacon, Locke, 
WI Itgensteln amongst others - Exceptionally 
beautiful 8 x 11 volume. Orlg. pub. at $12.50. ori ,
iw, Complata Id. Only $4.93 
WOMMRUND. By Lewis AUCI'S 'ADVMTURIS IN 
Carroll. Illus. The beautiful Tennlel illustrations 
in an exquisite brown simulated leather bound 
< volume with simulated gold stamping add to the 
wonder of Alice and her Wonderland. 
Ixtra Spackri Volua Only $1.00 
ROBIRTIOWS STIVINSON. A Child's Oordan alVataat. 
lltus. by Jesse Wlllcox Smith. The beloved poems 
of. remembered omidhood-My Shadow, The 
i LaOd of Nod, etc.-Mn a lovely gift edltlon of red 
simulated leather with simulated goldstamping. 
Ixtra Spado! Volua Only $1.00 
WAIT WHITMAN'! UAVB OF GRASS. Intro, by W. 
; Lowenfels. Illus. The finest parts of the great 
American poet's vibrant hymn to life, In an 
exquisite edition with brown simulated leather 
binding and simulated gold Stamping.v. 
" Ixtra Soacial Volua Only $1.00 
270 -llhts. The standard book on the art of 
sculpture, as History as well as a.presentation of 
ettiods and techniques. Practical sugg 
modeling, carving and~*Hte treetm 
terials. Pub. at $8.50. 
jestions 
ent of-M-
worn TOI FOCMS FOR CHADRIN. llfus. The 
special love of-Children pervades The Duel, 
• GinghamJ?og & Calico Cat, Sugar Plum Tree, 
Wynken,"Blynken, and Nod. 115«iore favorites of 
• young and Aid. Simulated red leather, binding' 
with simulated gold sta.mplng. 
Ixtra Spadal Volua Only $1,00 
SONNtTS FROM THI FORTUOUISI: By Elizabeth 
j Barrett Browning. Illus. The most beautiful love h poems of all time, bound In a superb brown 
< simulated .leather-volume with simulated gold 
, stamping. ^ 
' Intra Spadal VoKia Only $1.00 
, SONNETS OFSHAKESFIAH. Introd. by R.O. Ballou, 
: with the famous Temple Notes. Illus. All 154 of 
, the greatest sonnets ever written, collected and 
•( bound in beautiful brown simulated feather with 
.. gold stamping. - u 
Ixtra Spatial VoKm Only.$1.00 
TRIASURYiOF AKOfS:FABlis/68 treasured fables 
with Illus. by Thomas Bewick and The Life of 
Aesop by Oliver Goldsmith. Bound In brown 
simulated leather with simulated gold stamping. 
V ixtra Spadal Volua Only $1.00 
TRIASUIY OF THI WORWS BI$T40VH> FOIMS.-109 
lovely poems, lyric and dramafic, from the Bible 
to Whitman, gathered in. a beautiful volume 
bound In orown simulated leather and stamped 
•n simulated gold. 
Ixtii Spadal Volua Only'$1.00 
TRIASURY OF FAMHIAR OUOTATtONS. Over 2500 
guide togrowing plants for your home. Disc  
cultivation and care, effects of lighting; 
i 
..Martin Gardner, Complete text and the original 
illus: In only fully annotated edition. Notes are' 
concurrent with the text on all lokes, gamev, , f mei 
t ^ parodies, -puzzles;;etc. t'A x. 12., Orlg, pub; a|;|^tor 
.re^,ll000 ; ; .^materi l
^ 'is . : - Only $3.9$;: 
'MtMNnoN UUSTRATB> teakm m 
t<TW SONO;OF HMWATHA.- By Henry Wadsworth. 
5 M THI ANNOTATID MOTHKOOOSB. Intro. & notes by , £ 
W: S. * ceil Bar I no-Gould. Over 200 Illus. by bcauti«Liflndî ?rnrm^nnf Dx9r«»Jtni!?^ 
• & SrrlThyflt^T*'-" î̂ anrco™f^t^ enhanced with 387 Remington pen and Io!^|^a phiiosopters of alf fimes. With indices of 
faithful representations of the actuafeSlflJ.0UTces-^nd _ cafegortes. Bound In green 
- ** S2?t.inVnn mS!? thnn i m s»S rhvS f objects In use among the various tribes makes'1 "Vimul«,«) wlth s,muTated gold stamping. 
MASTIRFIKIS OF BIRllCAl ART.-lomp. oy gSSl'J}!*, ?tlon« » ioSrcns and atlusloniS^ai?,h's collection of drtiwlngs a veritable museum~#î >-_rJ_;. L**1™ v«*»» Oniy St.OO 
distinguished Board "(Editors. Huhdreds«1ull ?•«; oi-'S/^Slfb m«iom »»u«lonv. . Inaran arti,acts and <5rioslties. ,9'«S3fNONvM*' 
color reproductions. Superb collection of 'M'* """• at s">»> «...- ^  .. . .  :  Only  $2 .9^ :^HOMONYMS.  12,000 synonyms,  10 ,000 
Outstanding religious paintings with ah '" rua ur n« w c rmaZ' 1755^?FeTerion With SFORTSCABS ON ROAD AND TRACK. By Ray HuttoniuP'5K-«^2?' ."n<i ^ ho™ony«>$, arranged in 
appropriate passage from the Bible and the ^ ^^^.7^11 are all oUheFleld's^S.<°ver ,so many full color. From starl̂ - '̂cHona^ form, indexed, andbound in green 
a^st's slgnlficanci ln tha history of art. incl. ^vC ̂ ^trallno hls SntauS antlcs and- OP®" <wo-»eater to Bentley and Alfa Romeor% s,mula)ed "a>her with simulated gold stamping. 
Bottlcelli, Verrochlo,.EI Greco, Bosch, Rubens, [^°aWgfna^ITwrth m« ™cr',nc«f machines to today's exotic Lotus and - '•?<> 
J well-known, useful quotations listed under 500 
•f * topic headings from Ability to Zeal, indexed and 
.gathered into a lovely volume of green simulated 
ssg! leather with simulated gold stamping. 
. Ixtra Spadal ValwaOnly $1.00 
>> .TRIASURY OF FROVIRBS AND IFKMAMS. OVer 2500 
«B<;0f the best savings of the great leaders/teachers 
sand philosophers of ll ti es, 
Caravagglo, others. U. O*, $5.9$ Zg 'O'̂ Orig pub, at S7£ 
Naw, C»ni#«U jMiĵ »»lyJ|*.jH|^ etc. '.-4 x llVi. 
ltpur Friendly Booh Stores 
2244 Quadalupe (On *h« Drag 
with exciting data on-Le Mans 'races,,i n j'*(^ *8ST OF BU>OF«S. Goofs, 
hoopers, .hilarious collection of the most 
bkra vJmWaii Only $£9»'ff*y'amous and Infamous on-the-alr accidents. 
.-gsJ&POWWOW Fuau DICTIONARY. More tharT3*!<So 
"we than 7X000 answers, excellent tor 
SS&pB&bli word games. Also weights t measures, 
î fel-sfiPOPulation and other statistics. 
. S^tfaMY HAFFX BIOTIMI STOR«t tl|«»: .throughout; 19 
mm- delightful .tai*»,. about iettert |haf talk; an 
A-! umorella that flies, witches, fairies, many more. 
"r OWN 1-2-3/A-K. FHH color 
: . {fegThe kids wll( have hours o> fun coloring In 
•••„.. - I'Sî ictMre* and playing dot-to^dof while toarnir 
siKj-humbers. alphabet, how to prlnt. wrltlng i 
O." \vv 
JJ5*OBA $VSTVM OF mStm ASBMUS' nlw 





The yogi principles of physlcatexerctse, mental. 
and physical disciplines, breathing and food Is 
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By BOBBIjE CRISWELL 
Texan Staff Writer 
The rising number 
reported rape cases in Austin 
has led to the creation of a 
Rape Crisis Center, sponsored 




Affairs Committee. -«-* 
;,#V^\The center, in conjunction 
"or,with the Psychological 
Services Center/will attempt 
to cope with the woman's 
position following a rape. 
Volunteers %^rill be 
•* 
No ruling has be^nt made on 
the cause of death of 
University freshman Thomas 
Mark Hamilton of San 
Antonio, whose body was 
found early Friday morning in 
his apartment^.cpmplex 
swimming pool, ^ ft 
Hamilton, whonve3'at 4558 
Avenue A, Apt 106, was a 20-
year-old art major in the 
College of Fine Arts. 
A newspaper carrier 
discovered the body and 
alerted the apartment 
manager, who later said 
Hamilton's efficiency 
apartment was found 
disarrayed with the power cut 
**££ Vrv +Sl * Oil. v >  ̂̂   ̂
Funeral services will beats 
p.m. Monday in San Antonio 








• 2 bedroom, 1% bath 
• large enough •" * 
studv room 
' +furriishet( . 
• all bills paid 
only • 
$175.00/mo. 
• plenty of parking 
• city transit to campus 
• 2 swimming pools 
• 24 hour maintenance 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
' CML f im 
444-7555 
• •  
instructed In dealing with 
trauma, police harassment, 
legal haxards and the options 
available, and how to know 
what to look for in the 
gynecological examination, 
Barbara Cohen, co^ 
chairperson of the committee, 
said. 
The center will go into 
operation in about two months 
and is seeking the. aid of 
women volunteers interested 
in helping one night a week, 
Ms. Cohen said. 
Any interested women are 
asked to call Barbara Cohen 
at 471-9721 during the day and 
476-5253 after 6 p.m. 
For immediate rape cases, 
the center will have a 24-hour 
telephone service connected 
to the telephone lines of 
women trained in the legal, 
psychological and physical 
aspects involved in rape, she 
said. 
Ms. Cohen stressed that all 
women who want help can 
expect the center to keep their 
cases confidential. 
"The center not only serves 
as an aid in legal advising, but 
as someone to turn to while 
under stress. We're women 
helping women in times of 




Dressed in the* familiar 
white flannel suit and Panamas 
hat, a Rice University 
professor will recreate the 
personality of American 
humorist M&rk Twain in a 
performance at 8 p.m.' 
Monday in Academic Center 
21. The public is invited at no. 
cost. ' -
Joe David Thomas, a" 65-
5 year-old English professor 
who has impersonated Twain 
since 1970, will read selections 
from the author's works 
during the presentation, 
sponsored by the Department 
gpf English. f -
Both Thomas and Twain, 
pen name, of Samuel L. 
Clemens, were born in 
Missouri and had family ties 
with the South. Consequently, 
Thomas feels "a 
temperamental sympathy" 
with the writer. 
"Twain was popular, and 
' Thomas was born within 100 
miles of Twain," said Dr. 
Clarence L. Cline, Astabel H. 
Smith professor of' English a^ 
the University, explaining^, 
why Thomas started hisf|,. 
impersonations. "Thomas M 
says his father and}! 
grandfather spoke pretty^ 
much the same language.as-' 
Twain.'"g £-• 
Cline attributed part of the 
popularity of the Rice-1|| 
professor's performances tot " 
the similarity in Thomas' and '|| 
Twain's personal 
appearances. 
In the more" than three 
y e a r s  o f ^  
presientations/^he 
many speeches and the more 
he made the funnier they 
got," said Cline. 
Thomas' jf* 
made* 
Joe D. Thomas 
a* Mark Twain 




On May 3 time runs out for you to 
enroll in the 2-year Air Force ROTC Program on 
this campus. And here's what you'll be missing: 
• $100 a month, tax-free, during your junior 
and senior years. 
• the chance to win a full Air Force scholarship 
(including tuition, lab fees, the works). 
• a challenging job as an Air Force officer upon 
graduation. 
plus 
• a future where the sky is no limit. 
Contact Capt. Joe Dote or TSgt. Jim Wajkor 
at RAS 115 - 471-1765 or 471-1776 
(Available only to college juniors or students 
having at least 2 academic years left before 
graduation.) 
Find Yourself A Future In Air Force ROTC. 
Illsii 
By CURTIS LEISTER .... 
A descriptive directory of 
Austin day care centers will 
be available to University 
students, faculty and staff at 
the dean of students office 
beginning Tuesday. 
The directory will include 
information on rates, hours of 
operation, student age range, 
nutrition services and other 
special services for 113 of 
Austin's 260 child care 
centers.. A mimeographed . 
listing and a more 
comprehensive card index 
will be available in room 101F 
of the Old Speech Building. 
"We feel that this is very 
important for the University, * 
with the concern about child 
care now," Mrs.* Frances 
Plotsky, coordinator of 
Continuing Education for 
Women and Men in the dean of 
students office, said Friday. 
v;:;. The published listing will 
include basic information 
about the centers: address 
and phone number, rates and 
the ages of students admitted 
to centers. 
The card file will include 
enrollment limits, current 
vacancy information, special' 
services information and 
other comments. The office 
also will maintain a file of 
brochures provided by the 
11 STUTTERERS If 
Are you tired of feeling the shame, guilt 
& fear anxieties associated with 
stuttering? See what you can do for 
yourself! 
"STUTTERING CAN BE CONTROLLED" 
Join the "Austin Council of Stutterers" 
Call after 7 p.m. 
or write ; 
Jay SpSller - ; 
1127 Rutland t 







centers, as well as magazine 
articles explaining what 
parents should look for in a 
child care center. 
All the centers will be 
indexed according to "special 
t ime  cons ide ra t ions"  
(evening, weekend or drop-in 
s e rv ice ) ,  educa t iona l  
programs < (preschool and 
elementary)age range; 
geographic area and special 
services. 
The special services listing 
no tes  cen te r s  tha t  o f fe r  
minority or Spanish-speaking 
staff members, nutrition 
services and put experience or 
willingness to> work with 
handicapped children. 
The 113-center list was 
compiled by Zia Gipson, 
research assistant in the dean 
of students office, and two 
p rov ided  by  the  Texas  
Depar tmen t  o f  Pub l i c  
Welfare. 
The office also hopes to 
compile a child care center 
evaluation file, Mrs. Plotsky 
and Ms. Gipson said. \' --
Ms .  G ipson  sa id  the  
directory would be updated in 
six months. . 
The day care directory Is 
jointly sponsored by the dean 
of students office and the 
Division of Student Affairs. It 
was  the  r e su l t  o f  a  
recommenda t ion  by  the  
University Council on the 
S ta tus  o f "  Women  and  
Minorities, Ms. Gipson said. 
other staffers from a list of 
s t a t e - l i censed  cen te r s  
Studtman's 
Photo Service 





Quick, Reliable Service 
IS JUDAISM VIABLE? 
Rabbi James Kessler 




Juesday, March 19, 7 p.m. 
2105 San Antonio 
Free to Public et riie U*W*nily«f Tm 
2105 San Antonio 
STREAKERS 
; Of America 
MEDAL 




A TYPING SERVICE 
J specializingin 
• —theses and dissertations 
• ̂ law briefs 
r\ major difficulty that most 
artists face is lack of exposure--
no one wants to publish or show 
your work. , 
So, short of streaking across campus, 
how. can yoti get exposed to the public? 
Here, at UT, your answer is PEARL magazine. 
So come by our office, TSP ^.102, 
and bring samples of.your work along 
with some suggestions(preferably 
creative)—together we'll see if we can 
come up "with an arran^e.ment to our 
mutual benefit. 
. * • s 
That way you won't have to tafce off 
your clothes to be seen.by **0,000 
people. •" ° 
PS 
si 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS: 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
C L O S E D  W E D .  &  S A f .  
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
term papers and reports 
J Prompt, Professional -
• Service 
J 453-7577 
• Pick-up Service Available 
••••••••••••••••••« 
University 
Jo-Op Stereo Shop 
23rd & Guadalupe 











Your Jeweler Can Engrave On 
Back Time, Place and Distance. 
A Lasting Memento Of The 
Spring of 1974 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERr 
S«nd Chttk or Money Order To 
HAMILTON 
Box 10U, Mennan, Okie. 730M 
ieeeeeoeooooooioeee 
I 20% | 
• Discount S 
• / on all • 
I Guitar I 
• Amster Music S 
e 1624 Lavaca 1 J 
••••••••••••••••••• 
- *Iow in paperback—the complete screenplay of the most dis­
cussed -and probably the most shocking movie ever made, 
'auline Kael proclaims it "the film that has made the strorig-
jst impression on me in almost 20 years of reviewing.' 
Gorman Mailer calls it "a failure worth a hundred films like 
The Godfather." See for yourself. 
With photographs from the film 
and critical essays by Pauline Kael 
and Norman Mailer 
HATHA YOGA 
Taught by Gise/a Ashley 
Beg. Mori. 1:30, Thursday, 5:30 
Intermediate Wed. 1:30, Tue. 5:30 
Weeks/$15 
UNIVERSITY Y 
2330 Guadalupe r 
472-9246 
rY&V. -W': 
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Another Pufatication of Tekot Sludonl Publication* ^ 
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t LiMII I lllWj 'jjp 
Pre-lease now for as little 
as $59.50 per month,furnished, 
k ALL BILLS PAIDI . , 
Save money and put more fun In your summer " 
by sharing one of these luxurious 2 bedroom. 2-
bath apartments with three other students! 
This low price includes fumishingft... and all J 
the summer fun features that make River Hills 
famous! a " v 
• Huge swimming e Pree Icemakers 
pools with water e Plenty of parking and 
volleyball courts  ̂ amplelaundry facilities! 
e Lush landscaping -e Luxurious clubhouie 
m I with wet bar' 
|̂>el la/Quicksilver Book 
^'-,br.l;L PUBLISHING CO-. INC., Mi' • 
rJ r, 
444-7797 
,1601. Qoyal Crest Drive e Just off Riverside Dr.' 
e on the shuttle bus route 
a development of Jagger Associates t 








IUS Groups Prepare 
Cancer Education Drives 
h<3^° ^"*ers,tI ̂ "P® ^iu endurance and self-control, 
^WotJ . JeS t?esday u° relaxation and efficiency of 
educate the public to the movement. 
hazards of breast cancer. ^ » „> 
GDE, a women's service-^ Susrot TOMOUOV* 
organization, will sponsor a J™*" 1,1 *usm TOMOMOW 
flinH-raicina rtritra t""®"K«HOOO MlfTlNO Zone i! tuna<raising drive for th€Sy;<£ from 7 to 10 p.m. Monday at Old 
American Cancer Society.' r Ps|m SCHOOL, 704 E. Pint st. 
Tables will be on campus . camtoi at i:x 
luesday through Thursday to. * P.m. Monday in the Farm and Home 
distribute information f ??.v.in9S A"°cJ«N°n Meeting Room, 
pamphlets.^?: * j-
GDE will show a film on *-
breast cancer at 6:45 p.m. " ' 
Tuesday  in  Caro thers  
Dormi tory ,  6r45  p .m.-
Wednesday in Kinsolving'' 
Dormi tory ,  and  7  p .m.  
Thursday in Jester Center. 
?: Aikido Club 
The University Aikido Club 
asksi that student, faculty and , 
staff members interested in 
aikido, a martial art of self-
defense ,  a t tend  " the  
organiza t ion ' s  prac t ices  
during the week. 
Tuesday and Thursday 
meetings are in Bellmont Hall 
966. Friday sessions are in the 
Gregory Gym wrestling room, 
Sessions run from 6 to $ p.m. 
Sessions at the University 
will emphasize sense of 









MOO Lavaca St., to present "Slghtj 
. . and Sounds ot Indonesia," a 
,'c collection of Color slides by Molly 
, Juvenal, Subjects Include colorful 
» native dances, Komodo dragons and 
; portraits Of New Guinea tribesmen. 
CULTURAL ENTMTA1NMINT COMMTTTH will 
present a concert at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
,.s .In Hogg Auditorium, featuring 
y Frans Brueggen on harpsichord and 
Alan Curtis on recorder.. 
DEADLINE FO« NOMINATIONS for the 
Holloway Award for Teaching 
Excellence is Wednesday. Students 
or alumni who wish to nominate 
% faculty members for the 11,000 
award should pick up 
recommendation sheets and submit 
their nominations to the Holloway 
Award Committee in West Main 
Office Building 101. 
DEPARTMENT OF SHICH COMMUNICATION 
will present Broadway actor John 
High at 3 p.m. Monday In 
Communication Building A3.1J0. 
> : High will perform scenes from 
William Shakespeare's "Richard 
ill" and T.s. Eliot's "Murder in the 
-Cathedral." He will also present 
selected poems of A:A. Milne. 
JUNIOR NEWT CLUBS OCAMMICA will 
sponsor Stephen Harrlgan, Monty 
Jones and Glenn Hardin «t 7:30 p.m. 
Monday , at B'nai B'rith, 2105 San 
Antonio St. The three who have 
collaborated on "Rejects," a book of 
poems, will read their own poetry. 
MEETINGS 
UNION ARTS AND THEATER COMMITTEE will 
present a show of Canadian graphics 
frohn 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through April 5 in the Union Building 
Art Gallery. 
PAIN will hold a meeting at 7:30 P:RTN 
Monday in Union Building 330 tb 
discuss plans for the Nixo'n 
demonstration in Houston. 
SEMINARS I ' 






By LYNN BAILEY 
Texan Staff Writer ' , • 
No'ar res t s  have  been  made  in  
connection with six tons of marijuana 
discovered in an abandoned truck near 
Bastrop last week, Department of £ut}ttc 
Safety (DPS) officers said Sunday. / 
Officers found 12,000 pounds of 
marijuana, believed to be the biggest 
seizure in the state's history, in an 
^overturned semitruck five miles north of 
| Bastrop last Wednesday. 
• The truck,.. bearing Indiana and New 
' Yqrk license plates, apparently attempted 
MS: to turn onto a newly-cut private dirt road 
off the old Elgin highway. 
The title to the property, on which the 
i road »s located is made out in the ficticious 
name of Ray Hunter, Bastrop County 
jv -'th Sheriff Jimmy Nutt said. Aliases were 
r~; 'ViX used in all truck registration material and 
j 1 <• i'• ; >n "everything connected" with the case, 
said. * • -
^S^^^^^^^^ftfe'Fingerprint.samples'"taken from the: 
Mystery 
11! 
truck's cab, and from a weighing scale and 
camper trailer found about one-half mile • 
up the dirt road are being run through. No 
positive identification has been made; Bill J 
' Carter, DPS official, said. •' 
DPS officers are running down virions 
leads balled in by B&strop {residents. Two/ -
men seen in the area shortly, after the 
accident wa$> reported ai$ being soughtiJU, 
- pkrti<^a*. 
gga The scant information that DPS officers 
W$ have turned up" is being withheld until 
lit? investigations are completed, Carter said.' 
Officers are having trouble locating 
»#some of the people" involved^ he said. 
"It s Just gtiing to take time to piece the 
whole thing together," Carter said. "It is 
obvious that anything that big has got to 
have some kind of organization behind it. -
That wasn't just some young fellow 
.Operating alone," he added. 
fs Carter stressed that there would have to" v 
be "a lot of people involved" in such a -. 








ANTHROPOIOOY D9ARTMENT will conduct 
a tftlloquy at 4:30p.m. Tuesday in 
Burdine Hall 601 wlfh Dr. RussReld. 
He will speak on the theory of 
D r a v i d i a n  k i n s h i p  a n d  I t s  
consequences for alliance. 
INSTltUTE OF LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES Wil 
present Prof. Alfredo Ocampo 
Zamorano at 2 p.m. Monday in 
: Business-Economics Building 52. He 
will speak on "The Curren. Political. 
Situation In Coiombla. 
 ̂ By SCOTT BOBB 
Texan Staff Writer 
One man has been killed and 
at least three children have 
been  h i t  by  cars  s ince  
September on Lake Austin 
Boulevard in front of the 
University's Brackenridge 
Apartments, and the Married 
Student Housing Council is 
trying to do something about 
it, Chairperson Campbell 
White said Thursday. 
The  couhei  1  dec ided  
Tuesday night to ask to be put 
on the City Council's agenda 
to discuss the problem. — 
3 to enforce the speed limit, but 
they only came out a couple of 
days and gave a few tickets," 
White said. . , 
The  counci l  asked  the .  
University to erect a fence 
along the .road, but the 
proposal was turned down, he 
said. 
The  organiza t ion  then  
convinced George Janning, 
Univers i ty  apar tments  
manager, to plant a hedge at 
the location, but the city, 
which has easement over the 
land 20 feet from the road, 
would not permit it, he said. 
The housing council has 
a i ready  made  severa  1  
a t tempts  to  so lve  the  
problem. "We asked the city 
"The council is "gathering 
statistics," White said. "The 
request should be sent to the 
city within the next week or 
so." . . 





| EVERY WEEKDAY 3-5 | 
| Pius pool, Tornado foosball, and pintail. | 
• 1905 E. RIVERSIDE DR. . | 




a U.S. Navy Representative 
will be available to talk with you about 
NAVY PROGRAMS 
• - f-
• Every Wednesday Morning 
at BEB 2nd Floor 
• Every Wednesday Afternoon *' 
~ ot tlie NtfOTC Building ' s 
^ ̂  "^r f 
f Lictd • Mcdtusv Heayywvlghi BootsW 
^Lowa. • F&bioiivo -Vasque *Gailibter| 
>. 
Check your local 
radio listings 
° for time 
" and station. 
Tune in, 
drink Bud 
. have fun! 
ANMtUStR-BUSCH. INC. . ST. LOUIS 
T"$&' 
Highest Qisaltty Boots 
Fit By Experienced People 
[Whole CartK PiwisloivCol 
504 west 24th 478-1577 
Pre-lease now for 
summer fun. 
PINOCCHIO PIZZA f4i w 
OPEN 11KM) o.m. to 2KK) a.nv 
604 West 29th St. 
Austin, Tx.s 
{Yi Block West of 
Guadalupo St.) 
iare a luxury apartment 
tor only $79JK), furnished 










go OPKR POOP UNTIL APRlt 2Slhr 1974 
%,-is 
Two students can share a luxurious, furnished 
1 bedroom,4 bath apartment this summei J. v-: i 
and all the fun that goes with it. Enjoy such ̂  
features as: 
• 8wimming pools with water volleyball courts i 
• Luxurious clubhouse with wet bar 
• Fres icsmakers 
e Lush landscaping for leisure sunbathing 
Plenty of closet and storage space 
e Ample parking-faoilities  ̂
on the shuttlebus route " 
442*1449 • 1700 Burton Road 
a development of Jagger Associates* 
Pil N ' - " V  GETTING BACK 
TO THE LAND 
GETTINC BACK TO THE LAND 
r 'T'" . " ' - (Emphasis on Communal HoiMstMding) 
A discussion of practical aspects and areas 
of potential conflict, disappointments and 
disasters. v 
WORKSHOP SERIES $1.00 each 
; Taught by Jesse Dragonwagon 
J ^Mdndqy, March 18th, 7;30 
•? UNIVERSITY Y AUDITORIUM 
472-9246 . 
«-i*£ 2330 Guadalupe 
R SVV*-
By SANDIE JORDAN 
Texan Staff Writer 
Th« long:awaited spring 
rock concert event presented 
by the Cultural Entertainment 
Committee has only one 
minor drawback — it is 
scheduled for the Fridgy that 
begins spring break.1 
To add to the CfiC^s 
troubles, the University 
System Board of Regents' 
action Friday, making the 
committee part of a positive 
check-off system for student 
services, probably will alter 
structure of the CEC, Kevin 
Reinhart, chairman of the 
committee, said Friday. 
Despite the poor timing* of 
the Joni Mitchell concert, 
Reinhart said he felt a lot of 
people would attend, since 
many students live In the 
Austin, Houston or Dallas 
areas. 
^ Joni Mitchell is the fourth 
major rock event CEC has 
^attempted to schedule, 
leinhart said, but she te the 
.only performer who has not 
/Cancelled. "I wish it (the 
concert) tffere on another day, 
too, but beggers . W-'t; be 
The regents' decision to 
' Separate CEC from men's 
intercollegiate athletics will 
•r®profoundly affect  the 
committee,"  Reinhart  
pointed out. He added, "It will 
have to become mot 'e  
professional and . profit-
oriented," 
Reinhart said he would hot 
Attempt to make the CEC antv,y 
Off-campus organization!^ 
M K 
because the >Texas Unionf| 
provides the framework for^,iJ 
the students to run their own 
organization. 
1 "If it (CEC) got off campus, 
we would be mor^ 
community-oriented, and so 
" prostitute it. Although the^ 
.CEC will be much altered, 
will keep It on campus, run by 
students," he explained. 
r.;." 
MA8SAQE8 
^HOTOIL SWEDISH ,  STEAM ROOM 





Young Lady Muiggp in Complete PrivaeyL 
04 KOENIQ LANE 
IUSTIN, TEXAS 
SI 2/4B1-9190 • m§: 
10 A,M. toil® Mian 
t.«: (7 Otyi) 
CALU FOR 
Musical Events Committee 
o$pre$ent$--±~ 
FREDA and the 
FIRED0GS . 1 
oimI 
DOUG SAHM 
Saturday, March 23 
8:30 p.m. -
Union Main Ballroom 
$1.00 UT Students 
$1.50 General Public 
MOUIE NELSON 
STEVE FROMHOLZ * 
KENNETH THREADGII 
RUSTY WEIR^I 
I ALVIN CROW & the Neon Angels 
GREEZY WHEELS mm-
% 
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 
BLIND GEORGE ^NATOR WINEGLOWE 
CHRIS GROOMS^RAY WYLIE HUBBARD 
at the 
PINEYWOODS COUNTRY 
•; Festival ,, 
< Aprii d & 7 Nacogdoches, Tex. 
, 4, • ,. Tickets Available at: r,. 
, OAT WILLIES 
//;* 1610 San Antonio  ̂
SUNSHINE RECORDS 
2622 Guadalupe " > 
5 A BUSH PRODUCTION/ 
"i&rf'S'sS 
Look for all these... 
/ ,  .•  . 
-v ^ / 7*\ \ V » 5. ? ^ T V 






•avT^/t V ""•> 'j 
V M 
Spring Break _ 
Spring Break Blues. Break them 
with travel —by bus or train, canoe, 
bike, or foot. We'll tell you how. 
Contest Winners v \ > 
gpi Bar Belles and Fairy Tales.' The 
results of all past contests. Look 
close — ^your -roommate, date, or 
best friend may be there.. > 
* ? . -k ^ 1 ^ z * 
Texas 
f v-v -<• ' :  i  
it* , , ; . V- ^H 
l }̂ w l - i " C1- M 
ivCf 
i * T** 
, The who, whatigl 
where, and why ofslg 
Texas' science fiction 
cult. Who are the gods 
^ leading the masses, 
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,.y^ Bruce Springsteen's concert at Armadillo world 
^ ̂ Headquarters Friday night looked like a political convention. 
'By {he time the third song was played, half the hall was on 
Its feet. The rest of the audience joined at intervals, as 
/.Springsteen alternated laid-back ballads with funk rockers, 
,ifcreatinga push-pull concert that climaxed with "Rosality 
SPRINGSTEEN'S music might be labeled "classical* 
. ̂  rock." In a genre only in its twenties, he finds his melodies 
vf^t the beginning in the likes of Fats Domino and Duane Eddy 
and writes lyrics with the Spartan devotion to rhyme that 
characterizes human response to and defiance of those 
Wiegawatts of electricity unleased at the average rock 
performance. 
, In the narrow space between the two, he fights for the 
preservation of a mythical New Jersey, a Valhalla for Hell's 
Angels, Cadillacs, "gum-chewing high-school girls as part-
time waitresses, three-day pinball tournaments, acne and 
trials by switchblade. If you've ever wondered, as Time did a 
few" years back, where Holden Caulfield was these days, now 
you know. 
Much of this was reflected Friday night. The concert 
' opened with a piano introduction to "N.Y.C. Serenade." The 
spotlight held on David "20-years-old, fingers of gold" 
Sancious, while the rest of the band stood facing him like the 
underdog team while the national anthem is playing. 
- As the intro slowed to a break, the lights and other. 
ringsfeenMocks Armadillo 
, instruments quietly rose, revealing Springsteen on acoustic, 
flanked by Sancious and bassist Gary Tallent on the right, 
Clarence demons and Danny Federici, sax and organ, 
respectively, on the left and precisely behind him sat 
"Boom" Carver, the group's new. drummer. 
IT WAS in this diamond-shaped courtyard that Springsteen ° 
' \ constructed his world. Even on "Wild Billy's Circus Story," 
*;-,one of the quieter pieces, the circle stayed unbroken when , 
£:pnly Federici and Tallent on accordian and tuba were 
playing. Both sat staring at Springsteen through the piece, as 
, though preventing the ffiiusic man from suddenly breaking 
- into mania. . .C;', -
:i The intensity of the evening showed in Carver's solos and 
• his face, set taut and'determined throughout the 
performance. On the instrumental piece of the evening 
"Kitty's Back," "Boom" was literally attacked by Tallent's 
and Springsteen's roaring metal, in a leering challenge to 
fight if he was actually a drummer. He held stolidly on until 
the taunts had died down, and then replied with a short, 
professional burst. The biand stood absolutely still at the 
beginning, then began nodding and weaving and then picked 
it up again, satisfied, the smile of achievement rose like a 
.. lazy moon on each player's face, both judge and accused. 
••y> At other times, Springsteen would slide up to Clemons, 
Degin mimicking his moves, sometimes in jest, sometimes 
in homage. Clarence towered over the other members, his 
head in another country, where the only communication was 
-Vailing., • . " : 
ft THE. OPENING notes of "Rosaiity"' kept coming back 
^throughout the show. The' force " ' 
' - impossible to describe, and after „ 
Springsteen still sings as though he pan 
more like an anonymous hymn to every erotic desire'ever 
felt. The only equivalent that comes to mind is the ending of 
:*;"TW Graduate," Ben slicing through two hours of South 
California plastics, swinging a cross at those responsible for 
>, making it meaningless. In short, it became hot property. 
As the night wound up, the audience joined up in the "yah-
yah" last verse. ^ 
* "Papa says he ktufivsthot I don't have any moneyM 
Tell him this is his last chance 
band past the first album on a brantf-name label. In person, 
he strikes one as gentle, in contrjast^ the 
he renders in his rock, , fig 





Mi scats si 
people Jau Singer** 
HIGHLAND MALL 
4SI-7326=^m NOW lir ITS 10th WIEKl 
NOMINATED FOIT... OFFIH3SotHIWAY?<?0 
TO ACADEMY AWARDS 
' INCLUDING 




A GEORGE ROY Hill FILM 
THE STING 
12:00-2:20-4:40-7:00-9:20 







DOUBLE FEATURE $1.50 
h La Coll 6:40, 10:30 
/ ^Maud's 8:20 
"LA C0LLECTI0NNEUSE 
Keeps me wanting to see 
another by Eric Rohmer." 
—John Schubeck 
. HAYDEE P0LIT0FF . 




a Pathe contemporary 
films presentation 
my night at maud's 
was for me the finest 
film in the festival (New 
York 1969)." 
—VinceoiCanby, New York Timet -
"By far the best picture 
in the entire competi­
tion (Academy Awards 
1970). One of the biggest 
thrills of this or any other, 
moviegoing year." , 
~Andr*w Sdmi: ThtVi!!«gtVolc« • 
"The most thoroughly 
mature film that has 
come to the screen in 
years. —Arthur Knight. Selu'day Review , 
Rohmer's 
to get us going' in a fine romance ' 
Cause the record company, Rosie, jee gave me a big 
advancel" 
After the encore, a Fats Dohitno piece,' Springsteen was 
gone for good, leaving a mob of believers, and one lone 
orangutan up on the stage, stomping and clapping for a 
second coming. , <, 
W: ' • '  ^  y, 
• • • ' 
Much of the force of Springsteen's live performances 
comes from the grit roadwdrk that generally maintains a 
paid, promises kept to "The magicians. 
$ 1 "It's just the songs, man, they cry out for what gets putin M 
them. Some of those old records, Gary "U.S." Bonds, Duane , v 
Eddy, they're deceivingly simple. There's a lot of lesso^ to; 
be learned there. The magic is in all of them." 
?c SPRINGSTEEN is now 24 and has been playing in his own ,, 
-fg band for about five years. Some of hiS musicians have: 
•;4"'5p stayed, others have not. He comes from the now fabulous T 
city of Asbury Park, N:J., and, in the bteginriing, his songs 
d 4'llwere tied UPin the milieu of boardwalk life. Now recording. 
Armadillo World Hdqtrs. 
. * presents , 
BUCKDANCERS 
CHOICE 
ON THE CENTER STAGE 
525 H Barton;' 
Spring* Rd. $100. .477-0357 
Twin $1.00 til S p.m. 
MON.-FRI. 
l'.JO EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
Joseph E Levine pfesenls a Mike Nichols Film starring Jack Nicholson • 
* . Candice Bergen 
C3ITI3I Knowledge is one of the best movies ever." 
« « —Lh Smith, Cosmopolitan Magazine 
Mike \khols. lack \'ichobon,Candice Bergen, 
Arthur Garfunket Ann Margrei and Jules Feiffer.v § 
Carnal Knowledge. - — 
An Awjo Embassy Picture 
Executive Producer Joseph E Levine • Produced and Dueclcd by 
"Carnal Knowledge"* 
FEATURE TIMES - 1:15-3:00-4:45 :̂30-8:15-10:00 
21st & Guaddluo* Stond tav»IDob|«Mnn477-1224^ 
HS9PI TH€ ftLKMk€P5 
WHOowevou 








10OUCH*? J WHAPPy": 









• CAPT. BLOOD-12,4 
• ROBIN HOOD -2/6 
• $1.00 FOR ONE 








$1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
HE CLOBBERS THE MOB 
5̂ T JBk T EH wbbub6 







.'400 r;u ADftl. 1 STtvff T 





• • • 2200 HiikocII Dfiw—453-6641 
OPEN 1:45 
FEA. 2-4-6-8-10 
REDUCED PRICES TIL 6:15 
TEXAS WORLD, PREMIERE 
FILMED IN BASTROP 
MANY LOCAL ARTISTS 
Molly. 
In love wtth'love...' 
and who knew 
didnt matter 
-y* •snnofMnwi 
:f ANTHONY RERKIN5 
; v BEAU BRIDGES 
«BLYTHE CANNER 
JOHN HENRY FAULK 
TRANS TEXAS 
2224 6vt4llap* SL—477-UM 
COLUMBIA PICTURES pinaiui 
JACK NICHOLSON 
THK LAST imiL 
WWIOMlfiui. iMtsncmnrntn |Ri 
OPEN 1:45 
$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
FEA. 2-4-6-8-10 
NOMINATED FOR 
3 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING 
BEST PICTURE 
BEST ACTOR 
POSITIVELY NO 0H£ADMITTED DURING 
HAST 20 MINUTES Of "NIGHT WATCH" 
LAST 4 DAYS 
• TRANS*TEXAS 
"MIGHT 
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per film for 
Page 12 Monday, March 18, )974£THE DAILY TEXAINf 
•' * 'i*' ' "'2 
JL 
BOOT 
iO SO CONC.Rf.  ^S Avr 
W t p.m AND AS WILD 
FCATURESt OP 
SAMB, PROGRAM 
Wayne •* ^ JAKE 
TWIN 
SOUTH SIDE 
7iO C Ben White 
4A4-2Z96 
P FEATURE AT DUSK 
isr-joe 
(and the missus) 
1500 S PLEASANT VAUEY RD til 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DBIVE 444-3222 
STREISAN^2 
ABEDFORD 
INC MWVWE WERE 
the best, the songs take on a more spacious meaning. 
"The first album was very stark, almost devoid of the/ 
band's talents. The second I felt like there was more room, I 
was sure of what was going on it, and they had a change to 







A MUSICAL ADAPTATION 




$1.00 til 5 Mon.-Fri. [Gj 
12;45-2:45-4:45-6:45-8:45 
$1.00 til 5 
Mon.-Fri, 
msphiedbt 
THE EXPLOITS OF EDDIE 
1:00-3:10-5:20-7:30-9:40 
$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI. IHKI-3:15-5:30-7:45- 10KK) 
"The'Wild, The Innocent and The E Street Shuffle," the 
expectation is no mean threat. What strikes the listener 
most on the records is where the plan leaves off and the 
insane instrumental-vocal dialogues begin. Or whether 
either one has precedence over the other. 
"WHEN I go into the studio, I like to have the songs 
planned, the band knowing the song perfectly, to have it all, 
right, down." This is said with emphasis, even vehemence. 
Pause. Then the laughter begins at the thought of this perfect 
recording session and the woes over the last one begin. _ 
> "And it was crazy because at the end I was at a place -
where I was finishing a song at 4 and 5 in the morning; Okay, 
lemme see, what rhymes with string? "Recording in the 
dead of night, and the engineer is going to Israel the next day 
lo fight/We've never comfc close to getting a decentr 
arrangement for a session." * 
The raggedness has its limits also. The drummer, "Vini 
'iMacI Dog" Lopez, split from the group precisely because he 
was "a slave to impulse. He would break out in hives" 
because of the excitement, pass out on the drums. The 
energy's good, yeah, but not to the point where guys 
performing aren't looking at each other on the stage." 
Thus the creation oscillates back and forth between 
tightness closer than the average loving family and power 
enough to black out America till the millenium. Enough 
force to send the group-sung choruses soaring over the 
crowds; enough discipline to provide tempo changes as -
perfect as a rising wind on a mobile. 
FOR EXAMPLE, the hE Street Shuffle" ends with what 
"a lot of people thought was the tape running backwards. 
The clarinets playing a high C, and there's this cat from my 
hometown that knows all these crazy African rhythms 
ptaying bongos. The only thing holding the middle together is 
the sax. 
So Tt came out a litfle too light; it almost sounds 
electronic. There's a hell of a lot happening there, but it's all 
happening right there." 
So it goes. Local boy makes good in Columbia studios. The 
question is can the universality of emotion arising from that 
"local'' hold its own now that it's available to the masses? 
The waitress brings the menu. "Bring me two boxes of 
Corn Flakes, please ... and I'll be happy," said Springsteen. 
With that kind of past, there just might be a future. . 
(Editor's Note: Danton and Dawn Spivey, 
who prepared this column, are local 
astrologers specializing in natal charts, 
personal interviews, analyses and astrology 
classes.) 
ARIES: You are one to react quicttty being 
highly sensitive. Become something 
more than clever. 
TAURUS: You can really, develop your 
sense of music appreciation as you 
perceive artistic values. 
GEMINI: The act of being busy is not 
necessarily constructive. Don't be 







C 1973 Walt Disney Productions 
fe-&LT-fCQ-HlT 




FOX TWIN 6757 AIRPORT IIV0 
454*2711 
CANCER: Just now it would be wise to 
learn the rules before breaking 
them. 
l£0: You may not get what you want, but 
you get what you need! ^ 
VIRGO: Ooubts may plague you and 
cause you to make Inopportune 
changes at the wrong time. 
LIBRA: Inclined to be too conservative, 
you may have fine ideas but no push 
to carry through. 
SCORPIO: You may get lost in the 
intellectual aspects of your life 
today. 
SAGITTARIUS: The urge to travel, try 
different ehvironments and peoples, 
dominates your mood. 
CAPRICORN: You have the opportunity to * 
bring to others' attention the 
interesting things around us. 
AQUARIUS: "There are money-making 
opportunities for you through 
^reading and other forms of 
communication. 
PISCES: Much activity and 
communication for you now. Be sure 











LAST 2 DAYS 









'Train" at 8:25 p.m. 
'"Skin" at 6:40-10 p.m. 
ayNTJMATSl. 
SHOW/TOWN U.S.AT 
Cameron Rd at 183 
836-6584 
SOUTH SIDE 
710 E Ben White 
444-2196 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:00 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
REDUCED PRICES 
TIL < P,M 
MON thru SAT 
6 ACADEMY Wt , 
AWARD NOMINATIONS ' "|PO| 
SrERpMnnSofSEr 
• 1970Nobel Prfaw for Literature-\I I xwni h 
SOI//HI MTSYV'S 
OM, IUY 
ismruiiiw mv iHwitMnmr 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
HELD A qp « f 
over A louch 
Of Class 
6E0RGE HN» 0LENDA 







< - / )wmisi <tt. /vW n " 
\*JksafeDitii 
COMMIT MLim wuMMfmi 
$1.00 ' 













BILLY THE KID 
Hi metrocolor C 
TWIM C.in HNVMATM 
SHOWTOWN U.S.A: 
Camoron Rd ot 18 3 















''Lumpazi vagabundus,'' a 
musical farce in German to be 
presented at 8 p.m. Friday 
and Saturday in Batts Hall. 
Auditorium, can be enjoyed 
by students even if they don't 
speak German, Dr. Wolfgang 
Michael, director of the play, 
-|ps. 
^Rife with pranks, jokes fend 
songs, "the play is more 
theater than literature,'' 
Michael says of the work 
Johann Nestroy introduced to 
the Viennese stage in 1833f# 
With the same spirit in 
which Nestroy satirized this 
controversies of his day, 
Michael has rewritten one of 
Nestroy's songs to include 
japes on the Kohoutek comet, 
ecology, women's lib and the 
West Mall construction. ' >i -,j 
Of 28 German-language 
productions Michael has 
directed at • the University,! 
"Lumpazi is possibly the most 
difficult to perform because 
of the music," he says. "The 
difficulty has been removed, 
since we have Dr. (Hanns-
Bertold) Dietz and Mr. 
music department, who-know 
how to deal with singers, most 
of whom are amateurs. Dietz 
IS 
m 
Three vagabonds are offered a chance dt fortune. 
'done." / • . - . * 
The play concerns three 
penniless vagabonds who fall 
into a fortune as the result of a 
wager between qu&rreiin g 
fairies.: Through it all, 
' les the 
pretensions of the nouveau 
riefce. of the early 19th 
and Reber have contributed 
much to the atmosphere of the 
play and have enlivened the 
music as Nestroy would have 
•'1 " > * V 
Austrian Empire with all its* 
weaknesses and charms 
lighthearted, detached,''i; 
Michael says. To explain the 
difference between a German 
and an Austrian inentaUty, of 
the time, Michael said, "The 
Germans say the situation is 
serious but not hopeless ... the 
century. In the end, the values Viennese say the situation is 
of home and hearth are ̂ hopeless but not serious." 
affirmed. * ' Adolf Mueller's score for 
"The- atmosphere of the play includes frequent 
Lumpazi is that of the old quotes^from Wolfgang 
• A  
Mozart's "The Magic Flute," 
• as well as quotes from serious 
-composers of Nestroy's time: 
Jiaccomo Rossini, Vincinzo 
Bellini, D.F. Auber and L.J.F. 
Herold. The musical quotes, 
Interjected into the action at 
ironic moments, become 
parodies of the serious works 
from which they are taken, 
-Dietz, professor of music*— 
says. j^i 
Nestroy is beloved by the 
Viennese today, not only 
because he was the best comidj 
writer of the 1880s, but alstf; 
because he used Viennes^C 
dialect in much ofwhis work^| v 
Wsrthe benefit of, the Texas'/.,^ 
audiences, Michael has" 
standardize^ the German in 
the play. r ' • 4 
. Putting on plays is nothing 
new for Michael, whpse 
interest in drama goes back, 
more than 40 years. As a child 
in Freiburg, a city in the, v 
southwest part of Germany*,: 
he acted in plays written and " 
acted by his family on special t 
occasion, such as the birthday 
of his professor-father. 
In 1934, he received his 
doctorate in history of the 
theater at the University of 
Munich.' Leaving Germany in 
1936, he taught German in 
England and the United States 
before coming tq, the 
University in 1947. V 
, Each year Michael, goes 
through what his wife Marian 
describes as a "four-month 
metamorphosis," during 
which lie loses His identity as 
a German teacher and again 
becomes "Wolfgang Michael, 
- the frustrated actor." .—-
of the Dragon;" by Madg f̂f 
Miller; directed by Jody. Johnston ;g 
starring Debbie EUensohn, Semore 
Westbrook and Kevin O'Heame; at 
standard delicate Prince Charming.. The 
-off-beat hero journeys through the 
kingdom with Small One, his adorable pet 
-dragon, conversing with animals And' 
Zachary Scott Theatre Center, 1421 W^^iving off the land. 
Riverside Drive. <t The portrayal of the scheming Precious 
By NORMA GLEASON 
Texan Staff Writer. 
Take a handsome hero with a charming 
pet dragon arid a beautiful princess with 
greedy relatives, and place them in a 
Chinese theater format. The result: an 
entertaining children's play titled "Land 
of the Dragon" at Zachary Scott Theatre 
Harp by Miss WeStbrook elicited 
favorable response from the audience. . 
high point of her performance' 
i ncurred when she Was dressed as a bogus 
v'dragon', practicing her roar. Jade PureY. 
three cousins, played by Emily Minton,' 
^Sheila Garrison and Pitti May, produced 
< . well-timed giggles from the audience with 
Center. „ £ their antics, arguing with each other and 
The story centers around the problems ft flapping their bumbling cousin, a poor 
oyJade Pure (Debbie EUensohn), princess A^armer with no sense of sophistication, 
of the mythical Southern Kingdom, who "Land of the Dragon" represents 
must marry before her 18th birthday to #:'vdiligent work on the part of the Blanco 
become Empress. Jade Pure's life -Is ^Street Fire Company, a group of 20 
complicated by Precious Harp (Semore l^jJfctudents ranging in age from 12 to 18. 
Westbrook), her aunt, who is aspiring to Under the direction of Jody Johnston, the 
the throne, and her three cousins who ^teenagers served as cast, built their own 
serve as ladies-in-waiting. All four try ;^gsets and sewed the costumes for the, 
their best to keep her from marrying in reproduction.;.' • C;" 
time. Driven by hunger for powers they The Chiiifefcgtheatef forihat empi&ys'li"® 
spend their time dreaming of ways, to ^~few simple props, carried by men'dressed 
eliminate the threat of Jade Pure.' black.- A stage manager serves much 
During the course of the play, Jade Pd?l -5||lhe same role as the classical chorus, 
falls in love with Road Wanderer (Kevin ^announcing the location of each scene.' 










present proadway actor 
John  High  a t  3  p .m .  
Monday in Communication 
pe r fo rm scenes  f rom 
• Shakespeare's "Richard 
the III" and T.S. Eliot's 
"Murde r  i n  • "  t he  
television-
6:30 p.m. 
36 Eyewitness News -
9 News 
7 p.m. 
34 The Magician 
9 Special of the Week 
24 The Rookies 
7 The Billy Graham Crusade 
8 p.m. 
36 Movie: "Call Me Bwana" 
7 Here's Lucy 
24 Movie: "Z" ' " 
8f30 p.m. 
7 The American Film. Institute 
Salute to James Cagney - . ' 
9 p.m. 
9 Washington Straight Talk 
9i30 p.m. • 
9 School Talk 
10p .nl. 
9. Capital Eye , 
-10i30p.<i 
7 Movie: "Love Me or Leave Me" 
9 Religious America — 
"Resurrection" 
11 p.m. j . . 
/: 2«( ABC Wide WorId of 
Entertainmnnt 
Cathedral." Also included 
in the program!" will be 
selected poems of A.A. 
Milne 
THE ENGLISH 
DEPARTMENT wi l l  
f e a tu r e  P ro f .  Joe  D .  
Thomas  f rom R ice  
University as "The Other 
Mark Twain" at 8 p.m. 
Monday in the Academic 
Cen te r  Aud i to r ium.  
Thomas will impersonate 
Samuel Clemens; better 
known as Mark Twain, 
Take the Me . 















































LIVE MUSIC BY 
through works- by. the 
-  m idwes t e rn  au tho r .  
. Admission, is fr£e. 
Music 
FACULTY ARTISTS in the 
Department of Music will 
present a chamber music 
concert at 8 p.m. Montiay * 
in the Music Building 
.Recital Hall. The Faculty 
* ^ConceYt Series event will 
- fbe openjfree to the public. 
TONIGHT 
• NO COVER • 
BEVOS 
trpSHSIDE TAP 
R MIXtfD DRINKS " 
24th and RIO GRANDE 
The Basics^-
j4n»e4ei Chopped Sandwich <45 








FREE DRINK WITH STUDENT ID 
_ ^ 
ME PUB 
• TONIGHT QNIY 
DENIM 
ONE FREE KEG 9:00 till 
Hf.WM FRESH CATFISH SPECIAL 
AIL YOU CAN EAT $1.99 • 
^ with thk ad 
38th and IH 4S«*2306 
mnrtmntyrn 
V EVhh X ONE ADMITTED FREE TONIT' 
ROCK 'N ROU TO 
SPRINGFIELD WEST 
50' TEQUILA 
OPEN 8 p.m. lOth/Lamar 477. 
REST YOUR EARS 
WITH EASY MUSIC 









and plan " 
your , 














1 " i "hi vv f - '» A) 
Istudents only ^ 
Hipre-paldg'; j 
no refunds j 
26th & Whiti#il 
»(  ^  
* 
* wlth Rkijfejbte Goddardi ^4  ̂
written,directed dnd scored by"" ̂  
Ghdrles Chaplin. 
1 5 
> £  
an rbc films preaenta,tion 
Tonight! 






A Stnto* at <*• OlpHmDt at ' 
2021 E. Riveriid* Drive at Burton 
ARE YOU ON 
I  I n*  ( . ' i i l l t i t . i l  1  n t t ' i t . t i nmen  
(  1  > i t i  111  i t  I  c h '  11 I  I  l i e  1  <•  \ < i s  I  11  
I'K'SI'llhMHB 1 " 
Life . .Tcffid J\ 
the Many Faces 
Novella 
I  t i t i . t v .  M a r c h  2 2  
I  I ' M * ! !  A t i d i i o r i t i m  
I 'M) K 10 OU |> 
Monday ... . i .  W i l c o x  &  W e s t  
Tuesday . . . .  B r o n c o  B r o t h e r s  
Wednesday . 4 . . . .  J a b b e r n o w  
Thursday .. . . .  W i l c o x  f t  W e s t  
NEVER A COVER 
^BACKROOM 
IF YOU BRING AN OFFICIAL NOTICE THAT YOU ARE ON SCHOLASTIC 
PROBATION, YOU WILL RECEIVE A DISCOUNT ON BEER AT THE 
SCO-PRO \\ s'.'iA 
609 W. 29th off »h« :Dra^p||p^i^^pi«77.0548:: 
POOL • PINBALL • FOOSBALl • PONG :«Spl«p:: 
isv.- ,' • FREE STEREO MUSIC 
ALL GIRL FOOSBALt TOURNAMENT - Tues., Ma .̂ 19, 6-12 
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 DAILY 
COMf SEE THE SHOW AT THE SCO-PRO 
CHAMBER MUSIC CELEBRATION 
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE & DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
: MARCH 19 AT 8 PM IN HOGG AUDITORIUM 
If 
St® St 
»n , t 
4 
' i  ,  
u ¥»»» m ^ 
CEC OPTIONAL SERVICES FEE DRAWING MARCH 13-19 " ̂ ll5 
HOCa AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE, 10 AM-6 PM, MONDAY-FRIDAY' S 
" " "  "  "  
PUBLIC TICKETS $2 
^ MARCH 18, 19; 20 
^at HIGHLAND MALL 
PREMIERE TRANSCONTINENTAL TOUR 
A RETURN TO THE 
RSCH TRADITION OF THE CIRCUS 







O WHP ANIMAL ACTS O 
DAYS - 5  PERFORMANCE^  
Mon., Mor, 18, 8 p.m. 
sv jj% Tues., Mor.' 19, 4:30 & 8 p.njj. 
Mor. _ 20, 4 & 7 p.m 
!W ADVANCE TICKETS 0 
ChtM '(»!*& Mrftr) 
W (12-17) 





I SALf NOW 
Initi'i HnUmJ liiH ' JVMlw w imu •  ̂ , 
S«an Hmdi <«rt*r 
6ftwm's 2102 lw MUM 
Onw Ofc. i 
No Refund - No Exchang* 
FOR TICKET INFORMATION 451-7961-
^am t« 9pm Mmn days a wjwfc 
W|THE DAII^TEXANfagp 13 
Ilm. EikMk • ' I ill ' • f  m 





IS word minimum 
Each word one time $ .10 
• Each word 2-4 tirjries V .0? 
Eoch word 5-9 times S .07 
: Each word fO or more times S .06 
Student rale each time ..i S .75 
Classified Display . 
I col. x one Inch one time .... $7.96 
I col. x one inch 2-9 times' ... S2.66 
I col. x one inch 10 or more times 
$2 37 
PW DCADUNC SCHBMHI 
Monday Titan Maw 2,00 p.f£. 
TuMday T«xan Monday .....10:00 a.m. 
Wtdntidoy Tnon Tvtiifay .-10:00 a.m. 
Thwtdoy Turan Wodtwdoy 10:00 a.m. 
Friday Toxan Thundery ....... 10:00. a.m. 
^In tho ovont o# •wort mod* in on 
edvertbemonf, rnimodiat* norico rmnt bo 
9«*•« m Iho pwblbho«« ara vMooraiblolor 
only ONC incorroo kiwtion, A> dofcm for 
(HtjtnhMitfi ihould bo 
than 30 clays offer pvbtkaHon." 
LOW STUDENT RATES «* 
IS word minimum each day i 75 
each additional word each day s OS 
I cel. :X one inch each day .... S2 37 
'Unclassified*" 1 line 3 days sl.OQ . 
(.Prepaid, No Refunds) 
.Students must show Auditor's 
receipt and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldy. 3.200 ( 25th & WhitisMrom S 




FOR RENT - CAMERAS, LeJis, 
Protectors, Accessories. The Rental 
Department at Capitol Camera 476-3581. 
Oobie Mall 
NEARLY NEW inflatable caqpe with 
footpump, hfeiackets, and paddles. *65 
Call 474-1074 afternoons. 
1972 HONDA 500cc„ 4 cyl.. 8500 miles, 
crash bars. S950, best offer. Contact' 
Gary, 471-1885-
MARANTZ 2270 Receiver with case -
-perfect condition, under warranty S450 
Call 441-8180. Before noon, after seven 
1970 S.AAk_1300 miles. Runs perfectly 
Gb«d rtfTtfition. 27 mpg. S1500 4S4-2327 
I 
-I 
F O R  S A L E  FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. B FURN. APARTS. 1 HELP WANTED 1 LOST & FOUND TYPING 
AUSTIN 
CAMPER MART 
See us at 6324 N. Lamar for custom built, 
all aluminum and wood-aluminum pick­
up camper tops. 
Start at S159.9S 
. We wilt build any design, any color. 
452-3800 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music. 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED. 
Instruments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount.'on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amstee Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR^new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-8421. Tues.-
Sat. 10-6. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2, list $534, only $282, Camera 
Obscura, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard, Mastercharge. 
ATTENTION MARRIED STUDENTS! 
Want economical housing? 10' by 52' new 
Moon mobile home located in UT Trailer 
Park. Evenings, 474-2591. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new: Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
KAWASAKI TRAIL, lOOcc, 10 speed 
transmission, 1973, $450, trade on MG 
Midget or Sprite. 454-3825. 
62 t.H. METRO VAN with hydraulic lift, • 
$425. '72 J* ton Ford Van. 452-0004; 442-
0610. 
'72 CZ250. Excellent condition. $485.441-
7988. 
1973 PINTO, extra clean. 12.500 miles. 
Automatic, AC super buy. $2,649 Call 
soon. 474-6636. 
WILL SELL 4 month Karate 
membership for discount of $75. Contact 
; Mary DeBarbrie. 447-4894. 
! MARTIN 12-strfng guitar, D-12-20 with 
-case. Excellent condition. Best- offer 
over $250. Vox Berkley II amp. $40. 
Serious buyers only 477-5244. 
BEAUTIFUL 1972 DODGE Charger, 
blue with white vinyl top, AC, power,-' 
economical 318 engine. $2300 firm. Call 
.452-8024. 
'73 PORSCHE 911T Targa: AC, AM/FM 
stereo cassette,, much more. Warranty 
26 mpg. 441-8964. 
TEAC 450 Cassette deck. Only five hours 
use. Under warranty. $350 (new $429). 
441-8964. 
'69 FORD FAIRLANE, radio, air-
conditioned. $395. 452-2161. Cheap 
RCA CASSETTE PLAYER for car. $130 
retaM. asklng $65 or best offer. Call 442-
5338.'. 
PONTIAC TEMPEST, $550. Runs like « 
charm. No. faults. 1965, full power, and 
air. 474-4280. 




: A U S T I N  :  
Your time is valuable, 







WEST AUSTIN. Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes t<? down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Gall today for your choice of 
color schemes:' 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




, LE MARQUE APTS 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies $¥!>!*££ ? J JJJJ- y ? 
$115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms :S:«i-jw2 BR. FURN. $180 -Sfe 
$170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen-~'.'3'.., i>vALL BILLS PAIDi 
tral air am! heat. •n 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-8006 
Central Properties Inc. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency 
apartment. One semester or longer. 
$135/month. Ati bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201, 
1 
2 NICE POOLS ; 
Dishwasher: ®p§p' 
Fully Carpeted 
2204 Enfield Rd. 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
> apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CW. pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with evefy 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished.. 
OAK CREEK ..is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM S132 ALL BILLS 
PAID £ 
A new concept in apartirpnt 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
HARTFORD PLAGE 
1405 Hartford Rd. 263-2390 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-
lease for fall and summer. . 
ESTABLISHMENT APTS, 
$135 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• Dishwasher 1 >1 . 
r* Colorful Shag Carpet, 
• Central Air 
• Shuttle Bus-3 Blocks 
• 4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
• MOVE IN TODAY 
$135 
ALL BILLS PAID ^ 
.• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air • Pool 
Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
RETREAT APTS. -
4400 Ave. A 459-0058 T 
• Move In Today 
MARK XX APTS. 
1 BR-$155 2 BR- $184 •> 
CENTRAL AIR >» 
CARPETING 
LARGE POOL ' 
3815 GUADALUPE 
,^_454:3953„ ̂  4S3°5093 
476-6707, unit 7551. 
.  V . I . P .  
APARTMENTS 
• 33rd 8. Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmospnere. 
King sue one bedrooms also available-
Leasing for Summer and fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rat 
No calls after 7:00 p.m 




H a s  v a c a n c i e s ,  1  a n d . 2  
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone 442-6668 
2506 Manor Road 
_ Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
: Efficiencies only 1 
$50 deposit 
- ' Lowest Ratfes in town 
Going fast! 
$124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouse* 
under new ownership. 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby s. One half block from shuttle 
tnd Austtrt transit. 2 bedroom 
tollhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two bathv CA/CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, door to door garbage 
p>ckup pool maid service if desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners. Apt. 
113 or call 451-4848. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
I, 2. or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furntshed 
' From $140 • S265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds 
washateria, lighted grounds. 5 minutes 
*0 UT, minutes to B.A.F.B steps from 
iftS. on bus line. BILLS PA 10, Free 
channel TV. 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
O n e  l a r g e  b e d r o o m  
a p a r t m e n t s .  C A / C H ,  
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
c o v e r e d  p a r k i n g ,  l a u n d r y  
ABP $142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
THE BLACKSTONE 
$64.50/month 
Apartment living Va block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
. A Paraaon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I ' v e  G o t  a  S e c r e t  A p a r t m e n t s .  
Located in the heart of UT 
area, l block to shuttle. S149 50 





EL CID APTS. 
1  B R - $ 1 5 0  
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883-




2 Br. Furn. -$180 
A L L  B I L L S  P A I D  
Central Air Condition - Large Rooms 
" ~ Covered Parking Area 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam 
ceiling, shag carpet throughout, all built-
in kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, 
pool, near campus. 4000 Avenue A". 
SI34.50 bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. 
Central Properties Inc. 
EFFICIENCIES. *115 plus electricity;,', 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling; no pets. 
Huntington Ville. 46th and Ave. A. 454-' 
8903. J 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished; 
apartments. ..Good location,, near' 
campus, shopping center, .and shuttle :• 
bus. All bills paid. For more 
informatlftn, call 454-9475. « 
SEMESTER LEASE. Largenew 14, 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker,t 
clubroom, TREES..Secluded location In 
Northeast off Manor Road., from $159'' 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from S139.50 plus electricity. 807 West ' 
Lynn. Barry.Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
• GREAT PEOPLEI Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely 
furnished. Frost-free refrigerator,'self-
cleaning oven, dlshwasner, $149.50 
monthly, *75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful" 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. JI39 ABP. 121VWest8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. ' 
FLEUR DE J.IS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom, vyalk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on 
shuttle. Two locations, two designs. 38th 
and Speedway area. Convenient to 
downtown and city bus. From S119-S124 
—pfui -electricity. ~6irry <S11ttTigwatef'* 
Company. 454-8576, 472-4162. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag; full kitchen, 
small community living. S145 ABP, 403 
i West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
L 472-4162, 454-8576. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
- shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4162, 454-
8576. 
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature single, due to special 
circumstances. All bills paid. Only 5125-
459-7950. 
WANT 2 PERSONS TO WORK ' 
3 or 4 hours up to 15' minutes ' 
after sundown. Need 
transportation to working 
?a p m - 5 p m  MONDAYV• 
months work.) 
-(2. 
, MASSAGERS ; 
^ l\ Sharp, Personable, ' 
VNo .experience necessary » will tralri 
Excellent wages, must have 
transportation, Call for appointment' 




fs Interviewing {for full time Bartenders 
and Dancers. Neat appearance. Apply in 





If you can answer yes to three of the next 
four questions: 
1.1 like to meet people?—l 
2. I like a 
3. I am willing to work hurrt? 
4. My friends think I'm a winner?; 
Please Call for Job Interview 
472-3192 or 472-7206 
Fully Carpeted 
4306 Ave. A 452-1801 
• I Block Campus 
• Free Parking 
• Laundry Facil'ties 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
• Ail Bills Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. -Private 
Rooms Available 
1908 University A:Ve. 
478-2185 
TREES & VIEWS -
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn only 3 
mm from downtown, 5 min fre*n UT 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private 
balconies, lots of glass From S179 plus 
E OAK KNOLL. 620 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. -S170 
1 Br. Furn. - $150 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air 
441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
N E W E S T  &  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at $135, all bills 
paid. Spacious efficiency, one and two 
bedrooms. Closets.,galore. Party bars & 
wet bars. Private patios & balconies. 
Clubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools. Individual heating and cooling-
Professional resident management. 1845 
Burton Drive-at Woodland. Second red 
light east of IH 35, take Woodland exit. 
Phone 442-6789 ' 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment > Si55 00 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAtST. Huge one and two 
bedroom, Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
454*1583. 472*4462. Barry GiTiingwater 
Company. 
EFFICIENCY • $105 all bills paid. Maid 
service, 6 blocks campus, shuttle bus. 
240} Leoru 476*3467. < ^ 
EFFICIENCY 2700SWIsher, 1 block L*w 
School. ABP $120/month. 478-6550 
ONi BEDROOM furnished apartment, 
Shag, dishwasher, cable, pool, shuttle-
$135. Ail Bills Paid. Call 474-2605. 
TOPLESS 
DANCERS 
No experience necessary 
earn $600-$800 per month 
working in one of Austin's 
newest clubs. Call 327-9055 
after 2 p.m. 
JACK'S 
CROW'S NEST 
507 E. Bee Cave Rd.* 
(2 mi. past Zilker Park) 
MARTIN GUITAR Model D-21, very 
hard to find. Excellent sound, condition 
Hardshell case. S450. 477-2508 after 5. 
NORWEGIAN ELKHOUNO, male, 
three months, champion bred, make 
offer. 258-2744 
1964 VW, Good condition. Newly 
inspected. Call after 5:30 p.m. 454-7519 
..HEWLETT PACKARD 80 Perfect 
condition. J350. Call 477-8994 L-201, 
Colorado Apartments. After 6 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sues to choose from S3 00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
'61 FORD 350. One ton truck Old 
hydramatic 4 speed. 750x17 tires 12 loot 
lumber rack. After 5 on weekdays 1307 
Cullen Avenue. 
'69 VW FAST8ACK. Automatic, radio. 
10,000 miles. SHOO cash. Must sell 476-
14^2 after 6 p.ffi. 20-plus mpg 
•64 VW SQUARE BACK Willi -newer 
engine. Good condition. Call after 7 p m 
474-1742. 
1966 RAMBLER AMERICAN. AC. radia 
automatic, 16 mpg, good condition, 
single owner. *700. 4706R, 
t»S« OLOSMOBTLE. New painl 
(restored to original}. 2 new tires* 1500 
or best offer. 444-0128 after 3:00. 
1970 HONDA 350SL. Body, engine, tires 
in excellent condition. Asking M00. 477-
>191 or 345-3995. 
2U ROLLEFLEX and case, lens, 180mrr 
letts. COS Porrofinder, case ani 
accessories, Norlta 2'. SLR, print 
wkther, Stabilisation processor and 
other items. 4764404. 
PlOME6»r STEREO HEADPHONES; 
SE 50 BeeuHfuf, boat, new 1st, *25.00. 
4764071. 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us For the 
next three weeks only get your 1100 gift 
Young manager and tenants Club room 
volley ball court, private parties- shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses. Shuttle bus 
45,-8,S5 452-5326 
B R I G H T  A N D  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 arfd 
Koemg Lane. Call today. 
472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215. 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments Will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus 
Leeje now; make this a great summer 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion -
Larger Apartments with; shag carpets', 
modern turmture. accent wall and con­
venient central location^ ? ... 
1 Bedroom 
S145 unfurnished' . W60 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
S178 unfurnished 1198 furnished 
Atl Bills Paid ' / 
600 So<fth First St K / 444-0687 
i 
0900 USED COLOR TV, 23".»125-Also 
Xtnith Stereo, *75 CaM 447-170142*2999 
Mtofc 3 pm. 
MOVING. SELLING - FURNITURE 
reasonably, Simmons hide-a bed, 1920"s 
dish cabtnefc etc. Can Venet etier 5. W2-
U4J. ' 
^ ^ ^ 
•O VNACO SCA^O to wajH of so<id sla«e 
power Good condition. ITS. M-UUt 
FACULfY . 
AND STAFF 
..Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
^tWivement Northeast Austin. WO conn , 
«aul>e(|; ceilings,' mange snag, fence# 
.y*r<t l»rge walk-ins. M13B Auburn *&-
W14. 472-4162. Berry GiMingwaler Com-
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 




Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the, solution to 
your housing. 
•The South Shores central location 
provides easy access to u T 
Come by and see our new efficiency, and 
J bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake. Complete with shag 
t&rpetiny, accent wall, modern fur­
niture. plus an individual-deck overlook­
ing the water 
From S145 — all bills paid 
. 300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
ifflwtaf 
Pre-Leasei for 2nd Semester 
1 BR. ! BA 2 BR, 2 BA 3 BR, 3 BA 
S164.50 $235 S325 
t Large Pool-All Bills Paid 
Move I n Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus—Front Door 
2400 Town Lake Circle 
442-8340 
I ANGLE WOO D 
- - WEST 
1 Br Furn, 1145 -i 
2 Br. Furn. jI* . 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet-
Central Air ft Heat 
1403 Norwalk . i v 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9*14. " . -
LOOKING FOR AN AF*T.? 
Choose from over.10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
* 451-8242 - No fee. :. 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
U T .  B e a u t i f u l  P o o l  a n d  P a t t o .  
Reasonable. Shuttle ! a block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 
NEW ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment with CA/CH, dishwasher, 
disposal, laundry, and pool. Va block 
shuttle. Near 34th and Speedway at 3405 
1 Hfrltfis. 472-7885 
LARGE ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, 
shuttle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasino 
Versailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
8385. 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool, $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
CLEAN FURNISHED one bedroom 
apartment. One block from Law School 
Available April 1st. 477-0969, 471-4209. 
DESPARATELY NEED someone take 
oyer Spring contract. Just steps from 
UT. One bedroom, kitchen, living room, 
CA/CH, cable, shag, disposal, 
dishwasher, big refrigerator, shower 
room heater, quiet neighbors, sun deck. 
$160/month. 311 East 31st. 472-8021. 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
. CA/CH, carpeting -
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 




Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn or unfurn. 
witli large walk-ins, beautiful landscap-
inq. From S154 ABP. 1100 Reinli.US2-
3202, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
NEW THIS WEEK! f>once de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP 
Most outstanding apartments in the 
university area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
>941 or 472-8253. 
S149TSO"ALL BILLS PAMJ. I bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in Kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER RATES NOW! Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus 2 
bedroom/2 bath; one bedroom S135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and Interregional 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus: Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200.Avenue A. 451-6533,4S4-M23. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT.. .1 A 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice pool area, study room, 
oriental furnishings. Fromt139ABP-40S 
East 31st. 472-2147. 472-416^ Barry 
UNF. APARTS. 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect -r like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools,' putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
now! From $145 
444-1846 
210V Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
BOTH SEXES 
MASSAGE 
New expansion details the hiring of 10 
to be trained and go to work 
April 15. 
N O  E X P E R I E N C E  
NECESSARY 
Call Mr. Forter 441-4151 
EXPERIENCED MANAGER needed in 
University area. Small complex, 
reduced rent. Call 472-2518. ~ 
BABYSITTER WANTED to care for two 
4 and 5 year old girls in the evenings. 
Near 38th and Shoal Creek. Call 451-2728 
after 6 p.m. 
• CALL-.YADC TODAY. Help shoppers 
save at 85 merchants. Students, 
housewives. 454-0100 from 1-5 weekdays 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTED for 
New York camp. Wrapgler-counselors 
apply now; 4-llgh Chaparral Ranch, Rt. 
23C, East Jewett, N.Y. 
NEED LABORERS and helpers on large 
apartment project. Call Bob Kendrlck 
after 6 p.m. 441-0463. 1 
BARTENDER WANTED • part time. 
The Draught House, 4112 Medical 
Parkway. 
— SI 
ACTORS NEEDED for student film. 
Call Joe 477-4386 or 474-4488 after 5 p.m. 
WAITRESS/WAITER wanted 2-3 nights 
per week 4-12 p.m. The Stage Coach 
Lounge. Please call Charles Jacobs. 451-
5291, after & p.m. 345-9046. 
WANTED PHOTOGRAPHERS 
MODELS for special assignment. 
Excellent pay, send vital statistics and 
photos to Lou Butler, Gen. Del , UT Sla, 
Austin, 78712. J-
ADMINISTRATOR'S SECRETARY. 
Hours: 2 to 10 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 8 
to 5 p.m. Friday; at Austin Community 
College Campus. Must type 60 wpm, 
good .grammatical skills, and public 
relations. Prefer some college, three 
years secretarial experience. Call 476-
<-6381, ext. 70. . ' 
TOPLESS DANCERS needed. Hours3to 
8, Monday through Saturday. Apply In 





•Fall, Spring semester - S46.50/month. 
Dally maid service, central air, 
completely remodeled. Also available • 
single rooms, parking, refrigerator. Hot 
plates allowed. Two blocks ' 
campus. Co-ed. 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 477-1760 
SANTA ELAINA HOUSE. 2411 RU) 
Grande. Kitchen, CA/CH, maid service, 
co-ed, S70-S75. 472-3684 Don. 
SEMI-PRIVATE MALE contract -
Contessa Dormitory. 21 meals weekly, 
S£5!.,Pr'able conditions. Bargain. David, 
478-7040, 452-1275 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
Happy Birthday Leslee, Love, Jimmy. 
Waterbed & frame wanted. 836-5181. 
'58 VW Bus. 477-2022. r" ~ 
AR3A'S PR. $285. 454-3074. ~ 
.Sleeper sofa offer? 4 p.m. 441-4739. 
Nikon Fth fl.4 exc. cond. 471-2275. 
AKC Welmaraners reasonable. 928-1321 
Laminated diplomas. 454-7084. -
HI-FI sale 20-40% 447-4076 nlteS. 
'72 Gremlin. AT-6-air. J2395. 477-3388. 
Marantz, Pioneer sale! 25% off. 441-4110. 
,rom Pioneer SX828-S349. New! 441-4110. Af. 7. 
1971 VW Superbeetle. 11700. 476-1601. 
Pfiaseline AR400, 1375. Todd, 47fr8622. 
Phillips 212, BSOSPIZ, Todd, 476-8622. 
'65 Dart needs work S100 472-1404 
Found female puppy 3-13. 476-1647 
'66 VW bus tapedeck tires 477-3857 
'54 Chevy PU. Rebuilt complete. 
2104. 
453-
; Longhorns4ft. UT seal, engrvd. 447-1255, 
Good used calculus book. 471-3896. 
QUIET EXCELLENCE. West 46th. 
Modern spacious 1470' two story brick, 2-
2, CA/CH, walk-in closets, washer, 
dryer, dishwasher/ disposal,' study, 
carport, storage, offstreet parking, " »'ti unioA i«nnc IIA 
fenced yard, four singles, family. 451- Volvp 1800E. 474*2023 MWF1-12 
Stand erect in Earth Shoes. 
Gillingwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings.- Small 
community living. 1139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 477-1871, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Co. • 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mail, & Capitol Plata. Large 1 
4 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
*137.50 plus electricity, 1105 Clayton 
*5k2J14, 4T2>4M. Barry 
v&lllingwater Company 
EFTFTCIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. 1179.50 
includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
Speedw/ay. 452-0986. 472-4)62. BaCry 
Gillingwater Co: ' 
UNF. HOUSES 
RETAIL ZONING, Large older home 
1972 
3608. 
5 Yamaha. 7000 miles. 1600. 441* 
Call Spooner or Bub 474-1810, 
.Lost Siamese cat call 471-1269, 
i&visv" 
SWTSU CLASS RING, 1971. Ring of keys 
'near 24th/Lamar. Reward.-476-9420. 
Jim.. • Vr ' 1 e 
fl-OSTrTrbm vicinity Harris Blvd.-
Wifidson. BLIND female part German 
Shepherd. Blonde, black ears-nose, no 
f&<oM«r. Answers to Regan. Please call 
,472-4463. REWARD. 
LOST MICKEY MOUSE Lake Travis. 
..Please return. Call David, 472-42(1. 
REWARD. LOST brown Dachsund. Red 
^coilaCt answers to Cindy. Special diet 
.required. Call 454-0625, 454-9329, 
'FOUND BLACK/WHITE male puppy, 
• small. Phone 243-0610. 
LOST II SR-.10 calculator March 13. 
Reward. 441-2213. 
LOST SMALL SIAMESE female with 
• crooked tail; flea collar. Vicinity Airport 
and 45th. Reward 451-1157. 
LOST BUCK KNIFE. Name engraved,' 
Reward. Call 472-9944 evenings. 
FOUNO. MEDIUM SIZED brown 
female dog, Weimaranereyes; Kerrvllle 
tags - "Maude." Bplongs to. Marc 
Walton. Call 476-1972, 
ROOMMATES 
UT AREA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath. CA7CH, 
walk-in closets, laundry, pool, utilities, 
reasonable. 477-2608. v 
ROOMMATE. TO SHARE^ 
house. 175-a month. CaH<Ma 
'70 a.rn and noon 442-6537. 
OWN ROOM spacious luxurious house 
near Baiconies~ffnd 2222. 190 plus bills. 
451-6137. Yvonne. 
MALE ROOMMATE: share 3 bedroom 
apt. Private room, bath, pool, sauna, 
weight room. Call 928-2820. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
NOW! Own rpom. South Austin 
townhouse. Call 444-0292. 
Just North of 27th & 
SlIllS. Guadalupe 
VMBA 
Typing, Multllith»ng, binding 
. The Connplete Professional 
, FULL-TIME Typing 
- - Service 
RESUMES ' * 
s i. With or without pictures. 
2 Day Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
-t 4 2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II 




Fast 474-''M Thesis 
Professional iResumes 
No Hassles Scientific-
On Drag » Next to Gourmet 
EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members In every 
field for 15 years; will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All wcrk proofread. 
478-0762. 
MALE ROOMMATE needed. 175 pi 
month, bills paid. Until end of May. Call 
454-0161 "after 6:00. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large four 
bedroom furnished house. Own room. 
Call Diane. 447-1466. 
FEMALE NEEDED: Share beautiful 
apartment three blocks from campus. 
Own room 182.50 plus bills. Sue, 474-2005, 
1907 Pearl. 
NEED FEMALE. Share 2 bedroom 
house, north location, 160, half bills. 
Sarah, 454-3503, ext. 47, 836-5824. 
SHARE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE. North Of 
Airport. 180 ABP. <Srad student 
preferred. John, 453-7322, ext. 36; 926-
8001. •- •••; 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes 
campus/downtown. 1,-2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. 185 to 1140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
FOR SUMMER SESSION 2-Uhouse in 
Tarrytown. All bills -paid. Washer and 
dryer. No pets. Call 477-5570;.., 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law.briefs 












BUY, SELL all types glrley magazines, 
books, records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
iewelry, musical instruments New 
buyer on duty Aaron's. 320 Congress. 
Downtown. 
JOB WANTED 
AOVING? My pickup makes the going 
-easier. One truckload: S12. Two,loads: 
S20. 258-1891. 
BUSINESS 0PP. 
20 YEAR OLD retired student will show 
you how to earn up to 1800 monthly while 
attending school. Send brief resume to 




BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work1. Past, accurate, 
reasonable.. Prlntinb-Blnding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 T . .. 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
! minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, . dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. <892-
K727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. 
Experienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and.undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124, 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding, {15.15 Koenig 
Lane. 45J»7205. -
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations,'duplication, binding: open 
everyday, 442-7008. Not at old address. 
Please call before coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per .page -Theses 75 cents. Call-
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE: A 
complete .service from typing through 
binding, Available until 10 p.m. 
Experienced In all fields. Near campus. 
1401 Mohle Drive. 476-3018. 
. ,i ses. Letters 
All University and 
business work -
iv,.. Last Minute Service 
1 W Open 9-9 Mon-Th 8, 9-5 
iERVICE Fr,-S8t 









1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (50- page), Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical, Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715.-
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selecfric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
A t o . Z  
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th.St. 
472-0149 " 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
.P R 's, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
THE CROCKETT CD. 
TYPING - themes, theses, dissertations 
XEROX COPYING 
OFFSET PRINTING . 
Complete set of OFFICE SUPPLIES 
Drive thru window for quick service 
453-7987 5530 BURNET RD. 
Jusi hortn of 27th & 
Guadalupe 
YES/ we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
FOR SALE 
, . r, . m. ItVllllfW *.«•> V«UVI I1VITIV:. ^  .. . . . . .  J,  .  
near university. Fresh paint, plenty of-/' \ - ,,, ^ ' ' * .>. • 
Ku 3&-74«./mon,h'Da"McGrtfw *»-
3 BEDROOM^ 1W BATH, shag carpet 




• RUTH TUTORIN6 thaV you' C«N: 
1"^ ivi»nd#rstamd, 47MJ757. T • 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
A K A I  A A 8 0 3 0  R e c e i v e r ,  2 5  r m s  w a t t s  p e r  c h a n n e l .  L i s t  $ 2 9 9  9 5  
SANSUI turntable, new model SR-212. List $149.95 SCI-1253 3-
way speaker, 12^' woofer, 5"- midranger, 3'/2" tweeter, clear 
sound. List $149.95 each. Total List Price $749.95*each. 
s STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $435.00 
SANSUI 771 receiver, 45 rms watts per channel. List $389.95. 
DUAL 1214 changer, base, dust cover, Shure M91ED cartrldae 
k'V S 0ol,?0 tSCI"1253 speakers. List $149.95 each. Total List ^Pric© S891.65 
STOCK .REDUCTION PRICE $499 00 
HARMAN KASDON receiver, 22 rms watts per channel List" 
v si99 95. DUAL 1214 changer complete. List S201 80 SCl'-1253 
^aspeakers, uPst $149.95 each. Total List Price $701 65 
R SJOfK «EDUCTION PRICE $395 00 ' 
.ajiPIONEE R KP-300 FM stereo cassette for your car. List $149 95 
FOR SALE 1»6» VW C»mpmoblie> 
reMfft en^ine^^ood fires, goodmlleage. 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $114 
'STEREO CENTER^ dHfM In AttrAnhw«:(r< rkh _ ^ m mmm mmm I ̂ I %mmm | ̂ •An «x 1 ah. • . • . m s 
Hiiipi^»476-6733 
ma»ter,'» eoree" i " attrop yircs. "c'eii 
Martin anytime. 44I-6U1. 203 East 19th 




By BILL GARLAND 
Texan Staff Writer 
Constitutional Convention 
? | critics often say special 
"" interests will dilute 
meaningful constitutional 
reform in Texas. , gggj 
Judging from Frida£% 
session, the theme might 
change to lack of interest^!® 
Barely mustering enough 




quorum in the morning, the 
convention dissipated in the 
afternoon, falling well below 
the two-thirds majority (121 
delegates) necessary to 
conduct business. 
V'jLeft suspended from the 
morning session was the 
question of whether to make 
the governor submit a state 




A MOVE to table the 
amendment failed first thing 
in the afternoon on a 67-44 
vote, showing the presence of 
only 111 delegates. 
An obviously ~ displeased 
convention president Price 
Daniel Jr., who had indicated 
earlier that Friday afternoons ~ 
and possibly even Saturdays 
might be necessary to catch 
up with convention business, 
said Friday afternoon and 
Saturday sessions would be 
required this week, 
y Wednesday and Thursday 
business sessions were; 
killed in an - auto accident 
early Wednesday morning.}^-
Before Wednesdays 
delegates had .picked up the . 
pace a little in consideration 
of the Executive Article. 
Halfway through the 
article, delegates have 
approved severai JmtportanT 
provisions which/Include the 
following^., 
—Apfwisionjfrantirigthe 
governor power to remove all 
appointments* including those 
made by a previous goverhor, 
to state agencies or boards. A 
• majority vote of the Senate 
membership could half the 
.removal. 
A removal power is n6t 
rm 
Girl Streaks ill Tokyo 
TOKYO ; (AP) passersby I 
Shouted, "Do it, do it," & 17-year-old 
American high school girl streaked 60 
!eet on a busy Tokyo street Sunday. 
Sbe w« arrested, ̂  (Jiarged 
Officers said the girl, not identified 
ause of her age, told them she ran 
in the nude because her friends 
Attempted Coup Quelled 
 ̂LISBON, Portugal (AP) — The 
^government announced Sunday the 
J^arrest of up to 30 army officers after 
abortive attempt by dissident 
to march on Lisbon and 
overthrow the government. 
Among them was Lt. Col. Joao 
Almeida Bruno, a close friend pf 
ousted generals Antonio de Spinola 
and Francisco Costa da Gomes, thte 
former chief of staff. 
All three have received Portugal's 
highest military decorations,, and 
were honored at the military academy 
in Lisbon only last week. Bruno 
served wlth SpliioTa wHM 
^Wiers: 
the 
controversial general commanded 
forces in Portuguese Guinea. , 
Loyal troops kept an aimed grip on 
Portugal Sunday. Soldiers were 
posted at military installations and 
communications centers, but the 
nation appeared calm. 
Israel 
By United Press International 
Israel said Sunday it will 
send defense Minister Moshe 
Dayan to Washington "as its 
representative in indirect 
talks with Syria on troop 
disengajgement along the 
Washington but gave no 
indication whether Israel's 
proposals for separating the 
two armies were ready to be 
. presented to U.S. Secretary 
State Henry A. Kissinger, < 
"At Uie weekly meeting of 
:-8i 
•M 
Golan Heights battlefield the government, the visit pf 
sides exchanged The defense minis'ter .to 
Wmm. 
^ ^ > f • VIAiW V W • . vf aa^# V • 
cancelled last week in honor granted the governor under, 
of the late Houston Rep. the current Constitution. 
Hawkins Menefee, who was 
Wire Guild 
Threatens Strike 
NEW YORK (UPI) A 
federal mediator brought 
negotiators for United Press 
International and the Wire 
Service Guild (WSG) together 
for a joint session late Sunday 
' night in an attempt to avert a 
strike at 7 a.m. CDT Monday 
by editorial and other 
employes of the news service. 
Mediator George V. Byrnes 
of the Federal Mediation and 
SERVICES 
ECONOMY MOVING. Conscientious 
Services at the lowest rate. Call 
apytiipe. 385-8509. " • 
THE'SUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Free 
Timing, Carborator adjustment with 
this ad. V024 Airport. 385-9102. ' 
GROW YOUR OWN Food. We torn 
l»wnsintogo'rdens with Troybullt 
Rototiller. Reasonable, guaranteed. 454-
8211 after 6:00. 
SEAMSTRESS. Good sewing done very 
cheap at my house. Call Susan, 459-9671 
after 5 p.m. ' 
CARPET CLEANING, maid service, 
party cleanup, you name It - we do it. 
Quality work, home or business,' at 
lowest prices. The Services Co. 453-0457. 
THEMES, REPORTS, law notes," 
reasonable. Mrs-. Frasier, 476-1317. 
1204B Marshall Lane. 
FREE RIBBON 
With any typewriter or 
adding machine repair. 
Reasonable rates. 
Sales, Service, Rentals. 
MasterCharge BankAmericard 
Call 474-2566 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
Frfce pick-up and delivery. 
Xerox or IBM 
4c COPIES 






42 Dobie AAall 476-9171 
, Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP 11 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
. Copies 
2200. 
Conciliation Service met for 
several hours in separate 
sessions with the two sides, 
then convened a joint session 
shortly after 9 p.m. CDT. 
The Guild told UPI early 
Sunday it would. strike at 7 
a.m. CDT Monday if its 
demands for higher salaries, 
union security and other 
benefits were not met. A UPI 
spokesman said the Guild 
proposals, covering employes 
in the United States, were 
unacceptable.1 - " ' 
UPI said it was prepared to 
deliver a basic news, 
newspicture and broadcasting 
service in the event of a-
strike. Foreign operations,, 
would not be affected. 
The WSG, which represents 
about 900 UPI employes, 
sought a 10 percent salary 
increase. UPI said it was 
prepared to match a 
settlement of 5.67 percent 
granted by The Associated 
Press last Jan. 1 in a 
settlement with the Guild. " ' 
Jester Resident 
Found Dead 
Lawrence Harold Miller, 
Univarsity freshm.an^of 
Houston, was found dead 
Sunday afternoon in his Jester 
Center room, University 
Police Sgt. Andrew Oliver 
reported. 
Miller's body was 
discovered hanging by an 
extension cord in the closet by 
his roommate, Reggie 
Briscoe, at approximately 
4:30 p.m. 
Justice of the Peace John K. 
Ross pronouced Miller dead at 
6 p.m. "presumably by 
hanging," but refused to make 
a final inquest ruling until the 
results of the autopsy are 
Released .Monday. 
' Briscoe said Sunday that he 
last saw his roommate Friday 
morning, but did not observe 
anything unusual, according 
to police reports. 
. Miller, 19, was a student in 
the College of Social and 
- Behavioral Sciences. 
'• A provision limiting the'^lf^ 
length of special legislative §$" 
sessions to 30 days. Special^ 
sessions currently have the 
same limitation, but the*! 
Constitutional Revision ' 
Commission recommended-
the sessions have no. length 
restriction. 
H V. • A provision giving the 
Legislature veto power with a 
two-thirds record vote *of 
those members present in 
each house. > —-
|Pg 
AidmgPanel lnqui ry  
Currently aveto takes a 
two-thirds vote of members 
present in the house in which 
the< bill originated but a vote 
of two-thirds of all the 
members in the other house. 
Thus, a veto could be 
overridden, by fewer 
legislators. A veto has not 
been successfully overridden 
in Texas since 1941. 
A provision allowing a 
special session of the 
Legislature to consider items 
vetoed by the governor after 
adjournment of the regular 
legislative session. 
WASHINGTON"5 <AP) -
. Presidential adviser Bryce 
Harlow says that by resisting 
vefforts of the House Judiciary 
Committee to gain access to 
.its files, the White House is 
trying to help the committee 
focus its impeachment 
"Inquiry;;.v,?T ,V. i- ' 
' Until the committee decideV1'deaft with Harlow's "repeated 
what an impeachable offense references to a need for the 
is and draws up specific committee to be more 
charges \ against President specific in its requests for 
Nixon based on- that information. 
definition, Harlowsays, .• tfiie; 
investigation will wander Whal about the request 
aimlessly, creating the risk of 42 <tapes of presidential 
; Delegates rejected a CRC--
proposal that the governor be ' 
allowed to reduce budget 
items in addition to his 
current line-item veto power. 
Governors now must either 
adopt a budget item in full or 
reject it in full. 
The amendment by Dallas 
Rep. Frank Gaston, left 
hanging Friday,  would 
mandate the governor to 
reorganize the more than 200 
state agencies and boards. 
Reorganization would have 
to  be approved by 
"concurrent resolution" of 
the Legislature. 
An amendment by Houston 
Rep. Rotf Waters calling for 
state agencies to be grouped 
into 20 departments was 
tabled 96-35. 
Functions and powers of the 
departments would have been 












Persons^- ntif"' registering 
their vehicles by. April 1 are 
^'subject to a $200 fine and a 
penalty of 20 percent of their 
license fee. 
New plates  must  be 
displayed on vehicles by 12:01 _ 
a.m. April 2 unless the vehicle 
^Msnot imise. . - - — 
^^conslitufiohaT impasse,." 
• Harlow, one of Nixon's fop" 
aides, said in an .interview 
that the White House is not 
being recalcitrant or trying to 
hide anything by refusing to 
open White House files to the 
committee or to respond to its_ 
fire for the sixth consecutive 
day. 
Syrian gunners pounded the 
northern sector of the bulge 
captured by Israel in last 
October's war for three hours 
and Israeli 130mm and 175mm 
Long Tom guns returned fire, 
an Israeli military spokesman 
said in Tel Aviv. Syria said the 
fighting lasted a total of eight 
hours. 
The Israeli spokesman said 
shellingcausedno 
casualties, but Syria 
claimed to have inflicted a. 
number of losses. Syria 
: admitted losing four dead and 
; 12 wounded but claimed to 
have destroyed 18 Israeli 
artillery batteries, fiye tanks 
and a number of armored 
vehicles..), . 
"There was very heavy 
shelling today until we could 
say they were silenced," he 
said. "The' last- few- days, the 
: Syrians were using nuisance 
or  harassment  shel l ing 
tactics, but today they were 
shelling to (rill" ' • 
A Cabi^t communique in 
Jerusalem announced 
DayaB's  mission to  
conversat ions? That  is  
specific. It mentions datesv' 
hours even, and people. 
A.  Tho^e^ai 'e  actual  
discussions, yes, but what are 
they relevant to? 
Q. The committee thinks 
they relate-  jo  the 
request -for-tapes 42T"Watergate cover-up 
% "The law does not provide 
for excuses," Harry Anderson 
of the Motor Vehicle Division 
of  the  Texas Highway 
Department said. 
Vehicle owners registering 
late will have to sign an 
affidavit stating that the 
Vehicle has not been in 
operation jsince April 1 or pay 
the penalty, Anderson said. : 
presidential conversations. 
"It is an attempt to help 
them, in a way, to decide 
specifically what they are 
trying to do," he said. "As it 
is now, they have no anchor to 
what they are trying to do." 
Harlow's  s ta ted views 
"ref lected a~ fundamental  
d isagreement  with the 
Juciciary Committee, which 
regards the drawing of any 
charges against Nixon as the 
final step of its inquiry and 
one that cannot be taken until 
it has examined all available 
evidence. 
The nature  of  the '  
disagreement can be seen in 
the following exchange, which 
A. How? _ ' '' 
Q. They want to hear them 
to find out. 
A. I understand. Of course 
they do. 
Q. How can they determine 
relevancy? ~ 
A. They have, a staff of 101. 
They're busy, able people. I 
think they'd love to have those 
tapes to see if they might be 
relevant to something. - , 
my-. Luxury living at its best 
2BR-2B,$ |  
4 can share for ^^Laa^^\^each 
furnished ALL BILLS PAID 
> • Firsplaoos, Town Lake views 
• Pool with water volleyball court 
• 1 * 2 bedrooms,-1 or 2 baths - -
• Large decfcSrOuMde storage 
• 24 how emergency maintenance service 
, • On ahutttobus route" 
444-1806 
1601 Royal Crest Drive, Just off RlypnMe Or. 
. A Development ot J agger Associates 
TONY FROM 
MR. LOHNY'S I 
. HAIRSTYLIST 
5308 BURNET ROAD 
OFFERS GUYS & DOLLS 
A VIP HAIR TREATMENT 
(SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, 
AND STYLE) 
FOR *6.50 1 
FOR APPOINTMENT CAli 
459-79Q4 
Washington for talks with the 
secretary of state on the 
subject of separation of forces 
with Syria was confirmed^ 
the communique said;  ~*,  
The Cabinet did not fik 
Dayan's departure but said he 
will be there for several days. 
"The date will be coordinated 
with the Americans," Cabinet 
spokesman Michael Arnon 
A Syrian mil i tary 
communique broadcast over 
Damascus radio said the 
Golan fighting first erupted at 
3 a.m, Sunday when a Syrian 
patrol "surprised an advanced 
Israeli ambushing.unit." 
Syrian forces scored direct 
hi ts  and the Israel i  uni t  
suffered "a  number of  
casual t ies ,^ki l led or  
wounded," tn'e communique 
said. It made no men( 
any Syrian losses,-. 
An.  Israel i  con 
statement denied the predawn 
clash but said "exchange of 
artillery fire'' erupted in the 
northern sector of the Golan 
Heights captured from Syria 
last October around 10 a.m. 
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»'• POCKET 
COMPUTER 
Trigonometric Functions . , 




Square Root Extraction 
"Pi Extraction 
Degree/Radian Extraction - > 
11 -
v- n, 
GENERAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO. 
837 W. 12th St. 472-4181 
h&r*4-
•4^ ' .1.1 t 
Want v0ur stereo sold? 
• If* sold-







SSve Time - Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
Kaldoraph 
a" 
1 CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK ( 
J4P -}?V -4 • tor 
PROBLEM 
PREGNANCY 
Justin Maternity Counseling Service 
Offers residential and, non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been In this business. 
for 50 years 
•THE DAILY TEXAN| 
Want an apartment rented? 
It's rentecRr^lfM^ 
VW PARTS AND SERVICE 
Quality work at reasonable prices. Tune-
up slo.SO plus parts. Free diagnosis. 
Estimates and compression checks. 
Please try us! (We have moved to 1003 
Sage Brush). For information call 634-




NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunl Indian 
lewelry,- African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. ' 
$50 FOR 500 WOROSi about your 
Interests, plans, experiences, Ideas - on 
ti-avel, lobs, living, etc. Get full 
Information from Joe Fenton, G.P.O 
Box 3055, New York, N.Y. 10001. 
LEARN TO SAIL 
THIS SPRING VACATION 
Intensive^ -course, April 1-5. Sailing 
everyday on 46 ft. lioop, overnight 
graduation cruise. ONLY S7S/PERSON. 
VIKING, Box 421, Port Aransas, Texas 
78373 
, 512 749-5960 > '/Mi 
4|SXYDIVE! 




The Daily Texan Classifieds 
§s'A'- . „ r&afcij-' 
471-5244 
( s, >XL 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
•WRITE YOUR AD HERE-
v y Want a service noticed?5^ 
It's 
1 
n oti ced.1 IIWIIWWWI ,,31 
if: 
_tsTJ 
0 F:or ipformatfon Pleas call 
272-5711 a yti e 
I *k< 
Use this handy chart to quic 
 ̂> (15 word minimum] 











Cost per word! jo 18 35 60 1.20 
15 1.50 2.70 5.25 t.00 18.00 
16 1.60 2.M 5.60* 9.60 1t.20 
17 1.70 
•a'*' 
3.06 5.95 10.20 20.40 
18 1.80 3.24 6.30 10.80 21.60 
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Amount EndosedL 
Number of Day* 
to: -
2% 
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The Daily Texan Classifieds 
471-5244 
Want anything seen or, sold%§ 
It's seen and sold. ,v7 
The Daily Texan Classifili^ 
They're , seen and they sell I 
GIVE US A CALL! 
" 
m M 
Monday, March 18. 1?74 THE DAILY.TEXAN Pa< 
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The. 
polished brass plate •< on the 
door that reads ''Office of the 
Chief Judge" comes down 
Tuesday and John J. Sirictf 
once more will be just another 
of IS district judges in the 
courthouse. 
The plate will be moved to 
the chambers of Judge George 
L. Hart Jr., and with it the 
trappings of chief judge: 
administrator, shepherd of 
grand juries, assigner of 
cases, including Watergate. 
For Sirica, who turns 70 
Tuesday and therefore must < 
relinquish' the post, it means 
his first vacation in 18 months 
— very nearly the span of the 
• Watergate case that lifted 
him from obscurity. 
'"I've been pretty active, as 
you know, as chief judge," 
Sirica said in something of ah 
understatement, even as he 
was writing one of his most 
important decisions.. 
That decision, expected 
Monday, will be whether, the 
House of Representatives gets 
access to the secret report 
that accompanied the 
Watergate grand jury's cover-
up indictment. 
"Ail I can say it's a very 
important decision," Sirica 
said. "I'm not going to try and 
compare it with any other 
. But 
compared with his historic 
ruling of last Aug. 29 that 
forced President Nixon to 
submit the White House 
Watergate tape recordings to 
Sirica for review — and 
eventually for the grand jury. 
Sirica long ago made it 
vknown he would remain as ah 
active judge rather than 
becoming a senior judgfe with 
fewer cases or retiring. 
- In one of his last acts as 
chief judge, Sirica assigned 
himself the Watergate biggie: 
the trial of onetime 
Administration officials H.R. 
Haldeman, .  John . D. 
Ehrlichman, John N. Mitchell 
and Charles W. Colson on 
cover-up charges. •. ~ ~ T 
He's set trial for Sept. 9 in 
the cover-up case. 
Sirica was appointed to the 
-bench by President 
Eisenhower in the late 1950s. 
JfeSEC T-e.V'J 
















Precision-is a way of life 
with Sony. It is a guiding 
principle (or all Sony peo­
ple—researchers, design­
ers. engineers, assem­
blers and Inspectors. Pre­
cision 4s-tb®-reason-why^ 
the Sony name on any 
product'is your absolute 
assurance of quality, de­
pendability and outstand­
ing performance. Here's 
another example of Sony 
precision; 
m < 
. NEW YORK (UPI) President Nixon's personal 
secretary, Rose Mary Woods, has been subjioenaed tor 
appear for the prosecution in the Mitchell-Stans criminal' 
-trial, The Washington Star-News reported Sunday, 
fll The Star-News story, which did not name the source of 
its information, said that Miss Woods Was expected to be 
called early this week to testify about a White House list 
• of secret donors to Nixon's 1972 re-electiofrcampaign.:-
Such a development could clear up the mystery aboltf 
the nature of a 90-minute private conference late Friday 
between attorneys for both sides and U.S. Dist. Judge Lee 
. Gagliardi. 
v- The issue discussed was not disclosed but the presence 
at the conference of U.S. Atty. Paul J. Curran gave rise to 
speculation at the time that it may have confirmed the 
appearance in court of former White House counsel John 
W. Dean III, who has been cited as a co-conspirator in this 
' case. 
Dean has been described by the prosecution as a crucial 
witness who is expected to testify for the government, 
possibly this week. His appearance, however, could be 
affected by a continuing dispute over White H£i^ |aj>e, 
recordings between huh and' the President, 
An appearance by Miss Woods in the trial tif former 
Cabinet officers John N. Mitchell and Maurice H. Stans 
could be as dramatic and possibly as important as any of 
the witnesses expected to be called. It would be her first 
participation in a criminal case involving any of Nixon's-; 
former associates. ? 
- - The witness, Hugh W: Sloan, a former White House' 
aide, testified for the prosecution Friday that despite his 
position he was not told that '$200,000 cash contribution 
was made by international financier Robert L. Vesco. 
Sloan was treasurer in the Finance Committee for the 
Re-Election of the President which was headed by Stans. 
Mitchell was Nixon's campaign director at the time of the 
contribution, April 10, 1972. 
v Vesco, a fugitive co-defendant in the case, was under 
investigation by the Securities and Exchange Commission 
concerning overseas mutual fund operations. 
Sloan testified that at Stans' instruction he entefed into 
the official record the nartie of the donor of the $200,000 as 
"J.M-," a possible reference to Mitchell. The record, he 
said, was later destroyed "pursuant to my 
understanding" of Stans' instructions. 
Walter BOilftfer, Slari& attorney, was to have cross-
examined Friday afternoon but he was delayed by the 
private jgp^enci^eld in the judge's chambers. 
is!®® 
VIENNA; Austria (AP) SKlproceeding further:' The 
te oil ministers from nin^y ^sources said leaders of the ab Countries failed to agree Arab countries .are expected 
Sunday on lifting the oil to be in contact with one 
embargo against the United, another before the Monday 
States and decided to meet1  session to settle some, 
again Monday.'' ' ^^^^SdUfereiice^^ 
n The Arab minister m<gf u ^ 
after they and four other The ministers, Representing 
members of the Organization members of the Organization 
of Petroleum Exporting: of Arab Oil Producing 
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Countries (OP&Q), the 
world's largest oil producing 
nations, decided to extend 
their freeze on oil prices for 
three months, 
A Saudi Arabian official had"' 
said earlier Sunday, that the 
freeze cleaned the way for a 
lifting of the embargo, but 
after the Arab ministers met 
on their own it became 
apparent there still were 
disagreements on the 
embargo. 
Informed 
of the ministers, particularly 
the Syrians, wanted to confer 
with their governments before 
Business Week 
|ins Today 
A kick-off breakfast 
celebration for Business 
Administration Week will be 
held from 8:45 to 10 a.m. 
Monday in Business-
Economics Building 65. 
Coffee and doughnuts will 
be provided free to any of the 
approximately 5,700 business 
administration students who 
attend the breakfast. Dr. 
George Kozmetsky, dean of 
business administration, and 
five departmental chairmen 




Countries (OPEC), met for 
three and a half hours at a 
Vienna hotel, most of the time 
without their aides present.-? 
Sources said Libya, a strong 
opponent of ending 'the 
boycott, displayed ' l ittle 
opposition during the session, . 
and at times was forced to 
defend itself against reports 
'that Libyan oil has been, 
reaching the United States ; 
^through third: nations^^S 
. Egypt and Saudi Arabia, the 
leading Arab oil producer^ 
were reported pushing for an 
end to the boycott that was 
imposed against the United 
-States and the Netherlands 
last October because of the 
two countries' policy toward 
Israel. " . . 
Algeria has been reported in 
favor of lifting the embargo 
- for two months awaiting the 
outcome of negotiationson a 
Middle East peace 
settlement. The United States 
is, playing a key role on troop 
disengagement negotiations 
oh, the Israeli-Syrian front. 
Syria was hgliovpri nna nf tha 
strongest opponents of lifting 
the embargo, seeking to have 
a troop disengagement pact 
signed "With Israel before 
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to both Vietnam and 
Watergate, Daniel Ellsberg 
told a St. Edward's University 
audience Sunday night. 
Ellsberg, known 
predominantly for leaking the 
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American public,, said he 
believed the release of the 
papers would hasten the end 
of the war. 
"The public only heard one 
voice in the war," he said, 
referring to the President. 
"No real authority was" 
willing. to go against the 
President," he added. 
Although Ellsberg believed -
that the release of the papers 
violated the law, he said he 
later realized that there was 
no law which prohibited the 
release: of domestic 
information. 
On the question of secrecy, 
Ellsberg noted, "The. issue is 
Mere do you draw the line 
and who draws it. If you leave,5 
it to the President alone ...; 
he'll draw it between the 
White House and everyone 
else." 
Concerning the present 
political situation in the 
country, Ellsberg said, "I 
think the lessons of* 
' Watergate, in general, are the' 
lessons of Vietnam." * ; 
"It 's not, the fault of' 
Richard Nixon that he hasl. 
been corrupted by that power ; 
and that ability to keep* 
secrets and to lie," Ellsberg, 
said. 
"On the contrary, the way 
the presidency operates today! 
virtually any politician er any ; 
person who got that office-' 
could be expected to abuse,' 
those abilities," he added. ^ 
The inevitable question, of-
impeachment was raised at a' 
press conference preceding' 
his speech. . 
; "I think, based on what ther 
President has admitted;' 
publicly about the actions he's; , 
taken ^amount so clearly to: 
violations of,his oath of office 
to uphold the Ccftistitution and< 
uphold the laws of the land,"; 
Ellsberg said, "that he can't; 
fail to be impeached. • 
"Indeed, he can't fail to be' 
. convicted when the trial goes] 
to the Senate," he added. £'r • 
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